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THE ROLE OF LOCAL CIVIL DEFENSE IN DISASTER PLANNING 

Abstract 
- 
'Intensive field studies involving over 300 in-depth interviews in 

12 American cities were conducted in an effort to ascertain the con- 
ditions or factors associated with variations in the tasks, saliency and 
legitimacy of local civil defense organizations around the United States. 
A11 of the cities were objectively subject to at least two major natural 
disaster threats and half had undergone a major dfsaster in the last 
decade. Data were obtained from key community and emergency organization 
officials by way of a disaster probability rating scale, two intensive 
€nterview guides, and a general documentary checklist. 

Among the findings were the following. While overall disaster 
planning by civil defense has tended to be diLfcrentinted, segmenred, 
isolated, cyclical and spasmodic , in recent years planning has broadened 
to include a wide range of dtsastcr ,igents, a lcsscr Eocus on nilcltnr 
attack, more concern with local colnmunity viability and Lncrcasing 
involvement of .I greater number of organizations in community disascer 
plans. Currently Fn almost all communities there arc mu1tLplc layers 
of planning with little consensus on dis'ister tasks, on organizatfonal 
responsibility and on the scope of disaster plannlng, ,IS well as conlusion 
concerning the role of civfl defcnscb in such pldnning. Local civfl dclcnsc 
directors not only differ in following ii professio:ial or ;I political 
career path, but also manifest ii varfety of bchaviural styles in carrying 
out their roles. 

Local civil defense agencies tend to be ambiguously vtewecl ;IS to 
their interests, structures and functions by the general public, can- 
munity influentinls and orgariizatLon;ll offictals. Civil dcfclnsc agcncics 
have nlso evolved in two different W:IYS -- some following i 1  traditional 
path with an emphnsis on nuclenr hazards and othc.rs concerned with i1 

number of different hazrirds. High salicncy seeins to bc rc.latcd to extcn- 
si-ve horizontal relationships, broad scope of tavks and iiiultfple hazard 
con?erns. 

A number of factors undercut the legitimacy of civil defense organi- 
zations. These include changes in org'inizationsl purpose, pcarceived 
need for services, decline in resources, poor performance and changing 
saliency of the military model. Local offices which have legitimacy tend 
to be in localities where there are persistent thrcats, where civil 
defense is within the local governmental structure, where cxtensivt. rcla- 
tionships are malntained with other organizations, and where the. 1x1 tput 
or product of the civil def(.nse organfzation is seen ;IS riscful t o  other 
cornmuni ty groups. 

Conditions which are most likcly to be productlvc. of successful local 
civil defense Lnvolveincnt in disastcar planning arc' th;iL the. 10ca1 orgint- 
zittion develops experience In h:rndlIng if variety of c.oiiuiiunIty ~ ~ i w r g ~ ~ i i c i ~ ~ ~ ,  
that municipal govcrnmGnt prodidcs it ~Lrii~ture which iItCt'pts iI1ill lrlgi t -  
imfzes the civil defense function, that the local cfvil clc.Cc-nsch clircttor 
has the ability to gencsrate signiifcant prc-disaster relationships among 
those organizations which do become involved in emergency activities, and 
that emergency-relevant resources, such as EOCs, be provided and that the 
knowledge of their availability is widrspread throughout the community. 
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Preface 

An initial comment is necessary on the use of terms. Throughout 
the report the term "loca I civi I defense off ice" wi I I be used. Such a 
local unit is often found under a different designation -- disaster ser- 
vices, emergency services, defense council, etc. While there is a trend 
toward such usage, local civil defense is maintained here for two reasons. 
This usage points to common origins and common functions, regardless of 
different designations which might now be used in particular localifies. 
In addition, when the original interviewing was done, most of the offices 
studied were known by this terminology. 

It is important to indicate that field work upon which this study 
was based was done by past and current DRC staff members: John Bardo, 
Sue Blanshan, Dan Bobb, Paul Cass, John Fitzpatrick, Marvin Hershiser, 
Michael Kearney, Rod Kueneman and Verta Taylor. In addition, they 
contributed various summaries to the continuing discussion of the 
materials. Their contributions were essential to the final product. 

Funding for this study was provided by the Defense Civil Preparedness 
Agency under Contract DAHC20-72-C-0301 Work Clnit 2651C, and for which a 
report was issued in January 1975. The reprinting of this version of 
the report has, however, been borne by the Center itself. 
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C€IAPTER I 

I NTR ODU CT I ON 

In this introductory chapter we .set forth ti;e problem being researched, 
the study undertaken, and the analytical Eramework used. 

I. The Problem 

In this section, we briefly consider the prior field work involved, 
note the literature examined, and state the research question with which our 
overall report is concerned. 

Prior Field Observations 

Field work on natural disasters and similar kinds of consensus-type 
community emergencies has been conducted by the Disaster Research Center (DRc) 
since late 1963.' In the course of nearly a decade about 100 disaster situa- 
tions have been studied, as well as dozens af kinds of other emergency situa- 
tions.2 
local civil defense organization has been looked at wlth varying degrees o €  
attention and of depth. 

During the course of these studies, for a variety of reasons, the 

One consistent impression from all the various observations and research 
is that local civil defense organizations are quite Iicrerogeneous in at least 
three basic ways. They differ considerably in what they do; thc range of tasks 
they undertake. The local groups have different degrees of saliency in their 
community, ranging from being almost unknown to being scen as the central 
emergency organization in their area. Civil defense agencies also range from 
being totally accepted as a legitimate group in their locality to almost be/ng 
seen as a somewhat suspect "outside" organization despite their local base. 

Looking at these three points in more detail, our prior field obser- 
vations suggest the following. In sonic communities tlic Inca1 civil defense 
office has a very restricted set of tasks or rcsponsibilities, almost the. 
mi_nimal Fossible to be a viable group. Thus, at times thc local agency is 
involved solely in wartime or perhaps more accurately nuclear warfare planning 
since the notion of preparations for more convcntional warfnrc. seems to be 
almost totally absent everywhere. However, in other areas rhe civil defense 
organization has a function in peacetime or natural disaster activities. 
This is a rather widespread role. In still otlicr localities, the civil 
defense agency is involved in the widest rangc of disaster planning, 
including technological or ecological disasters. And a few civil defense 
groups have even functioned in different capacities in such cormunity 
emergencies as civil disturbances. The rarest cases of all, altl~ough a few 
exist, are where the civil defense organizations art' participoting in more 
general community problem areas such as the highway sofcty prrgrnm or crime 
prevention activities. Thus, what n local civil clefcsnsc group might do by 
way of tasks or responsibilities can vary rather widely From one locality to 
another. 
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Then there is the matter of how salient civil defense is or is not 
in a given community, how much it stands out or is recognized. 111 some 
localities, including some major cities, it is difficult to locate civil 
defcnse even in the phone book; 
emergency organizations often are totally unaware of the existence of 
civil defense, where it might be located and what, if anything, it might 
be doing. On the other hand, in certain other areas, the local civil 
defense organization is clearly a very salient group. Its presence 
might not only be acknowledged but it may be seen as the key emergency 
group in the area. But there is no necessary or direct connection between 
what local civil defense groups may do and whether they are recognized or 
not. One is able to find all possible variations on this matter. For 
example, there are civil defense organizations with many tasks and low 
saliency, some with a few tasks and high saliency, others with many 
responsibilities and high saliency, and still other instanccs of almost 
no emergency tasks and almost non-existent saliency. Just as there is 
considerable variation in what local civil defen:;e groups do or do not 
do, so there is a considerable range of how salient or not the organi- 
zation will be in n given community. 

in such places many of the key community 

Along the third dimension, that of legitimxy, thcre is also 
co_nsiderable variation not totally correllited el tiler wJ tti saliency or 
nikure of tasks. At one end of a continuum, there are some local civil 
dcfense agencies that have clearly won full community acceptance arid arc 
considered and function as an integral part of thc community's rcsponse 
to any major local crisis, At the other end of the continuum, there 
are other local civil defense groups that obviously have little legiti- 
mate standing in their communities, aiid arc not expected to, nor do they 
participate in any meaningful sense in the planning and response to 
community emergencies of any kind. In between are a number of other 
local civil defense organizations, some of whom are accorded a degree of 
legitimacy in community emergencies, but whose overLill position never- 
theless is somewhat marginal; still other local civil defense grotips 
are rebuffed in their efforts to be an integral part oi the emergency 
stances and responses of their areas. 

These were some of our rathcr impressionistic observations in our 
earlier field work. Civil defense groups seemed to Ix somewhat hetcro- 
geneous insofar as community tasks, saliency and legi timicy were concerned. 
However, our research has never systemarically focused on these matters; 
certainly we have never made any in-depth study of local organizations 
examining them in detail along Llic*sc I inrs (cvcn thuiigh wc had conrluctcd 
other kinds of ~tudirs).~ 
of the conditions or factors associated with variations in local civil 
defense casks, saliency and legitimacy. What accounts for one group 
having a certain set of responsibilities, and another local office having 
a rather different set of tasks? Why is one civil defense organization 
all but unknown in one area, and yet another group is highly visible 
elsewhere? What is responsible for the fact that :i given civil dcfensc 
agency is viewed perhaps as the legitimate group for planning and 

But perhaps more important we know very little 
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responding to community emergencies in one locality, but in another 
place the local civil defense organization is seen at best as an 
interfering interloper from the outside? The observations from our 
earlier field work generated these and similar kinds of questions. But 
since the research undertaken up to this time by ourselves or others 
was never directly aimed at a systematic and in-depth examination of 
local civil defense with regard to these matters, the observations are 
at best impressions and the questions they raised are not yet answered, 

The Literature 

There are two sets of literature pertaining to local civil defense. 
There is the voluminous, exhortatory set of writings setting forth what 
civil defense ought to be and should be doing, l'lien thcre is tlic much 
scantier body of literature on actual civil defense operations. What- 
ever their other incontestable merits, the bulk of these wri tings are 
not too useful in either helping to confirm our impressions, or to 
assist us in answering our questions. 

The vast bulk of the literature discusses how local civil defense 
organizations should be set UP, what their functions ought to be, how the 
groups should respond to emergencies, what their responsibilities ought 
to be, and similar topics couched in terms of idealized expcactations. 
We can see this approach illustrated in the DCPA on-site assistance 
manual, the SDC documents on the development of natural disaster exercises, 
the OEP backed May 1973 issue of Nations's Cities on "Is your city 
prepared for a major disaster'?'', thc IXPA document, Disaster Operations: 
A Handbook for Local Government and similar publications.4 This kind of 
planning and training literature essentially depicts, and intcntionally so, 
the ideal structure and functioning of local civil defense units. 

This kind of literature is vital to setting up and developing 
local civil defense agencies in that it presents models for emulation. 
This literature is very useful in evaluating and judging civil defense 
activities for it prcvides a benchmark against which measurements regarding 
training and planning can be made. 
of these kinds of publications is obvious and needs no dcfensc, 

The value, importance and necessity 

But for our purposes, it is important to iiote that this kind of 
literature is addressed to the ideal rather than tile actual, to what ought 
to be rather than to what actually exists. That thcre is always LL 
discrepancy between any Organization as It might be ide'illy desired and 
as it actually operates, is d commonplace sociological observation. As 
such, it is to be anticipated that there is nlmosr inevitnt)ly ,I discrepancy 
also between the ideal civil defense organization as dcpicred in tllc 
training and planning literature, and tlw ctc~u.il civi 1 dcfcnsc groups as 
they really operate in local comriiunities in Aalcricdn society, 

Thus, it would be possible to be very misled if the ideal is assumed 
to be totally realized in the actual, or if it is supposed that the actual 
corresponds to the ideal, Lt i;ould not be expected, furthermore, that the 
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tasks, saliency and legitimacy among civil defense organizations would 
range so widely as suggested by our earlier impressionistic observations, 
if all actual situations adhered closely to the ideal desired. To under- 
stand the actual as compared to the ideal, it is necessary to study real, 
on-going local civil defense groups. Knowledge of such groups cannot be 
obtained by a study and analysis of the planning and training literature 
on such groups. Useful and vital as that literature is for many purposes 
it will not provide us with a good picture of the actual structure and 
functioning of local civil defense groups in everyday American community 
life. 

A relatively minor part of thc literature in the area does report 
on actual research about the "real" world of civil defense. In fact, 
some of the very earliest studies in the area did attempt to describe and 
to understand differences between the €deal and the actual. Thus, research 
by Ktsanes and his colleagues5 as early as 1955 attempted to ascertain 
those factors that determined the ways in which the civil defense program 
in Mobile, Alabama was articulated and accepted into the ongoing community 
structure. This survey study, which we use merely as an example, suggested 
social class and ethnic differences with respect to involvement in civil 
defense activities and the importance of the conununi ty powcr structure 
ih,tlie position local civil defense had in the city. Nearly il decade 
later, to cite another example, a study was made of the use of volunteers 
and voluntary organizations in civil defense and preparedness. ti Among 
other things, this survey research indicated that the lack of saliency 
of civil defense was a major constraint on widespread volunteerism. 
actual study again showed that what was often stated as desirable if not 
necessary in planning and training documents oriented to an ideal world, 
probably could not be attained in the real world. 

An 

The bulk of recent research in this vein in the last decade has 
been conducted at the University of Pittsburg, at Michigan State University 
and at Iowa State University. The topics studied and the means used 
have varied somewhat, but in the vast majority of cases the research find- 
ings have been derived from actual data on what people said and did rather 
than on what others speculated about their thinking and actions, or what 
was thought ought to be believed arid done. Most of these studies have 
been ably summarized in a recent publication by Ralph Garrett, Civil 
Defense and the Public: 
will not be reviewed here again. 

An Overview of Public Attitude Studies, 7 and so 

This line of research, while undoubtedly useful for many purposes, 
and based on actual studies of real people, only partly touches on some 
of the concerns we have. 
and procedures were different in varying degrees from those with which we 
conducted the study reported in the foll wing pages. 
for some very recent work at Iowa State,' this body of literature has not 
been focused on the activities of local civil defcnsc! with regard to natura]. 
disasters. The focus hiis been on civil defense with respect to a nuclear 
or wartime situation. Our research focus hi.s been different; we have 
tried to answer a different research question. 

This is understandable for the research objectives 

For instance, except 
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The Research Question 

In a way, our research question was a very simple one. What 
factors affect the activities, saliency and legitimacy of local civil 
defense offices? Assumed in the question (although we were to examine 
the assumption in our actual field work) was that there were differ- 
ences in activities, saliency and legitimacy among different local 
civil defense organizations. Put another way, we wanted to be able 
to specify the range of differences in the dimensions indicated, and 
to indicate the conditions associated with such differences. 

11. The Study Undertaken 

This section discusses the logic of the sample obtained, the 
reasoning behind the data gathering instruments used, and the nature 
of the field work undertaken. 

While in principle a variety of research designs could have been 
used, practical considerations fairly well structured what we could and 
did do. 
limited number of local civil defense organizations. 
desirable to obtain overall community perception of disaster vulnerability 
for each given locality, but we had to restrict our contacts to key emer- 
gency organization officials rather than conducting a general. survey of 
the total population. Similarly, even though we know there arc differ- 
ential perceptions of situations by personnel at dl ffercnt levels within 
complex organizations, our field work had to be confined to only one or 
two higher officials in most groups except civil defense. Nevertheless, 
despite such kinds of limitations in the study undertaken, we feel fairly 
confident that the field data were adequate and valid for our purposes. 

A limited budget for example, meant we could sample only a very 
It might have been 

The Sample 
_. 

As to the sample, we decided to pick conmiunities that were highly 
disaster vulnerable rather than attempting to choose among localities 
where the threat of catastrophe ranged from almost zero to very likely 
over a given period of time. This bias in our sample was deliberate. 
It was based on the notion that if a high disaster threat existed in a 
given community: (1) there would be extensive disaster planning; 
(2) local civil defense would have an obvious roletoplay; and (3) no 
other justification, such as threat of nuclear warfare, was needed to 
give legitimacy to emergency planning. Furthermore, it was assumed that 
if disaster planning and civil defense were weak or absent in such risk 
areas they were somewhat less likely to preva€l in less hazardous areas 
elsewhere. 

We of course already knew from our earlier field studies that 
while there was a correlation between disaster threat and planning, 
it was far from a one-to-one relationship. Thus, if we dld encounter - 
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situations in our field work where the objective threat in the area 
was not related to disaster planning, saliency and legitimacy by local 
civil defense and/or emergency organizations, such a discrepancy in 
itself might suggest to us clues about what was involved in such dis- 
crepant situations. 
ship could serve as a diagnostic and analytical tool. 

In short, the very absence of the assumed relation- 

In order to choose our cities, an examination was made of various 
hazard risk maps that are currently available. Because such hazard 
exists only for natural disaster agents, we had to forego any possible 
examination of localities with high man-made or technological risks. 
To maximize our study situation, only communities with at least two 
major objective threats from natural disaster agents were considered 
(examples would be a city subject to river flooding and tornadoes, 
one exposed to volcanic eruptions and earthquakes, another vulnerable 
to hurricanes and flash flooding, etc.). 
population were included in the original listing. 

Only cities with over 75,000 

The cities chosen for actual study from the master list were then 
picked on the basis of different combinations of three other criteria. 
First, if DRC had done prior field work in the community, higher priority 
for being selected was given to that city. There are a number of cities 
around the country where we had, in our earlier field studies, acquired 
considerable knowledge about emergency organizations and disaster res- 
ponses, and it seemed inefficient not to use such information. Second, 
we attempted to pick communities in all major sections of the country 
and in as many different states as possible. This was an effort to 

- avoid the bias of whatever peculiar state or regional conditions that 
nnight be operative. Third, in order to minimize travel costs, every- 
thing else being equal, cities that were closer to DRC were chosen over 
those more distant. 

The final sample consisted of a dozen cities, six of which DRC had 
previously studied and six that had never been looked at by DRC before. 
We had communities on both coasts, in 12 states and that ranged in pop- 
ulation from around 75,000 to major metropolitan areas of over a million 
persons. 
half of the cities had not had a major disaster in the last decade, 

Although all highly vulnerable to natural disaster agents, 

The Research Instruments Used 

Four dara gathering instruments were used: a disaster probability 
rating scale, two intensive interview guides, and a general documentary 
checklist. 

The disaster probability rating scale was intended to get at 
overall organizational perspective on a range of possible threats to 
the community. It was aimed at eliciting organizational rather than 
individual perception of conmiunity risks. The object was to see to 
what extent the objectively known risks in the comnitinity were perceived 
as such, what disaste.r hazards were singled out ns most probable, and 
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what consensus, if any, there was on the likelihood of disasters in the 
given locality. As we will indicate Later, at the very least, we hoped 
to obtain a picture of what key officials in local emergency organiza- 
tions -- the basic elements of any organized response to threat -- 
saw as probable and potential disasters in their localities. 

There was one interview guide for personnel in the local civil 
defense office and another for officials in all other emergency- 
oriented organizations in the community. The interview guide for 
civil defense personnel focused on the internal structure and functions 
of the office, its interorganizational relationships, involvemenc in 
disaster planning and preparations, the disaster relevant community 
context, and the history of civil defense in the given community. 
The other interview guide particularly focused on perceived organiza- 
tional responsibilities for disaster relevant tasks, intra- and inter- 
organizational aspects of disaster planning, and the history of emer- 
gency planning in the locality. The overall objective was to develop 
a picture of how the local civil defense organization fitted into past 
and present commnity disaster planning. 

The general documentary checklist was used to insure that we 
collected all copies of disaster plans and other- written material 
relevant to understanding emergency planning and response. Current 
documents as well as those available from the past were sought so as 
to obtain some idea of any changes thzt had been introduced. 

Copies of the incervicw guides used as well as the disaster 
_probability scale which was a part of such guides are reproduced in 
Appendix C of this report. The more specific instrucrions for the 
field teams are however not reproduced for they involve certain 
standardized DRC research proceduscs and policies not unique to this 
study. This involved suchmatters 2s providing an assurance to inter- 
viewees of the confidentiality of both the specific source and the 
particular infomation obtained insofar as later identiffcation is 
concerned. 

The Field Work 

A few telephone calls were made prior to the departure of the 
field team so that interviews could be scheduled with officials, es- 
pecially in the local civil defense office. This procedure had the 
effect of alerting s w e  local personnel that a study was underway and 
in some cases allowed them to consider what thcy might be asked. Such 
prior alerting is normally not the best field research procedure and 
is often costly in tern of spontaneity and openness of answers. Tjut 
we had to balance this disadvantage againat the time gained in the 
field by having some appointments already scheduled. 
cases also the necessity of clearance with the chain-of-command in 
civil defense required giving notice e v m  though going through of- 
ficial channels to some extent threatens t!ie possible validity of 
the data obtained. Fortunately, there was 110 need Lo do this in a71 

In a number of 
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cases and seldom was any prior scheduling undertaken with personnel in 
any non-civil defense organization. Thus, it was possible in a number 
of the cities and among most of the organizations for DRC to initiate 
the field work without any prior alerting about the study. 

fl7 

In general, little effort was made to hide the purpose of the 
research from the officials and organizations contacted. Most probably 
understood it as a study of disaster- planning in the city more than as 
something focusing on civil defense. The legitimacy and value of the 
research was very seldom challenged and in a number of cases openly 
acknowledged. 

An attempt was made to interview all full-time personnel in the 
civil defense office, be these directors, operational heads, office 
workers or whatever positions were involved. Because some persons 
were on vacation, sick leave or otherwise not available, interviewing 
of all personnel was not always possible, although in all 12 cities the 
majority of the staff in the local civil defense office were interviewed. 
Cooperation and rapport in all communities except one ranged from excel- 
lent to good, with operational heads often being the most informative 
and candid of the local staff. 

In the one exception, not only was cooperation minimal but the local 
civil defense personnel actively avoided the DRC field team to the extent 
of openly failing to keep appointments and lying to them. This highly 
unusual reaction to the study, almost never before encountered by DRC in 
any of its over 200 field studies, appeared to be in part the consequence 
of the recognized absence of overall disaster planning in the city, the 
lack of professionalism if not work competence among some of the person- 
nel and a general corruption -- at the time of tlhe DRC visit resulting 
in criminal indictments -- among some of the personnel Ln key emergency 
organizations in the city. This interpretation is partly supported by 
the fact that while interviewing went very well among certain organiza- 
tions in the community, it proceeded with difficulty among other city 
agencies whose personnel were under suspicion or indictment. 

However, even in this city because a few officials interviewed were 
highly observant and open, a fairly good picture of the overall disaster 
planning in the community was nonetheless obtained. In the 12 cities 
generally, the DRC field staff felt that the information obtained from 
civil defense personnel was quite adequate and valid for the purposes of 
the study. 

Cooperation provided by other organizations was equally as good, 
although on rare occasions a reluctant, indifferent or hostile official 
was encountered. Usually a top official in the organization was inter- 
viewed, sometimes two as in the instance of most police departments. 
There seemed to be little hesitation about expressing views and atti- 
tudes about the local civil defense personnel and operations. 
some officials were very blunt in making either negative or positive 
statements about civil defense. 

In fact, 
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Some problems were encountered in obtaining the history of past 
disaster planning in some communities. This did not stem from lack of 
cooperation, but was due to turnover in personnel; current organizational 
officials were not always knowledgeable of past events. 
there were some encumbents who could provide enough details about the 
past, so that a compositehistory of disaster planning in the community 
could be assembled from the separate pieces of information. 

Usually, however, 

DRC field teams consisted of from two to five persons. They spent 
about four or five working days in each city. The total field work ex- 
tended over a period of several months. A total of over 300 interviews 
were obtained ranging from a high of 52 in one community to a low of 17 
in another city. Interviews with civil def'ense personnel averaged about 
two hours in length; with other officials about an hour and a half. Apart 
from difficulties encountered in the one city discussed above, there were 
only two refusals among the officials the DRC field teams attempted to 
contact. 

The vast majority of interviews were tape recorded thus assuring 
fidelity of the information that was analyzed. 
siderations, it was not possible, as had been the case in other DRC 
research, to transcribe most of the recordings. 
alysis therefore had to be done from the tape recordings themselves. 
This made the analysis considerably more time consuming and tedious 
but of course had no consequences on the quality of the datn gathered 
or analyzed. 

Because of budget con- 

Much of the data an- 

One final observation about our datn gathering should be noted. '?he 
data gathered in this systematic 12-city study were consistent with in- 
formation DRC had obtained about civil defense operations Ln earlier 
studies. As noted before, this earlier research involving dozens of 
disasters had not systematically focused on civil defense as we have 
done in this study but certain passing impressions and observations 
had been made. 
atic and unsystematic studies supports our impression about the validity 
and reliability of the data obtained. This rough correspondence of data 
also allowed us to use earlier gathered datn in the six cities where we 
had done prior field research. 

The consistency of the information in both the system- 

111. The Analytical Framework -- 

In this section we present the major analytical dimcnsions examined, 
and outline the format of the rest of the report. 

Major Dimensions Examined 

The basic assumption of our study was thRt the currcmt poaition of 

,-planning in the community, its verticat and horizuntal relationships to 
the local civil defense office W R S  affectcbcl by the histury of disaster 
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other groups within and outside the comunity, and the resource base of 
the agency. That is, we assume the activities, saliency and legitimacy 
of civil defense can be seen as a consequence of the interplay of these 
four major factors or dimensions. The rest of this section explains what 
we were looking for in our data analysis with respect to these four 
dimensions. 

History of disaster planning. 

We sought to ascertain what changes, if any, have taken place in 
disaster planning in the given city, and what conditions or circumstances 
contributed to these trends. The focus was on the years from 1960 to 
1970. Going back earlier in time would in most cases inhibit the avail- 
ability of data, and the time period beyond 1970 was treated as a con- 
temporary period. 

Our major focus was on such questions as the following. Had there 
been any shifts in the scope of disaster planning in the community? 
What changes, if any, had therebeen in legal responsibility €or devel- 
oping and/or administering actual comunity-wide plans? 
been changes in overall disaster planning, what about the speed and 
quality of such changes? Where had the impetus for change come from 
(e.g., actual disasters in the area, awareness of catastrophes else- 
where, internal community processes, extra-community factors such as 
OCD matching funds, etc.)? 

If there had 

Vertical and horizontal relationships. 

We attempted to establish how the local civil defense office was 
- vertically and horizontally related to other groups in the community. 
B y  vertical we had reference to the fact that goals, tasks, objectives, 
etc., of the local civil defense agency are to some extent given to it 
from outside of the local cornunity as we shall explain and illustrate 
shortly. On the other hand, the local civil defense organization has 
horizontal links by way of formal and informal interactions with other 
elements in the local comunity 

An illustration of vertical elements would be the task areasthat 
have TO be reported in civil defense annual reports. These include: 
the day-to-day use of EOCs; training programs for public and local 
officials; the distribution of information to the mass media; work 
with volunteer organizations on civil defense projects; the lines of 
emergency communication in the local civil defense area; the licen- 
sing, 
of shelters; and recommendations on which key governmental officials 
were to be notified in an emergency. In one basic sense, these are 
objectives presented to the local group by an extra-commity element, 
in this particular case, federal civil defense (formerly the Office 
of Civil Defense now Defense Civil Preparedness Agency). 
other extra-community factors would be the kind of Interaction with 
other civil defense groups elsewhere, training of civil defense per- 
sonnel at the DCPA Staff College, exposure to disaster planning lit- 
erature, etc. 

marketing and stocking of shelters; the training and assigning 

Examples of 
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An illustration of horizontal elements would be the systemic 
linkages the local civil defense office would have with the local 
governmental system. These would include formal ties of a legal 
nature, political connections, interorganizational understandings 
and all the variety df ways groups are formally and directly linked 
to one another. Oth2r examples of wtiat wc want TO consider 3s hori- 
zontal elements would be knowledge of prccedur-c?~ of how tn obtain 
funding, informal links because of psst re1 AI. ionships, unofficial 
exchanges of personal and professional favors, etc. 

Oversimplified, we assumed that the locai civil defense office 
is affected by its vertical relationship (i.e. , the dimensions from 
outside the local community) and its horizont:il relationships (i.e., 
the dimensions from within the commiinity). Part of our data analy- 
sis was to establish what these dimensions actually were and hc;w thcy 
operated in given communities. It was of cogrse assumed that there 
could be different combinations oi the vertical and horizontal dimcn- 
sions, and that some Combinations had differcnt consequences for local 
civil defense groups than did other combinations. In a sense, the 
activities, saliency and legitimacy of local civil defensc arc seen 
as a partial function of the conrbination of the vertical and horizon- 
tal dimensions in thc. comniunity. 

Resource base. 

While we dtd not assume that the resource basc of n local civil 
defense off ice was independent of either the history of disastcr plnn- 
ning or the vertical and horizontal. dimensions operative in thc com- 
munity, for analytical purposes we did treat iL as a sorrwwhat indepen- 
dent element. By resource base we mean the personnel, facilities and 
financial. base of the local civil dcfensc ngcncy. In one scnsc, such 
a resource base is a product of the other factors, but in another gcrise 
is itself an element: that can bit used to account for the activities, 
saliency and legitimacy of local civil defense. 

Personnel has reference not only to sheer number of personnel 
but also scimething of their quality. For example, previous background 
or disaster relevanc experiences of thc staff would be considered as 
part of the resaurce base of CL loca: civil defense agency. In similar 
fashion, facilities such as an EOC or financial aspects such as budget 
allocations would also be part of the resource base. 

Format of Report in6 

In the following chaptrrs we present the findings of our study. 
Chapter I1 discusses the history uf local disaster planning in this 
country as exemplified in the 12 cities studied. As far as we can 
ascertain, this is the only empirically based rcascnrch about: the 
general tiistory of community dluustcAr planning tl~ilt: has w c r  ~ C L Y I  

undertaken although there arc n fcw nccoutltri tlliit I O I I C ~  upon the. 
specific historical dcvelcprncnr or c’niergtancy ~ ) I ; I I I I I ~ I ~ ~  1 1 1  1)ttt-t iciilrir 
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+ties. 
defense office, takes into account that much planning occurred outside 
of that context. In this chapter we also take the opportunity to note 
such differences in disaster vulnerability as objectively exist in the 
12 chosen cities (selected because they were subject to at least two 
major threats) and as disaster risk is actually organizationally 
perceived. 

This discussion while primarily fo'cused upon the local civil 

The next chapter deals with the nature and form of current local 
planning. That is, the range of activities generally undertaken with 
respect to possible disasters is examined. Here again the focus is on 
the local civil defense group, but of necessity whatever other emergency 
organizations plan for and do in large-scale catastrophes is considered. 
Also while efforts directed primarily at natural and technological dis- 
asters are reviewed, some attention is paid to local civil activities 
outside of those two areas. Possible conditions associated with dif- 
ferent combinations of activities are noted. 

Chapter IV looks at the perceived role of the local civil defense 
organization in the community. In considering the saliency of the agency, 
while some attention is given to organizational self-perception, greatest 
attention is given to how the group is perceived by other emergency organ- 
izations in the area. 
than examining the saliency of a specific civil defense office in a par- 
ticular locality. Some consideration is given to the factors that 
might account for differential saliency. 

Again the analysis is in general terms, rather 

In the next chapter we discuss the matter of the legitimacy of 
Attention is paid to the civil defense within the local community. 

degree of legitimacy accorded and the differing kinds of relevance 
that civil defense is sometimes seen as having. 
ation is made of the conditions and circumstances which seem to be 
associated with a high degree of legitimacy. In this analysis the 
vertical and horizontal dimensions discussed earlier are looked at 
closely. 
and base of the local civil defense organization. 

An extensive cxamin- 

Particularly noted are the political and governmental links 

n 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. Up to the time of the writing of this report, DRC had studied 244 
different events, primarily natural disasters and secondarily civil 
disturbances. The list of specific events is given in a listing, 
Field Studies put out periodicalLy by the Center. 

2. These studies are reported on in summary form in American Behavioral 
Scientist 13 (January-February 1970) and Anicricnn Hehaviorcll Scien- - tist 16 (January-February 1973). 

3. See, for instance, the report by William A. Anderson, Local Civil 
Defense in Natural Disaster: From Offictx to Organization (Columbus, 

,? Ohio: Disaster Research Center Report Series Nu. 7, 1969). 

4. The specific referent is Defcuse Civil Prcp.lrctlncss Agency, Dtsaster 
Operations: A Handbook for Local Covernnlc>nt (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1972). 

5. T. Ktsanes, F. E. LaViolette and J. T. Rohercr, et al., Comnunity 
Structure, Organization Structure ;ind Citizcln P;irticipation in 
Community-Wide Activities: 
Alabama (New Orleans: Urban Lifc Research Institute, Tulanc Uni- 
versity, 1955). 

A Study of Civil Defenstl in Mobile, 

6. Lois Dean, Katherine Locke and Edwin Locke, "A Comparison of the 
Attitudes of Civil Defense Directors and Conununity Leaders," 2 
Journal of Applied Behavioral Science (1966), pp. 413-430. 

7. Ralph L. Garrett, Civil Defense and the Public: An Overview of 
Public Attitude Studies (Washington, D.C. : U.S. Government Print- 
ing Office, 1971). 

8. As examples see Charles T. Griffin, Charles I,. Mulford and GeraldE. 
Klonglan, An Analysis of Operacing System Effectiveness: Focus on 
the Behavior of Local Coordinators (Ames, Iowa: Department of 
Sociology and Anthropology, Iowa State University, 1972); Gerald 
Klonglan, et al., Local Civil Defense Dircctorv fn Action: Thc%ir 
Opinions, Attitudes, Knowledge and Behavior (Aincs, Iowa: Ucpnrtmcnt 
of Sociology and Anthropology, Iowa Statc Univrrsfty, 1972); and, 
Charles L. Mulford, Gerald E. Klonglan and Charles T. Griffin, Role 
Performance in the Operating System: Civil Dc)fc*nscl Operations in 
Disaster (Ames, Iowa: 
Iowa State University, 1972. 

- 
DepartmcnL of Sociolvgy arid Anthropology, 
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This research also differs from that reported in the following pages 
in that its focus is upon civil defense personnel, especially direc- 
tors, whereas our study deals with the civll defense organization as 
such. 

9. For purposes of illustration, we have included as appendices two 
shortened versions of the case studies we wrote up for each city 
when making our analyses. 
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CHAPTER I1 

THE HISTORY OF DISASTER PLANNING 

Based on observations made in .our twelve cities, it would be accurate 
to characterize the decade 1960-70 as a period of transition in disaster 
planning. We will try to indicate some of the elements in this transition. 
In spite of these transitional elements, there were certain base line state- 
ments that need to be introduced as a background to the transition. 

Basic Characteristics of Disaster Planning During the 1960s 

In the cities that we studied, there were certain commonalities that 
stood out as characterizing disaster planning. 

1. Disaster planning was located in three different segments of the 
community with minimum contact among the segments. These three segments can 
be identified as the local civil defense office;;< private health and welfare 
agencies, and the municipal emergency organizations, such as police and fire 
departments. This segmentation tended to be maintained and reinforced by 
quite different assumptions and loyalties. 
focus tended to make the assumption that the possibilities of nuclear attack 
should hold the highest priority since it was more strongly identified to 
national goals and national survival. This tended to be supported by the 
assumption that preparations for the nuclear possibilities would, in effect, 
be the prototype which would cover all other disaster situations, In other 
words, preparations for nuclear attack would be inclusive enough to cover 
all other "lesser disasters." On the other hand, various community agencies 
with stronger ties to serving the local community became much more concerned 
with disaster agents -- floods, hurricanes, tornadoes, etc. -- which they 
felt presented more "realistic" threats to the local community. 
found that sometimes the local civil defense offices were not particularly 

These were: 

On the one hand, the civil defense 

Since they 

*It may be useful here to point to a potential source of confusion 
in terminology. The term "civil defense" in many national policy assumptions 
is seen as the totality of emergency preparations within the local community. 
In effect, it is seen as "civil government in emergency" so that all organi- 
zational activities are seen as being a part of civil defense. On the other 
hand, in discussions with organizational officials within communities, civil 
defense is seen as the activities of the civil defense unjt or office within 
thca community. 
not as a part of civil defense, but as an extension of the responsibilities 
of the department itself. 
refer to the specific activities of the civil defense office. Since this 
latter use is almost universal within local communities, we have accepted 
that usage in this report. 

Thus, police chiefs see police activities in emergencies, 

When they make reference to civil defense, they 
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interested in these types of disaster agents, planning still developed, 
often centered in the medical and welfare segments of the community. As 
a consequence, key municipal agencies, such as the police and fire depart- 
ments, were "pulled" in two directions. Since these agencies' primary 
loyalty was to the local community, they often felt inore identitied with 
what they felt to be the more probable and more l'realistic'l types of threat, 

2. As a consequence, most community organizations tended to engage 
in planning in isolation from other community organizations. Because of 
the various contradictory pulls which many community organizations felt, 
each organization tended to develop its own planning which o€ten had little 
relationship to other community organizations within the community. That 
is, police departments developed their own plans; hospitals developed their 
own plans; Red Cross developed its own plan. While there were effects 
from the various community pressures, for example, a hospital might orient 
its plan more directly to the nuclear situation while a police department 
might orient its plan more directly to a natural disaster agent, by and 
large, organizations made their own judgments as to the appropriate dir- 
ection and extent of planning. Consequently, there was a minimum of 
planning which emphasized coordination among the various individual 
community organizations. 

Consequently, organizations tended to plan on the basis of 
attempting to maximize their own organizational functioning during the 
emergencies which they expected. Each organization, relatively isolated 
from other community organizations, tended to establish plans which would 
allow it to perform its functions with D minimum of interference from the 
"disaster agent" or from the simultaneous opcrattons of any other community 
organization. The services necessary for their own operations were often 
considered but seldom in the contc'xt of the possiblc needs of other organ- 
izations that would also be operating in such a context. 
little effort to anticipate how their own operational problems might be 
related to other organizations within the community. 

4. Planning, throughout the period, tended to be cyclical and 
%gsmodic rather than continuous and cumulative. At the beginning of the 
1900s~ the Berlin Crisis and most importantly thc Cuban Missile Crisis 
provided an increased interest in civil defense activities. This was 
also reflected in dramatically increased Eedcral funding Tor certain 
types of civil defense related programs, in particular, fall-out 
shelter construction, location, and supply. Thc massiveness O F  thc 
Alaskan earthquake in 1964 provided added inlpctus to disaster planning, 
particularly in earthquake prone areas. Of course, In particular local- 
ities, specific localized disasters often acted as a stimulus to after- 
action discussion and to increased and improved planning. 

3. 

There was very 

While the previously mrhntioned charac teristicv scemetl to doml.nate 
disaster planning during thc 1960s , thcrc were a number ol cross-currents 
and, in fact, a number of changes thac were going on within American 
communities. AS one looks back over rhe decode, many of the cross- 
currents began to develop into what we can call trends of direct-lun. 
It is to these trends we turn next. 
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Basic Trends of Disaster Planning in the 1960s 

Among the cities that we studied, the following trends seemed 

1. 
to emerge: 

range of disaster agents. 
became increasingly integrated into the planning of various community 
organizations, other types of emergency situations increasingly appeared 
within local ccmmunities which required attention and action. For example, 
the development of a super-highway sys tern throughout the nation accentuated 
the problems of handling dangerous materials in transit. Such problems had 
previously been confined to port cities or to major rail lines. Increased 
air travel in planes with massive passenger cc?pxities created new dimensions 
eo be considered in emergency planning. In the mid-sixties, the emergence 
of-civil disturbances across many of the major and minor cities in the 
united States presented a whole new set of problems, not only for law 
enforcement agencies but for welfare agencies, hospitals and for all 
municipal agencies. In general, there was a tendency to see continuities 
among the various threats and to emphasize certain common responsibilities 
among various community agencies rather than the continuation of specialized 
involvement and concern. 

2. There was a decline in the assumption that preparation for a 
nuclear attack was sufficient planning for all types of disaster contingencies. 
It was evident in the local community that one heritage of the emphasis on 
planning €or a nuclear attack was the implicit assumption that a nuclear attack 
was such a massive threat that planning for it w o r l l t l  be sufficient for all 
other "smaller" emergencies. A number of people in various agencies began 
to suggest that the best way to prepare for a possible nuclear attack would 
be to develop emergency planning and operational capacities to the range of 
agents which the local coiinnuni ty regularly experienced. As operational 
experience was gained, Lt would provide the basis for broader and more 
extensive &gent demands, In addition, in particular with the emergence of 
civil disturbances, questions arose ds to the difference between community 
-conflict situations which the disturbances represented and other types of 
clergency situations. In general, there was the effort to assess the 
commonalities across various agents as well as the differences among them 
but the assumption that one type of planning was sufficient for all types 
of emergencies came increasingly into question. 

3. 
emphasis on security of the nation to the concern with the viability of the 
local community. 
started with assumptions which were predicated on national security, most: 
of the planning used the Ration as the social unit and the role of the 
Local community was seen as one of the many smaller units which would act 
collectively to support national goals, 
important primarily because it would help sustain national aims. 
this assunption began to have less appeal. Local cuilnnunities had their set: 
of problem8 which might or might not be supportive of national efforts, If 
flooding was a pcrsisrent problem for a local conmunity, L t R  very persistence 
necessitated greater priority of attention :hen  so!^ more distant and m ~ r c  
removed problem. 
greater amounts of tine and energy were spent 011 local problems, 

The scope of disaster planning was broadened to include a wider 
While both nuclear and natural disaster agents 

There was a shift in the focus of disaster planning from the 

Since most of the planning concerning nuclear attack had 

The local community then was 
Over time, 

While rile c3ilcerii for the iiuclcar siruation did not disappear, 
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4, The number of community organizations involved in disaster 
planning increased. 
organizations became interestsd in disaster planning. There were many 
different reasons for this. Sometimes, it was as a result of experience 
on the local level with a disaster agent which revealed the lack of previous 
planning. At other times, the impetus came from national organizations 
which was translated down to the local level. Too, some local organizations 
were prompted to plan their own by the subtle pressures created by their 
awareness of ongoing planning on other organizations on which they would be 
dependent in emergencies. 
in the future, the initiation of planning was mandatory. All of these 
diverse reasons combined to increase the number of organizations involvcd 
in disaster planning. 

integrated. Gradually over time, a better integration was achievcd among 
the various segments of community organizations. This better integration 
was, in part, a reflection of continued contact among the various organi- 
zations as well as other factors, discussed below, which facilitated 
disaster planning. 

Over the decade, an increasing number of community 

If they did not want to be unprepared in situations 

5. The organizations involved in disaster planning became better 

Factors Affecting Disaster Planning 

Obviously in several different cities and over an extended period 
of time, there were a number of factors which af fccted disaster planning. 
Each of the sample cities had its own patter11 of uniqueness but tlierc 
were certain factors which were sufficiently important to be considered 
as critical dimensions affecting change in disaster planning. It is 
possible to divide these factors into those that tended to inhibit disaster 
planning within the community and those which facilitated such planning. 

Factors Inhibiting 

Some of the factors which inhibited disaster planning were related 
to earlier more traditional definitions of the role of civil defense. 
Particularly in the early sixties, there was the almost exclusive identi- 
ficatior? of civil defense with planning for nuclear problems. In some 
communities, this previous history of concern for planning for nuclear 
threat had had certain unanticipated negative results. Some of these 
negative results were in the nature of hostility which had emerged as il 

result of particular actions which had been associ:itcd with earlier 
planning activities. 111 scveral cities, sonic erncrgcmcy organizations, 
particularly police and fire departments, had earlier expcbrienccd situations 
which they interpreted as an attempt on the pttrt of local civil defense 
officials to assume authority over them. Pcrsoniicl in such organizations 
evressed resentment at such vLirlFcr iittenipts :ind suggcstcd that such 
attempts had exhibited a grcLiter desire to i.iposc authority t h m  to 
facilitate planning. In such communities, it was difficult to trace the 
actual circumstances of these incidents but tlicrc is no doubt t!ir:t there 
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was a residue of distrust which had ernerged over the question of authority 
in emergency situations. 

The earlier primary concern with planning for nuclear situations had 
an inhibiting effect 
which suggested that 
contingencies. This 

- "wholistic" since it 
Q would be applicable 

on disaster planning by the emergence of an attitude 
a nuclear plan was sufFicient for all other "smaller" 
attitude suggested that nuclear planning was 
encompassed the total nation and therefore it 
to any other types of "lesser" disaster agent. 

The somewhat distinctive organizational charter of civil defense 
also created several kinds of difficulty. Most local agencies were seen 
to have "local" responsibility but civil defense was seen as having 
national (federal) responsibility on the local level. This was the basis 
for several points of tension. The attempt by the.loca1 community to 
"move" local civil defense offices in the direction of more FnclusLve 
emergency responsibility was of ten slowed by the insistence of local 
civil defense directors that their primary responsibility was nuclear 
preparation. In some cities where political changc was occurring, new 
mayors and councilmen often suggested a more inclusive concern on the 
part of local civil defense but these suggcstions were often met by a 
reaffirmation of traditional responsibilities. In some instances, local 
civil defense directors saw the necessity of a more inclusive involvement 
in disaster planning on the part of their office but thcy often felt that 
their desire to become more involved in such activities w;)s precluded by 
national guidelines for civil defense activities. 

There were, of course, a number of other factors which tended to 
inhibit disaster planning. Much of the earlier planning had been overly 
detailed and therefore the movement to more inclusive planning seemed to 
imply a greater level of detail and complexity. 
the community saw this as being unnecessary and evc'n coilntcrproductive. 
There was a tendency for organizations to be concerned with planning for 
their own activities in disaster situations but to be rather reluctant 
to become involved in more inclusive planning because they saw it leading, 
not to greater coordination, but to greater complexity. 

Many organizations within 

In addition to the factors previously mentioned, one other important 
t-Pndency should be indicated. A great deal of early planning tended to 
center around the roles and activities of particular individuals. In 
other words, in many organizations, planning was the concern of a part- 
icular person within the organization, e.g., John Jones, rather than the 
concern of a particular position within the organization, tl.g., Director 
of Safety. Because of this tendency, there was very little continuity 
of planning. When the particular person left the organization, and 
personnel turnover is frequent in such Organizations, the knowledge and 
skills went wLth them. At some later date, a new person might be given 
the same responsibility and would retrace the Yome steps. Thus, planning 
became circular rather than continuous. 
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Factors Facilitating 

In addition to the barriers which inhibited disaster planning, 
there were other factors which played an important part in moving some 
local communities toward more inclusive planning. Certainly one of 
the more important factors was the experience with local disasters. 
In the ten year period of many of the communities which we studied, 
several had had significant experience with natural disasters. These 
generally prompted a rethinking about disaster preparation and a 
more concerted effort on the part of many different emergency organi- 
zations, A similar effect was also created on the local community 
by disasters which gained national visibility. For example, the 
scope of the Alaskan earthquake and the attention it received did have 
an effect on those communities which were in earthquake risk areas, 

Also during the 1960s there were certain new threats to the 
community which appeared and which prompted renewed interest in types 
of emergency planning. More specifically, the emergence of civil 
disturbances in most large cities presented a set of quite diffcrcnt 
considerations for most emergency organizations. While most disaster 
agents, such as the possibilities of nuclear attack or natural disaster 
agents came from "outside" the community and tended to produce problems 
which were considered ''bad'' by prevailing cornmuni ty standards, civil 
disturbances emerged from latent conimunity conflicts and thus were 
"internal" problems. Regardless of the considerable differences in tlw 
nature of the "agent," civil disturbances produced maiiy of thc same 
effects which resulted from other disastcr agents. There were people 
who were injured. There wcre people madc. tionwless. 'rhere were niajor 
problems in the maintenance of community order, since this was at the 
heart of the conflict. There were major fires. While s o m  traditional 
emergency organizations were initially reluctant to become involved, 
the primary burden of community action fell to the major social control 
agencies within the community, such as the police, and gradually involved 
other major segments of municipal government. Emergency planning was 
developed. Community resources were developed. Einergcncy operating 
centers came into being. New types of community structure emerged. 
New patterns of community coordination and conflict resolution were 
developed. A similar development was seen in student conflict situations. 
In addition to these forms of collective violence, tlwre were other types 
of community threats posed by individual acts. 
isolated acts of "political" terrorism and/or of psychopathology produced 
other types of threats to the community, such as bond) scares. In a few 
instances, local civil defense of flces assumed the respotisihili ty witllin 
a community in attempting to deal with these. The net rcsult of the 
emergence of these "new" types of violence within tlic community was a 
renewed interest in certain types ol: emergency planning and operations 
with the urban community. Part of Lliis renewed interest did spill 
over ineo a more generalized coiicerii for mort corii~~rt~lil.iisive cincrgcncy 
planning. More Erequently, howcvclr, planning *was clone. for rhtt specific 
situations without any considcrutioll for the continui t ics for other 
emergency situations 

In  SO^ communities, 
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There were other factors which teridcd to facilitate disaster 
/T 
planning. In scme cmmunities, there "ere new local governmental 
officials elected to positififis xhi?re their i:itcrc'st in emergencv 
planning could be implcnented, In orher comi:wlii Lies, ttiert: were new 
administrative appointixents in key eniergcncy orxanizations who accepted 
as a major e1ene:it in their programs c5 ch:lnge tiir tasks of improving 
emergency planning, In these instances, the res:;oris for the action 
might be diverse -- the icdividcal cia? havc hat1 experience and/or 
interest in rtie area, the "ileccl" for iii.pruveinent may liave been so 
obvious, a disaster event rliay have promptctd coiiirnunity interest which 
was used as a springboard for changcl, ~ t c . .  €:or wti;lt(?ver rcnsons, 
there were several ir.sta!ices in our cttit:3 i n  whicii individuals in assuming 
new comnunity roles h:td acted as ;i catalyst i:~ iI:itinting or revising 
erne rge nc y p lann i n g . 

One final factor which facilitated disaster planning was just 
beginning to make an initial impact at the end {jf thc 1960s and chis 
was what had co:ne to be k n o m  as "on-site assi::t;!ncct." 
initiated by the then Office of Civil Defensc, '.us oriented toward 

- providing extensive "external" assistance in thc form of ii team of 
!?experts" who would come int-o ttie CrjmmtLrlity iind .tct ;is .i stimulant to 
Local emergency planping. ?'he illtent: of this program was to provide 
excensive interest and coiicsrn on the I'drf of local agtncies in thinking 
out not only their oxxi individual response but how their response would 
fit in with other involved agencies, In other words, it provided the 
"occasion" to rethink emergency planning outside of thc inlmtadiate post- 
disaster situation. 'his program was just bcillg initiated and i t  had 
been attempted in only 0 few coiiiiiiuni tics ;it that time. I t  did happen 
that this type of planriirig innovation had been attempted in one of the 
communities where we did our rcsearctl and thc. znorL* imriicdi~t~ consequences 
seemed impressive. 

'This program, 

Community Estimates of Disaster Probabilities 

As we have already indicated, of scmc! importance in facilitating 
disaster planning are the "riskL;" to which ti particular community may be 
subject. Certain communities may be particularly "disaster prone" for 
certain agents. In such cominities, there is orten a sensitivicy to 
such probabilities reinforced by previous expericncr in dealing with the 
actual disaster events. From previous research, however, it is clear 
that there is no sicyle one-to-one relationship hetween the actual 
probabilities for an event and the degrce of &iwareness about these 
probabilities within a community, Nor is there dny assurance that a 
high probability for an event will automatically translate itself into 
extensive energsncy planning, The complexities of the various outcomes 
we wished to examine more cl.oscll;, so when respt~ndcnts were interviewed 
they were asked to fill out a form which asked them to rate the probability 
of thirty-six different disaster events. These thirty-six different 
disaster events included almost every possi~,ility ranging from such 
"natural events" as drought, earthquake, lLiirrica7ey tornado, sand dust 
stcrm, fog and smog episodes, avaldnchc, r s m m i ,  volcanic eruption, 
''technologic.1l" dfsasters, such as cheL-ical con'.: yinations, major gas 
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or water breaks, water pollution, blackouts, etc. as well as massive 
accidents, such as ship disasters, plane crashes, massive automobile 
wrecks, etc. This form was given to the respondent at the beginning 
of the interview session so as to minimize any bias which might be 
created by subsequent questions in the interview. Each respondent was 
asked to rate each of the thirty-six different events in terms of their 
<?robability within their own community within the next decade. Rankings 
ranged from "nearly certain" to "not probable. 'I Overall averages from 
the twelve different cities are irrelevant since the objective probabilities 
of the various disaster events would vary considerably among the communities. 
More important for the purposes here are certain generalizations which can 
be drawn from observation of data witliin each community. Some of these 
generalizations relate to the differences in the perception of threat and 
to the degree of consensus on certain disaster probabilities. 

1. The perception of threat to a community is not directly 
related to the objective probability of that threat within the community. 
In one community, for example, Weather hreau records suggested that in 
the previous fifteen years, this area had had the highest damagc from 
tornadoes than any other area in the country. It was an area where 
tornadoes were not as frequent as in other sections of the country 
but its population density made it particularly susceptible to extreme 
damage. Within this community, tornadoes were seen as having very low 
probability, Within the same communi ty, historical records suggest a 
considerable risk from earthquakes. In fact, in tfie early days of 
settlement, an earthquake had destroyed most of tfie structures within 
the area now built up, b u C  few of the mcnibers of tlic current comnninity 
were aware of this and it was not reflected in planning, 

2. In general, the threat produced hy "technological" disaster 
is seen as bcing low. Community nwnrlwrs seclllingly arc much more sensi tive 
to repetitive natural disasters than to technological disasters, 'rhcse 
technological disasters actually iilay occur much more frequently within 
the life of the community and therefon> take on tiic c1iar;ictcr of ;I 
"routine" emergency. 

3. There is a lack of consensus within the community as to the 
probabilities of technological disasters as well as certain relatively 
infrequent natural disasters. 

more probable than those eveiits which are selective in their effects. 
Disaster agents, such as massive snowstorms or electrical blackolits, 
which affect "total" communities are seen as more probable than disaster 
agents which are more selective or segmental in their impact. Some of 
the inconsistencies of evaluation within a community emerge from the 
fact that the probability of certain disaster agents oftcn is judged by 
the implications that the agent has for a particular organization. 

5. Organizational personnel are most sensitivc to those disaster 
agents which have important implications for thcir own activities. For 
example, persons in health care institutions are most sensitive to those 
disaster agents which would Oc- productivca of niass cnsualtjes and thcrc- 
fore tend to rate these events as lnorc probable. In tlle same context, 
individuals in organizatiulls with public works responsi1)ilitic:s arc 

4. Those events which affect: masses of people are seen as being 
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particularly sensitive to those agents which disrupt the technological 
capabilities of the community. 

Personnel in civil defense offices had a high "sensitivity" 
to a wide range of disaster agents, 
application of the principle which would underlie the previous state- 
ment* 
with a wide range of threats and part of their "responsibility" is to 
maintain a concern for these threats and to convince others of the 
posslbili ties, 

within a community, of course, will have implications for disaster 
planning within the community, 

6. 
In general, this is a specific 

Personnel in civil defense offices ''occupationally" are concerned 

The perception of the probabilities of certain disaster agents 

7. Planning within the community is more closely related to 
"subjective" threat than to "objective" threat. Planning within the 
community tends to follow the concerns of Dersonnel within those 
organizations involved in planning, 
primarily involves organizations related to health care tend to center 
on those disaster events which have the probabilities of high casualties 
and tend to ignore other probabilities, In addition, certain disaster 
agents which might have high objective probabilities sometimes are 
ignored, For example, several communities which are located in high 
risk earthquake zones and where massive earthquakes have occurred in 
the past, tend to downplay the potential threat. Historical reconstruc- 
tion of these past events is difficult to communicate in terms which are 
meaningful for the present, 

The increasing awareness of the threats posed by techno- 
logical disasters is not reflected by an increasing attention being 

awareness of the increased threat posed by the complexity of technology, 
very little of this concern can be seen reflected in ongoing community 
planning . 

For example, planning which 

8, 

 given these events in planning. While there seemed to be an increasing 

With these background comments on the history of disaster plan- 
ning, we will move on in the next chapter to discuss the nature and 
form of the disaster planning as it existed at the time of the study 
within the various communities, 
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CHAPTER I11 

THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF CURRENT DISASTER PLANNING 

In the previous chapter, we have discussed certain trends in disaster 
planning which occurred during the 1960s. While these trends showed direc- 
tionality, communities differ as to where they are in relation to the 
status of their current planning. In fact, it may be more accurate to 
talk about multiple layers of planning which exist within each community, 
These multiple layers can perhaps be illustrated by the following figure. 

Figure 1 

Scope and Extensiveness of Disaster Planning Within the Local Community 

Ex tens ive ne s s 

Sing le Mu 1 tip le - 
Organization Organ i z a t i on s 

Sing le 
Agent 

Scope 

(I) Specific plan: (111) Inclusive plan 
e.g., police civil for specific 
disturbance plan agent: nuclear 

civil defense 
p lan 

(11) Extended plans: (IV) Comprehensive 
Mu 1 t i p  le police plans for plan: multiple 
Agents natural disaster and agent arid 

civil disturbance organization 

If one observes a specific community, the extent of disaster plan- 
ning is likely to include elements from at least three of the four catc- 
gories. 
involving a single agent and a specific organization, such as the civil 
disturbance plan which might be developed by a police department or a 

of these organizations, however, have over the years developed a more 
generalized plan which they feel to be applicable to a wider range of 
agents (see 11). 
gency operations plan which they feel will be applicable to a wide 
variety of emergencies. 
other organizations within the community which deal with emergencies on 
a somewhat routine basis may develop u more inclusivcx plan to deul with 
diverse types of disaster agents. 

Most frequent would be (I) specific organizational planning 

I natural disaster plan which was developed by a local Rcd Cross unit. Many 

For example, police departments may develop an emer- 

Similarly, hospitals, fire departments, and 
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(7 
On occasion, there may have been significant attention given on 

the part of a variety of community organizations to a specific disaster 
agent (111). This would be most descriptive of earlier attempts on the 
part of civil defense offices to develop planning for nuclear attack 
among a broad range of community organizations, A similar effort took 
place in many American cities during the 1960s in reference to civil 
disturbances, A broader range of community organizations became involved 
in planning in conjunction with other segments within the community, 
Some of this planning involved agencies e.g,, humanrelations councils, 
etc.,which previously had never been invoLved in emergency planning. The 
last category (IV) is best described as comprehensive community planning 
for emergencies. This type of planning is perhaps still more of an ideal 
than an actuality in the various communities we studied. On the other 
hand, we could see evidence of developments in 311 three of the other 
categories within the communi ties we studied, 

Perhaps the most accurate analogy which can be made to describe 
disaster planning in a particular community is one which likens it to 
geological strata. Every planning effort from the past leaves some 
trace or residue and some even leave a stratum. Each of these efforts 
and residues are combined with other more recent planning attempts. 
The previous planning and the more recent planning seldom .ire incorporated 
so that planning is "added on" and the result is a "layering" effect. 
This layering effect, however, is filled with "fault" lines. These 
fault lines are created by the differential attention given to certain 
disaster agents in planning -- the focus of disaster planning -- as well 
as the differential attention to disaster planning which has been given 
by various community agencies -- the locus of disaster planning. Each 
of these dimensions will be discussed further, 

The Focus of Disaster Planning 

Every community reflects in its history periods in which interest 

For example, almost 
and effort is directed toward one or another disaster agent. Each 
interest and effort has its own history and impetus, 
every community has a residue left by the interest and effort in nuclear 
preparation. Stemming from the encouragement of the federal government 
as well as local concern, communities often have written plans, trained 
personnel in radiological monitoring, shelter locations designated, 
warning systems developed, and a variety of other "traces" of this 
period. 
recurrent attempts to deal with a particular disaster agent which 
created special vulnerabilities €or the community. Communities along 
waterways have developed certain types of planning for floods. 
in coastal areas developed planning for hurricanes or tsuiiand s, Commun- 
ities in high risk earthquake belts were concerned about carthquakes, 
Other areas and communities focused on tornadoes. Tlic-sc conccrns result 
sometimes in written plans, special equipment and ii continuous scnsitivity 
to such threats. On the other hand, as we have indicated in thc previous 

In these same communities, there may have been sporadic and 

Communities 
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chapter, certain types of "objective" threats to particular communities 
were, often ignored and given little, if any, attention. During the late 
196Os, many communities became concerned with the emergence of civil 
disturbances and often embarked on extensive planning for that type of 
"emergency." In all of these instances, the planning efforts were 
directed toward specific agents and specific effe-ts. For the most 
part, the activities were sometimes justified on the basis that the 
"current" effort in planning would generalize to all other disaster agents 
and all other potential situations. This argument was often used in 
reference to planning for nuclear dttack, The argument of "generalizability" 
was increasingly used when the initial interest in nuclear planning began 
to wane. In any case, planning within these communities tended to be 
episodic -- effort focused on a particular situation or a specific agent. 
Each effort showed little continuity to previous efforts in the sense 
that it involved a "different" situation and very often it involved a 
different combination of community elements than had the previous effort, 

The Locus of Disaster Planning 

Another critical dimension in reference to disaster planning has 
been differences in the location of the social unit in which planning 
had taken place. Again the reasons for this are many -- various types 
of governmental structure, different interest, differential responsibility, 
etc. At least three major locations of disaster planning can be observed 
in most communities. Tlicse are planning by (1) specific community organi- 
zations, (2) clusters of community orgiinizations with siiiiililr interests 
and/or problems, and (3) differing political jurisdictfons. 

disaster planning is, of course, within orgaeizations which have emergency 
responsibilities within their own organizational charter. For example, 
hospitals with implicit responsibility for treatment of casualties will 
develop their own "disaster" plan. (Such planning may, of course, be 
encouraged by requirements for accreditation,) Police departments may 
develop their own set of emergency operations. Industries with lnrgc 
work forces may develop plans for "t*v~~cuiltion" of ernployccs and for 
plant maintenance during an emergency. 
most frequent within a community simply I)c~ausc it ciln be accon~plisl~~d 
within the context of the ongoing activity of tlic organization. Within 
til52 context, internal resources can be allocated to planniilg, partici- 
pation in the planning process can become one part of the responsibility 
of the members of the organization and authority would fall within the 
conventions of other types of organizational activity. I 

involves so many facets of community life, it is not surprising that organf- 
zations with like problems or thosc with silnilar txisLAs of comniunity authority 
might become involved in joint planiii~~g. Large coniruunititbs, by thtair very 
size, are composed of Inany org;iiii ziitions with idciit:ic:il fuitceions serving 
di ffercnt regions and clientelc. b'ur example, :I coniuiuni ty may have slx 
l~ospitals, differing in locntioli, support srructurc mid to a ccrt-ain 
extent, in emphasis, but all of these hospitals might be involved in 

1. Specific community organizations. A most frequent location of 

This type of planning is pcrtiaps 

2. Clusters of community organizations. Since planning for disaster 
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casualty care. i3ecause they anticipate a situation where resources 
might be shared or transferred in an emrgency, it is usual for represen- 
tatives of these separate but similar organizations to have ;1 common 
interest in the initiation of planning. In such a context, an inter- 
hospital plan might be developed. 

A similar type of "CLuster" planning may involve several different 
types of organizations, that is, orgsnizations with different functions, 
who share a common basis of authority. For example, municipal organi- 
zations -- such as the police department, the fire department, the 
public works department and other related c i t y  agencies -- may be involved 
together as a consequence of being a part of a mdjor municipal division 
such as the safety or service division. In many ways, this locus of 
planning comes close to "city" planning bu t  it is more delimited in the 
scope of involvement. 

major locus for planning is at lower levels of governmental units. These 
generally have been centered on administrative units based on geographical 
considerations, such as counties as well as units basad on geographical 
units with high population density, called cities. On occasion, certain 
types of disaster planning have been somewhat inclusive and have involved 
efforts of a variety of local governmental and non-governmental organ' Iza- 
tions. In addition, in situations whcrc no urban areas predominatc, the 
county is often the logical administrative unit. Too, where urban areas 
are so predominant, city-county planning may be one and the same. There 
are other situations, however, when city planning and county planning 
may be competitive and overlappfng. In certain cmuniticu, planning 
for nuclear attack may have been on a county-wide basis whfle planning 
for specific natural disaster agents may have becn on a city-wide basis. 

3. Differing political jurisdictions. In American society, the 

In any case, the locus of disaster planning within a particular 
community will reflect considerable variability. 
be well advanced in their own planning on specific disaster agcnts, while 
ignoring others. Sone clusters of organizations will havr developcd 
interorganizational networks for a specific set of potential disaster 
problems. Some political jurisdictions may have developed planning which 
has been inclusive of a variety of governmental and non-governmental 
organizations. Other political jurisdictions may have provided overlapping 
planning. S m e  of these planning efforts will have boen reccnt while others 
wfll exist in the memories of a few people and in thr dead tiles of a 
larger number of organizat€ons . 
with one type of planning and not interested in another. The results 
of these differentials in the focus and locus of dis'ister planning might 
be illustrated in Figure 2. 

Stme organizations may 

Some organizations will bc preoccupied 

Disaster Tasks and Organfzational Responsibility 

Disaster agents create a series of problems Ln the conununity. 
T+ese problems, in turn, become the responsibility o €  organlznttons. 
Crganizatfonal responsibility, however, is vcry complex oincc it has 
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several dimensions, 
whether an organization recognizes a particular task as being a part 
of its own emergency responsibility. In other words, does the organi- 
zation accept certain responsibilities as 3 part of its organizational 
charter? 
that might be involved in the emergency social system define responsibility 
in the same way as the organization that accepts the task. In other 
words, do organizations in the emergency network have some sort: of 
consensus on how task responsibility within the coinmunity will be 
allocated? 
is that if the community has developed types of disaster planning, how 
are organizational responsibilities defined in them'! It may be, of 
course, that there arc several types of disaster plans in effect and 
then the question becomes: 
find among the various plans in their allocations of organizational 
responsibilities? 

The first dimension is simply the question as to 

The second dimension is whether the rest of the organizations 

A third dimension, perhaps only an extension of the second, 

How much consistency and agreement can one 

These dimensions of organizational responsibility by their very 
complexity have the potentiality of contradiction and confusion. The 
"ideal" situation, of course, would be one where il particular community 
organization accepts certain responsibilities, and wlicre the other 
community organizations in the emergency network agree on the location 
of that responsibility in the claiming organization and that this 
location is acknowledged and defined in the overall tfisas ter planning 
which is existent within the community. While the preceding would 
represent the "ideal" situation, i t  is obvious that ttierc would be 
many situations in actuality which would be less than ideal. Some 
tasks may be "clainwd" by several differerlt organizations. Each of 
these organizations would be considering tlie task as constituting their 
own major responsibility. 
and therefore are considered no one's responsibility. Other organizations 
within the emergency network may consider certain tasks as not the 
appropriate domain of those organizations which c 1 aim them. Other 
organizations may "give" responsibility to organi znti ons that do not 
accept it. Too, disaster plans may assign responsibility to organizations 
which do not accept it. Many of the possible complications are indicated, 
in Figure 3, by Lising just one potential task -- sc'arch m d  rcscue. 

Some tasks inay lw "cliiimcd" by no organization 

111 this study we tried to examine some of these dimensions, In 
our interviewing, we attempted to ascertain what organizational officials 
defined as the disaster responsibilities for their own organization, 
In addition, we asked each of our respondents for thcir perceptions of 
the organizations which had major responsibility for a series of tasks 
which could be anticipated in disaster events. This list included the 
following: pre-disas ter overall community emergency planning, warning, 
stockpiling emergency supplies and equipment, search and rescue, 
evacuation, compiling lists of missing persons, carc or the dead, main- 
tenance of cominu~ity order, housing vlctiins, I'rovidilig food arid clothing 
to victims, es tabli shlng a pass systeni, ovcrnll coordirration of disastcbr 
response, ambulance service, disaster sitmilcltriioii i)r drill :is wc.11 tis 
other functions. When aggregated, thesc respoilst.:, provide an indiciltion 
of the degree of consensus within a community as LO where task responsi- 
bility is perceived to be located. In addl t ion, iri all of the. coinniuiiities 
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studied, copies of disaster plans were obtained and subsequently 
examined to see whether their assignment of tasks was consistent 
among the various plans as well as the degree of consistency among 
the plans, the organizational consensus and the organizational self- 
definition. 

The pattern varied in each of the communities studied. Each 
community had its own unique disaster planning history as well as a 
slightly different mosaic of community organizations. However, there 
were certain commonalities which would seem to indicate certain persis- 
rent problems. 
and acceptance of disaster tasks will be discussed, then certain 
observations concerning the role of community organizations will be 
made, and finally certain comments will be made about thc relationship 
of existing disaster planning to the actual perceptions of organiza- 
tional responsibility. 

First, certain problematic aspects of the assignment 
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Disaster Tasks 

Within the communities, there seemed to be considerable consensus 
on the responsibility of organizations to become involved in the range 
of operational disaster tasks. 
the creation of mutual expectations, many of the disaster tasks were seen 
by particular organizations as constituting their responsibility in emer- 
gency situations. In addition, their claims were reinforced by other 
community organizations, Given this relatively high degree of consensus, 
it is useful to concentrate on the more problematic situations where there 
is less consensus. 

In part because of previous experience and 

1. There is less consensus on responsibility for pre-disaster plan- 
ning and for community coordination, 
lack of agreement here. Certainly, planning and coordination 'ire more 
"abstract" than many of the operational tasks. In addition, they are 
tasks which are by their very nature "interorganizational." that is, they 
cut across organizations and they involve multiple organizations. There- 
fore, they require more than the determination of committing the resources 
of one organization. 
commitment of some resources of many different community organizations as 
well as the necessity to develop a "new" seructure of authority within the 
c o m u n i  t y . 

There is less consensus on tasks of great complexity, such as 
warning and evacuation. 
complexity and therefore more complex tasks may necessitate the involve- 
m e n b  of "parts" of several different organizations, 
piling a list of missing persons could be handled with a clerical staff 
of some organization supplemented by information sources from within the 
community, 
systems of communication, extensive transportation resources, the identi- 
fication of alternative shelter locations as well as other resources 
necessary to move people. This task, by its very complexity, would 
invorve the resources of several different community organizations. 
This multiple involvement, by its very complexity, presents a relatively 
unclear picture to the various organizations. Many of the organizations 
know they will be involved but they are not certain how they will become 
involved and what other organizations they will be working with. 
tasks often are handled in actual tnicrgency situations by the emergence 
of an ad hoc "task group." 

pre-disaster experience. Certain tasks have greater continuity to pre- 
disaster experience than do others. 
created by disaster impact arc little different than the fires which fire 
departments cope with every day. On tlic other hand, there are certain tasks 
which do not have any pre-disaster parallel, sucll as the compilation of a 
list of missing persons. In addition, tliurc arc certoin tasks, which arc 
anticipated to be so qualitatively different, t hut pre-disauti>r ways of 
)landling the tasks are seen as not bclng upplicable, An cxamplc of this 
would be the care of the dead. In Chese situarions where there is real or 
apparent: discontinuity between pre-disnstcrexpesience atid the anticlpated 
actions necessary subsequent to a disaster event, there tends to be an 
unclear definition of organizational responsibility. 

There are several reasons for greater 

By the very nature of the tasks, they involve the 

2. 
Disaster tasks may differ in their degree of 

For example, com- 

A task, such as evacuation, however, will involve complex 

Such 

3. There is less consensus on tasks which have little continuity to 

For example, the fires which might be 



Organizational Responsibility 

Within the communities , there was considerable consensus on the organi- 
zational responsibilities of key operational groups. In most Communities, 
such organizations as police departments, fire departments, public works 
departments, Red Cross, etc., tended to be seen as key organizations with 
definite organizational responsibility in disaster situations. 

a11 municipal agencies were seen to play important disaster roles. For 
example, the role of public health offices and of public welfare offices 
and even the roles of the city manager and mayor seemingly exhibited 
considerable unclarity. Too, while the role of the Red Cross was seen as 
being central, the role of the Salvation Army was unclear. In addition, 
themass media was seldom seen as being an integral part of the warning 
system and seemingly representatives of the mass media were seldom involved 
in any disaster planning. In many communities where the focus of planning 
was on the municipal level, there was considerable unclarity as to the 
role of county organizations, in particular, the sheriff's office. 

2. There was less consensus on the role of medical organizations. 
Much of the planning within the communities tended to be bifurcated into 
"medical" and "non-medical" spheres of responsibility. While there might 
be a high degree of consensus of organizational responsibility within the 
medical area, this was generally not known in the non-medical sphere. In 
turn, the operational planning within the non-medical organizations was 
not clear in the medical areas. 
well integrated into overall disaster planning within the community, 

3. There was confusion as to the role of civil defense. In many 
task areas, there was the assumption that civil defense would somehow be 
involved but respondents were not clear as to how it was involved. For 
example, many persons assumed that civil defense would be involved in pre- 
disaster planning but were not sure in what ways it was involved, It was 
clear that the respondents in the various emergency organizations did not 
visualize their own activity as a parr of Itcivil defense" effort, 
saw civil defense as a separate organizational entity. Their view of 
civil defense was to treat it almost as an organization whose major 
function was to cope with "le'ft-over'' problems, that is, problems which 
were not the responsibility of any other organizati.on. 
were not clear that other organizations were involved in pre-disaster 
planning, then this must be a function of civil defense, 

1, There was less consensus, however, on other organizations. Not 

In general, medical planning was not 

They 

Therefore, if it 

Disaster Plans 

(7 Within the communities, disaster plans were seldom an accurate 
reflection of the current expectations for organizational involvement 
and responsibility. The fact that disaster plans often were not an 
accurate reflection of present reality was due to the following factors: 
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1. Disaster plans make task assignments to organizations which are 

2. 
not aware of them. 

organizations which claim certain emergency responsibilities as a part of 
their everyday charter. 

Multiple disaster plans oriented toward di€ferent disaster agents 
may specify quite divergent task assignments. 

Disaster plans which are not updated may involve task assignments 
to organizational structures which no longer exist in the community. 

Disaster plans, once written, are seldom used as a point of 
reference for current considerations in emergency planning. 

Disaster plans often do not anticipate the involvement o €  certain 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Perhaps one illustration might cover most of the preceding points. 
In one community, during the 1960s, two different plans were developed. 
One focused on nuclear disasters and was the product of civil defense 
efforts and the other focused on a wide range of agents -- natural disaster, 
wartime situations, widespread fires, and civil disturbances, etc. One of 
the plans focused on the city government while the other centered around 
the county government. 
responsibflities attributed to and accepted by community organizations was 
determined, it was checked against the assignment of these tasks in the 
two different disaster plans. In the "natural disaster plan," over 60 
percent of the current expectations were not specified by plan. In the 
civil defense disaster plan, over 90 perccnt of the current expectations 
were not specified. Looking for organizational assignments which were 
consistent in both plans and accepted by the current organizational net- 
work revealed there was only about two percent agreement and consistency. 

In this community, when the perception of disaster 

The overall problems concerning the nature and form of disaster 
planning can perhaps best be illustrated with references drawn from our 
field notes on planning within another community. 

Responsibility for pre-disaster planning was seen clearly 
as a responsibility of local civil defense. 
tasks, however, there were elements of confusion. In refer- 
ence to warning, the city dfsaster plan states that tlw local 
civil defense, the police department, the fire department and 
the sheriff's department all become involved. Local civil 
defense officials suggested that this is a responsibility 
shared by themselves, the police and fire dtbpartments, the 
public works department and make no mention of the sheri€f's 
department. 

The local plan designates local civil defense and the 
public health department ;IS responsible for stockpiling of 
emergency supplies and equipment, but apparently the public 
health department is not aware of this. 

search and rescue efforts nriiong police departwnt, fire 
department and sheriff's departnicnt, there is one general 
discrepancy concerning evacuation. While these same three 

: organizations arc considered by local civil defense personnel 

On specific 3 

While there arc no discrepancies in the assignment of 

,- to be responsible rind the organizations th;.mstLves accept this 
responsibility, evacuation is not even mentioned in the cLty 
disaster plan. 
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The organization designated by civil defense as being responsible 
for compiling a list of missing persons are the police and fire de- 
partments. This location is not designated in the city plan nor are 
these two organizations aware that this is their responsibility. 

The local plan specifies that the police, fire and sheriff's 
departments are to assist in the maintenance of comunity order -- 
beyond these three, local civil defense officials and the mayor's 
office and the public works department. 
works department see their responsibilities in this area. On the other 
hand, the sheriff's department sees this as a major responsibility but 
is not mentioned by local civil defense. 

Neither the fire nor the public 

The city disaster plan makes no specific reference to the involvc- 
ment of the Red Cross except in an appendix dealing with a cooperative 
agreement. There is no mention to the involvenient of the Salvation 
Army but there is an informal agreement between the Red Cross and the 
Salvation Army for cooperative effort in housing and providing food 
and clothing. 

5: The division of labor on the establishent of a pass system in- 
I' volves some discrepancies. Local civil defense sees itself as coordina- 

The sheriff's office also claims a major respon- 
tor of such a system while the local plan gives this responsibility to 
the palice department. 
sibility in this area. 

Overall coordination of the local effort seems to be clearly 
understood by all of the community organiznt€ons OH the respongibility 
of the mayor's office and the local civil dcfcnse agency. 
plan, however, delegates major medical responsib€lity t o  R mcdlcal 
coordinating group which seems to be nonexistent. 
no mention is made of the local medical societv which at the time of 
the interviewing seems to have been the closest approximation of a 
medical coordinating entity. 

The local 

On the othcr hand, 

Most organizations within the comunity were aware of their task 
responsibilities assigned to them by the city plan or attributed to 
them by the local civil defense office. The major source of discre- 
pancy appears to come from the €ailure to acknowledge the roles antic- 
ipated by the sheriff's office and the local medical society. thile 
these organizations were mentioned frequently by others, local civil 
defense respondents did not mention them. The sherrif, in turn, 
claimed to run the entire disaster operation with little assistance 
from anyone else. In addition, many of the respondents, when asked 
about the responsibilgty for organizational tasks, answered "I guess 
we do that." In addition, almost never did a respondent consult a 
planning document to check organizational responsibility but answered 
from their own experience, knowledge, or guess. 
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CHAPTER TV 

THE ROLE OF LEAL CIVIL DEFENSE 

In general, one might expect that civil defense offices on the local 
level would exhibit a high degree of uniformity in program and in struc- 
ture. While there are certain uniformities and continuities among commun- 
ities, considerable variability does exist. Some local offices are in- 
volved in a wide range of tasks, involved in disaster planning, civil 
disturbances, bomb threats, general safety activity, etc., while others 
are involved in housekeeping activities related to earlier nuclear plan- 
ning. Some operate on a minimum permanent staff, often with high turn- 
over while others have a larger number of permanent personnel, extensive 
volunteers, impressive physical resources and equipment. Somc of the 
offices and their personnel are isolated both physically and socially 
from the rest of the community, while others act as integral parts of 
on-going planning which is well integrated into municipal structure. 
Some have close and continuing ties with state and local offices while 
others have minimal and occasional contacts. 
it is difficult to isolate an average or model case which might be 
"typical," Nor is it easy to clearly identify the factors which have 
resulted in certain local offices becoming very salient in one community 
and other offices being ignored and overlooked in another community. 
We will cry LO isolate some of the patterns which lead to greater 
saliency among local civil defense offices later but certain dimensions 
of local civil defense operations will be discussed first. First, 
certain comments will be made as to ways in which local civil defense 
is viewed by other community members. Next, certain dimensions on 
which local civil defense offices seem to vary will be discussed. 
Some local offices are well institutionalized in the communities in 
which they exist while others play a marginal and somewhat outsider 
role. After these dimensions are identified, an analysis is made to 
attempt to determitie. what factors have lead to these differential 
outcomes. 'l'wo model patterns are isolated -- a traditional one and an 
adaptive one. Finally, illustrations are provided for the adaptive 
pattern. Initially, however, we will start with certain materials 
which provide some indication as to how local civil defense is seen 
within the community. 

Because of this diversity, 

How Local Civil Defense is Viewed in the Local Community 

Perhaps one place to start a discussion of local civil defense is 
to focus on how the agency is seen by community members. 'Chis view can 
be obtained from several vantage points: 1) the general public, 2) commlin- 
ity influentials and 3) officials in cincrging organizat.Ions. 

1. The General Public. There is indicotion that civil defense 
accivities have very low visibility within mos! Aolcriculr conuuunities, In 
a study done in 1968, on a nationwide sample, 63 pcrcciit clalirred that they 
knew nothing about the activities of their local civil d e f e m c  office. 
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This scope of activity and responsibility, however, is also 
unclear to officials in most other community organizations. In fact, 
there are three very pervasive types of ambiguity: (a) ambiguity of 
interest, (b) ambiguity of structure and (c) ambiguity of function. 

a. Ambiguity of Interest. It is obvious that the primary associ- 
ation which is made with local civil defense is that of major interest 
in nuclear emergencies. The extension of their interest and involvement 
into other emergency situations is perhaps not seen as strange, since 
there are obvious continuities, but the particular role that the local 
agency would play in other types of emergency is not clear to others 
within the community. 

b. Ambiguity of Structure. Regardless of the emphasis placed 
on "local" civil defense, the local office is seeii as being a local 
representation of a national program, The identification with a national 
program and the partial support provided from outside the community tends 
to reduce strong identification with the program. There seems to be a 
difference between local emergency actions as might arise from flooding, 
tornadoes, hurricanes, etc., and the concern with an agent which is 
external to the community and national in scope. Most other emergency 
organizations, such as the police, fire departments and hospitals, are 
concerned with more immediate day-to-day activities which rrsulr. more 
readily in the generation of community pride and identification, Thus, 
theLTloca1 civil defense office is seen as somehow being apart from these 
collective community efforts, 

day operations of most other community emergency organizations, each 
develops within the community certain images concerning their usual 
tasks. In other words, it is not difficult to project the utility of 
the daily activities of the police departnlenC into a more widespread 
emergency situation. The local civil defense office, however, is 
perceived with a great deal of ambiguity, in part because its potential 
involvement in the future has no clear day-to-day reference. The images 
which are usual, center around its role in emergency planning and as a 
focus for carrying out tasks which are not the clear responsibility of 
other more traditional emergency organizations. For example, when 
organizational officials were asked what organization had responsibility 
Tor disaster planning, the usual response, in L I W  al)sencc of definite 
knowledge, was "I guess civil defense does," In addition, the local 
civil defense office was usually seen as the operafiiig agency for 
tasks that were not clearly the responsibility of other organizations. 
For example, when asked whose responsibility it was to compile a list 
of missing persons, a comn-on response was "I guess civil defense does." 
'l'his suggests that there is a duality in the perceptions of officials 
in other community organizations that local civil defense was involved 
both in planning and in operations, particularly with tasks which were 
not clearly seen as the responsibility of any other existing organization. 

c. Ambiguity of Function. Because of the continuity of day-to- 

There are certain common themes which run through the ways in 
which local civil defense is viewed by others. In general, it has very 
low saliency with the community. Its major association is with the 
possibility of nuclear threat and Lhus it is tied L O  national, rather 
than to strictly local, concerns. By this connection, it is seen 3s 
having something to do with other emergencies and i t  is often assumed 
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Nineteen percent who had heard something about the office associated it 
directly with tasks which were associLitcd with nuclear emergencies. 
Another ten percent claimed that they had heard about civil defense 
eplier but that they had heard nothing in thc past two years. For 
example, they may have been familiar with shelter programs in the early 
1 9 6 0 ~ ~  but were not certain about the status of such programs or other 
programs of the agency in recent years. In this same survey, only one 
out of 25 made any association between local civil defense and their 
involvement in natural disasters .' This suggests then that local civil 
defense tends to be relatively unknown. When it is known, it is assoc- 
iated exclusively with nuclear situations and only infrequently is it 
associated with Involvement in other emergency situations. 

within the social sciences which attempts to identify community influ- 
entials. 
power and are able to have significant imputs into the decision-making 

- processes within a community. One study in 19b4, investigated certain 
questions concerning the attitudes and knowledge of community influentials 
concerning civil defense In a relatlvely small community in the Midwest.* 
In general, these community influentials had a number of positive attitudes 
toward civil defense. Their attitudes, however, were similar to those of 
a random sample of the community -- e.g., non-influentials. 
they had somewhat positive attitudes, these inllucntlals Lacked knowlcdgcl 
about the civil defense program within the county. Approxinlately 70 
percent of the community Fnfluentials did not know if the county (in 
which the community was located) liad a civil defense director. Xn 
addition, the community influentials were even less likely than others 
to have knowledge of a continuous civil defcbnsc program withfn the county. 
Of course, the degree of knowledge among community influenrials would 
vary over time and among communities. The tfmc period and thc location 
of the study quoted prevfously suggest that in this fnutancc, local civil 
defense had an exclusive nuclear orientation in an area which was rcla- 
tively disaster free. Therefore, in such situations the lack of knowledge 
among community influentials may not he so surprisirlg. 

tion of civil defense whlch is held by those organizational officials 
whose own responsibility bring them in close contact with local civil 
defense. 
izational officials in the twelve cities. 

One major factor of importance Fn thc perception of the local. civll 
defense agency is the degree of confusion and unclarity among oi'ELcFals 
in other segments of the communicy. On one dimension, however, therc is 
consistency about the confusion. This dimension is the consistency with 
which local civil defense is viewed as a separate entity. In many norm- 
ative documents and sbtements, civil defense is intended to encompass 
( 1  civil government in emergency." 
working in the emergency context is technically n part of civil tl~.Kense. 
Thus, the police and fire departments are in their cmergc'ncy roles "civil 
defense." On the other hand, in actual practicL> thta local civil defense 
offlce (agency, director, etc.) ts scl~n as having LL scopr O S  activity and 
responsibility all its own .Ind somewhit s(~par,itc froill otlwr colllmun1cy 
organizations. 

2. Community Influentials. There has been a tradition of research 

Such influentials are those who have greater degrees of social 

Even though 

3. Organizational Officlals. Perhaps more important is the percep- 

For these perceptions we draw on our own interviews among organ- 

'Thfs iiieans chat rlvcry organization 
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to take care of emergency tasks which are not the responsibility of 
ofher more familiar community organizations, 

Variatioii in the Ways Local Civil Defense is Institutionalized 

Hcw local civil defense is viewed within the local community is only one 
part of the total picture. More important are the ways in which the local 
office actually "behaves" in the local commtinity. There are a number of 
dimensions on which they can be compared. 
gested here on which there is considerable variation within communities. 
(1) There is considerable variation in the scope of the hazards with 
which local offices are concerned. (2'1 There is also considerable vari- 
ations in the scope of the tasks that each has assuined in the local cornnun- 
ity. (3) There is considerable variation in tlie types of relationships 
the local office has with other organizations withiii the community. 
we call horizontal relationships here. (4) There is considerable vari- 
ation in the types of relationships which the local office has with 
organizations and units outside the ?oca1 community. 'I'hese we call 
vertical relationships. (5) Finally, there is considerable variation in 
the resource base which each local office !ias. Each of t-hese dimensions 
will be further elaborated individually and then the varioiis relation- 
ships among rhe dimensions will be discussed. 

Five key dimensions are sug- 

These 

Scope of Hazards. 

Local civil defense offices vary considerably in the scope of the 
hazards with which they are concerned. Some arc conlplecely focused on 
planning and the associaced tasks dealing wi ti) 11uclear attac!i. otliers 
are primarily coxerned with natural disaster hazards. Many are con- 
cerned with both but the degree of emphasis on one or the other will trary. 
A smaller number show a range of concern with a wide range of hazards -- 
man-made, nuclear, natural disaster, etc. 

Scope of Tasks, 

Local civil defense offices also vary considerably in the scope of 
tasks they assume. Some may be involved solely in the maintenance of a 
shelter system. Others may focus activity around the development and 
maincenancr of an Emergency Operating Center. Ot!wrs may be heavily in- 
volved in the organization and mairitennnce of voluntecr groups. 
be concerned with extensive public education and/or publications' campaigns. 
Otkrs may be involved in th2 deve lopnient and impleiiiciitaLi on of disaster 
drills. Some might be involved in rnicrofi 1i:ting valuable inrlnicipal records 
to be stored in a secure place. Others may bc involved i:) natural disaster 
planning. The variations and the cc)iribinations of such diverse activity is 
almost endless. 

Some may 
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Horizontal Relationships. 

Local civil defense officfts also vary in the degree to which they 
have ties with other units within the community. Some have close ties with 
the mayor’s office while some are completely isolated from it. Some have 
close ties with police and fire departnients while some others have ties 
with a much more extensive number of municipal agencies, the mass media, 
the medical sector of the community and the voluntary organizations within 
the community. Some are integral parts of the complex network of emer- 
gency planning within the community while others are on the periphery, 
seemingly not relevant to current corninunity problems. 

Vertizal Relationships, 

Local civil defense offices vary in the nature and types of relation- 
ships they have with organizations outside the community. These include 
contacts they have with nearby communities. 
contacts which urban communities have with their dependent suburban commun- 
ities. In addition, local offices have different types of relationships 
with state, regional and national levels of orgallization within civil 
defense. Some have very close contact, utilizing advice and assistance 
which is provided by these units. Others ignore these sources of assistance, 
sometimes because of apathy and other times because they feel that the 
type of assistance and the orientation of their higher levels of organi- 
zation are irrelevant to local priorities. Again some local organizations 
have extensive contact with state and national agencies, utilizing them as 
resources. Some have extensive contact with nearby arniy and national 
guard units , while others ignore theni. 

A part of this would be 

Resource Base. 

There are considerable variations in the nature and size of the 
resource base. 
staffs-- frequently a director, deputy director and one or two clerical 
staff, although one had over 40 persons. Some of the offices had extensive 
volunteer programs in effect. In addition, they had office space and 
equipment. Many of then) were stocking a nuinber of shelters. Some owned 
extensive surplus equipment. 
EOC but the nature and type of facilities varied. There was a very close 
relationship between staff size and hudget. Most of the budget was ex- 
pended on staff salaries and very little was available for the initiation 
of new programs. Over time, almost all of the local offices had experi- 
enced a decline in funding. 

Most of the local offices we studied had relatively small 

All maintained what was designated as an 

These five dimensions and some of the possible variations are dis- 
played in Figure 4. 
the local offices along these dimensions, and it is likely that each of 
the local offices would reveal a distinctive profile. Individual vari- 
aKiOnS, however, are less interesting than looking for typfcol patterns 
which would characterize several local offices which might on the surface 
seem quite different. In general, two different patterns seem to emerge. 

It would be possible to develop a profile of each of 
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One pattern centers around the variations in the left hand columns of 
Figure 4 which we will designate as the traditional pattern. A second 
pattern, not as frequent, but still discernable, would center around the 
variations in the right hand side of Figure 4. This we would designate 
as the adaptive pattern. In terms of our actual cases, slightly more of 
our communities would fit the traditional patterns but we did have several 
communities that clearly exemplified the adaptive pattern. 
relationships within each of these patterns will be discussed below. The 
discussion will exaggerate and sharpen the distinctions more so than they 
are seen in reality. 

The inter- 

Traditional Pattern. 

The traditional pattern reveals a primary concern on the part of 
. the local office for preparation for nuclear hazards. Thus, the scope of 
&he activities of the local office is centered around traditional tasks, 
which were usually focused around maintaining equipment, supplies, and 
programs which were acquired or initiated much earlier in time. These 
offices, in their concern for nuclear hazards, maintain rather close 
vertical ties with state and national Civil Defense. These ties are a 
continual source of legitimation for the continuation of their emphasis. 
Within the community, these offices maintain their relationships with 
police and fire departments and have minimum contact with other organi- 
zations. The office's relationship with the mayor's and city manager's 
office is formal and legal. Perhaps with the construction of an EOC 
some distance out of town and because of the continuing problem of space 
needs for growing municipal services, the local office has been moved out 
to the EOC. Since the budget for local civil defense efforts has been 
declining over a number of years, resources for the initiation of new 
programs are not available and the primary caiphasis is on the maintenance 
of programs , facilities and equipment. 

I ,  

Adaptive Pattern. 

By contrast, some local offices evidence a quite different pattern 
among the various dimensions. These offices are likely to be concerned 
with a number of different hazards. Some of them have had a long history 
of concern for local disasters and added concern for nuclear attack on 
top of this long standing interest. Others initially organized around 
iiuclear conce'rns, have gradually given attention to a wider range of 
hazards. In certain instances, these local offices initiated action and 
planning on the part of other community agencies. 
the involvement of the local office in planning efforts for these other 
hazards resulted in these offices assuming new tasks for the community, 
The reason for these new "assignments" often was that the local office 
had maintained extensive relationships with a wide range of local organi- 
zations. Their acceptance of new tasks continued tllese relationships and 
often extended them. 

In other instances, 

Somewhat ironically, many of the adaptive offices would best be 
characterized as having a "local" rather than a "national" orientation. 
Several local directors suggested that, over the years, they have resisted 
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the %xclusive nuclear orientation on the part of the National Office of 
civil Defense. While they often used thein as a resource in the nuclear 
preparations area, much of their effort on the local level was directed 
toward concerns for other hazards. Some dislike the term and concept of 
"civil defense" and preferred and used such terms as emergency planning 
or safety to describe what they were doing on the local level. A few 
local officials also expressed some criticism of state level civil 
defense programs. Since our communities were large urban communities, 
some felt that the state programs had become preoccupied with rural 
communities and consequently were of little value in assistance to the 
larger communities. In any case, the underlying theme for these offices 
was that they considered themselves to be an integral part of the local 
community and its planning efforts. This meant focusing attention on 
those types of hazards and tasks which were relevant to that cominunity. 
In these communities, the resource base of the local office tended to 
be somewhat stabilized and in the exceptional case, actually increasing. 

These two patterns exemplify different variations on these dimen- 
sions. As stated here, they present a somewhat static picture. The 
dynamics of the situations , however , may be uncovered i f one attempts 
to understand the processes which resulted in these patterns. 

Two Different Pat terns of Organizational Evolution 

1n examining the history of the various local civil defense offices, 
it is possible to identify two quite different paths of development. 
The& different paths have lead to two quite different results. We will 
first discuss the traditional stance and its pattern of development be- 
fore identifying the other adaptive response. 

The traditional path of development has taken a direction somewhat 
as follows. In the early 1950s, most of the communities were in the 
process of developing plans for the possibilities of nuclear attack. 
At that time, the threat was salient and meaningful to most comniuni ties, 
particularly large urban ones. Planning in these directions was initiated 
in most communities and local civil defense offices were established with 
local civil defense directors. While there was considerable variation in 
the way in which these roles were defined within the comnlunity, we can 
still discern in several of our comwnities a residue of hostility toward 
the local office for what is perceived hy otlier conmIliiLy organizations as 
its attempt to "take over." The initial planning for nwclcar attack did, 
at the time, involve extensive contact: with a wide variety of comlllunity 
organizations. Initial civil defense programs were initiated -- voltl!iteer 
programs, warning systems, communications equipment, etc. 

In the early 1960s, increasing eiripliasis was placed on shelters. 
Tlie shelter operation, however, did riot involve many other elements I n  tile 
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community. It involved primarily the identification of shelter space in 
public buildings and stockpiling them. It also attempted to encourage 
the construction of shelters in private homes. In large part, the emphasis 
was on survival of populations as an end product rather than organizing 
a unified response to threat on the part of other community organizations. 
At that time, some of the other program emphases inadvertently isolated 
the local civil defense office from on-going community activity. The 
building of Emergency Operations Centers, designed to withstand blast, 
were usually put in locations away from the normal contacts of most other 
Community organizations. The development and the presentation of E K  
facilities often underscored, perhaps unintentionally, the single nuclear 
purpose, centralized "control" and command post approach to the ultimate 
"crisis .I' Increasingly, the local civil defense became isolated from other 
Community organizations, many of whom were becoming involved in planning 
for other types of community emergencies. The isolction was often il- 
lustrated in our communities by instances when a local community would 
be affected by natural disaster, and in the subsequent impetus toward 
planning for future threats from the same disaster agent, local civil 
defense would be ignored as the locus of local planning within the com- 
iniinity. With its exclusive nuclear image, i t  did nut appear to have the 
interest or skills necessary to accomplish these tasks. When other sources 
of disaster planning emerged, local civil defense offices often responded 
by reaffirming its nuclear stance and therefore justifying its exclusion 
on the basis that they had more important planning to do, 

This lack of involvement often led to increasing isolation and to 
increased specialization. The attention of some local offices tended 
increasingly to be given to the maintenance of existing programs. With 
decreasing importance within the local community, decreases in funding 
usually followed. With cuts in funding, attention was often focused on 
the simple facts of organizational survival, One common technique for 
organizational survival was to decrease visibility and activity within the 
community. "Excessive" visibility might mean that the office could become 
a target for further budget cuts in the future. The traditional path then 
has followed a singleness of mission and has resulted in increasing 
isolation and decreasing relevance from other types of emergency planning 
within the community. Within many communities, ~tle decline in relevance 
niid the increasing importance of other types of eniergeiicy planning has 
increasingly isolated the local civil defense office. As a consequence, 
this isolation has lead to a primary preoccupatioll with organizational 
survival in which salience within the community is sacrificed. 

At the other extreme, there is a quite different path of development 
which we have identified as "adaptive." 
starting point as the traditional path: 'The initial establishment of 
local .civil defense offices and the initial impetus to community wide 
planning for the nuclear threat. In a few communi ties, particularly those 
in disaster prone areas, they may have already initiated disaster plaiining 
S O  the emergence of a new threat and the new avflilnl~ility of federal funds 
proviYed the opportunity LO extend their alreutl;: existing planning effort. 

This path usually had the same 
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In other communities, natural disaster threats provided the opportunity 
to extend their initial planning for nuclear situations so they moved 
more in the direction of 3 more comprehensive planning effort. This 
move kept them in closer contact with other organizations within the 
community concerned with emergency planning and tcncit.!d to inhibit the 
segmentalization of effort. In turn, local civil dcEcnsc began to be 
seen as having some generalized abilities, interests rind capabilities 
which represented a planning resource within the community. It became 
something that had day-to-day utility and not something that might have 
some use at some increasingly distant future. By possessing skills and 
capabilities that had more immediate utility, such offices became integral 
parts of the municipal structure. When additional planning tasks emerged, 
the local office was thought of 3s n logical place to Eacilitate the 
process. Again this adaptive response was cumulative; providing a useful 
community function facilitated the local civil delense of rice’s integration 
into the municipal structure. Once well integrated, it became the locus 
of other activities whlch increased its utility within the municipal 
structure. 
of an actual case study. 

Part of this process can be seen from the following descripcion 

The local cfvfl defense office carries out the 
usual functions and tasks suggested by the national 
office, but the director defines the role of the local 
office as being involved with safety and defcnsi>. IIc 
is involved in Loc;ll teaching rft’a-ts in first aid, Circ: 
safety, and dfsaster drills in scbools. He also teaches 
in the police and fire academy for new recruits such 
topics as bomb threats, civil disturhanccs, ixitural 
disaster preparation, etc. The local of €ice has taken 
over the municipal answering sclrvicc a t  night. ‘This 
allowed some saving in manpower when CD can dispatch 
emergency s treet crcws, park service police, et<-. The 
local office also assists the hospitals in disaster 
planning and drills. The Local offices have also played 
a part in the development oE plans for bomb threats and 
civil disturbances. More recently, the office added an 
environmental specialist to deal with toxic chemicals 
in the air, in particular on city work sites. 

involved in planning. 
advisory committee composed of the I’clice Chief, Ffrc 
Chief, City Engineer, Ilcaltti Director, Supclrintendent 
of the Watcr Department and City Manager. The olIfFcc 
has periodic contact with a variety of other miinicipnl 
agencies, voluntary organizations and with other closc- 
by jurisdictions. 

The office from the beginning has had a natural 
disaster focus in which other types of safety and planning 
concerns have gradually beconie a part. 
with a staff of two and has increased to 16 in a period 
of ten years. 

The EOC is used for meetings of various groups 
The oFficc operates with an 

Thc. office bcgari 
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A Concluding Note of the Saliency of the Local Civil Dcfense Offfce 

In looking back at the inter-relationships aniong the various 
dimensions, it is possible to identify which of the dimensions were more 
important in the development of saliency for civil defense within the 
local community. Three of the dimensions are linked together very closely. 
One of the dimensions seems almost tangential and the other seems to be 
more of an outcome and consequence of the other three. 

If local civil defense is salient within a community, it is likely 
to be involved in a number of tasks. The number of tasks is, in part, 
dependent on the scope of the hazards with which the local office is 
involved.' With a greater range of hazards of concern to the local office, 
there are more possible tasks with which to be involved. The greater the 
scope of the tasks with which the local office is involved, the more 
likely the local office is to be involved in exLensive horizontal relation- 
ships. The more involved in extensive relationships, the more salient i t  
is within the community. This suggests an ordering somewhat as follows: 

Mu1 t i p  le Hazard--) - Broad Scope--)-Extensive llorizontal-->-High 
Concern of Tasks Re la t i ons hi p s Saliency 

Vertical relationships seem, in many ways, somewhat irrelevant to 
the outcome. This is perhaps because certain types of strong vertical 
ties may imply a restriction on local interests, On the other hand, 
strong vertical ties which are extensive might reflect a broad scope of 
tasks which is normative within the coninirinity. 

High saliency of the local office within the community generally 
leads to a stable or increasing resource base. On the other liand, there 
were offices, in our sample, that had a large resource base and very low 
saliency. Our interviewing occurred at a particular point in the history 
of these local organizations. If a longitudinal study were done on tllese 
same communities, it is likely that now a closer relationship between 
saliency and the extensiveness of the resource base might he found. 
There is likely to be a time lag in the relationship between these two 
dimensions. Some offices might be able to maintain an extensive resource 
base while their saliency declines. Some offices may be increasing 
their saliency but their resource hase might not reflect i t  for several 
years. 
were those which had stabilized or increased their resource base. 

Among our cases, those local offices which had the highesc saliency 

In effect, then, the key dimension which explains differences in 
saliency among local civil defense offices is the office's involvement in 
a broader range of tasks. This more extensive involvement usually emerges 
from a concern with a greater range of hazards-- in other words, in moving 
away from an exclusive nuclear orientation. This broader concern results 
in more extensive relationships among the various comnnrnity organizations 
which in turn leads to a greater saliency for the local office within the 
communi ty . 



I'OOTNOTE s 

1. Pearl B, Cohen, The Public's Perception of Local Civilian Defense 
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2. .Joe W. Bohlen, Community Power Structure and Civil Defense (Ames, 
Iowa: Iowa State University, 1964) AD 451013. 
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ClLAPTER V 

THE LEGITIMACY OF LOCAL CIVIL DEFENSE 

The functioning of any organization at any time is dependent upon 
the larger context of the other organizations within the community. 
While every organization has some degree of autonomy, organizations are 
interdependent. Interdependence is most obvious in emergency si tuatioiis, 
but that manifestation is simply an extension of interdependence which is 
evident on a day-to-day basis. The nature of this pre-disaster inter- 
dependence is affected by many different factors among the various organ- 
izations. Here we wish to focus on one organization -- local civil 
defense -- and to look at the implications of organizational legitimacy 
on civil defense's relationship with other community organizations. It 
is first necessary to discuss the idea of organizational legitimacy in 
general terms and then to discuss it in terms of its application to local 
civil defense. 

Organizational Legitimacy 

Organizations differ in the degree of 1egit.imacy they are accorded 
within the community. Legitimacy is not to be equated with legality. 
Legitimacy implies acceptance by the community of an organization being 
a valid institutional form for carrying out a particular course of 
action. When issues of jurisdicEion, power and authority are raised in 
the course of relationships among organizations, these issues are usually 
resolved on the basis of the legitimacy of particular organizations, 

Legitimacy can be seen as an organizational resource much in the 
same way that the status of an organization can he. t3oth are like 
currency. Status and legitimacy are given to organizations which in turn 
allows the organization to make claims on those who have provided the 
status and legitimacy. If an organization acquires legitimacy, the 
sources of that legitimacy will give the organization more than they 
receive from it in any direct, intangible way. Most: organizations are 
involved with quid pro E exchanges wiLh its environment, paying for 
what it receives and receiving that for which it pays. An organization 
which has legitimacy, however, can act: to acquire resources without 
direct compensation. Thus, i t  has "credit" with the various elements 
in its environment and this provides a greater capacity to act and also 
greater stability. 

Special Problems Involved in the Legitimacy of Local Civil Defense 

Local civil defense has certain characteristics which create a 
number of problems in the acquisition of legitimacy. Unlike the business 
corporation, a governmental organizatio11 has only an indirect economic 
relationship with its "publics." 'The potential recipient of tlie services 
which might be rendered is usuallv not the immediate funder so i t is 
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&'ten difficult to discern a clear linkage between governmental expenditures 
aitd the benefits which might come from activities of a11 organization. Some 
public organizations, of course, can show d close tie, On the municipal 
level, a public works department or a sanitation departmenr seldom face 
problems of legitimacy since they deal with activities which are basic to 
public well-being and operate visibly oii a day-to-day basis. 

By contrast, local civil defense offices are usually more concerned 
with planning, which presents no daily operational visibility, for a future 
event, which is seen by others to have varying degrees of probability in 
the future. If the probability of the future threat is perceived as 
declining and if the planning effort is seen as having decreased importance, 
lekitimacy may be withdrawn from an organization. 
factors which have undercut organizational legitimacy of tlie local civil 
defense office will be elaborated below. 

Sonic of the various 

It seems clear that in the initial stages, local civil defense offices 
developed considerable legitimacy. Coming out of World War [I, che need 
for civilian preparation was still obvious as there was tlie innnediaLe 
continuity to wartime experience. There was tlie new nuclear envi roiinient 
which provided a visible and "real" threat. Over time, tiowever, some of 
these conditions eroded and changing political , ecoljoiiiic and soci a1 
conditions tended to undercut the initial plausibility striictrire 011 wliicti 
the local office was built. 

Factors Undercutting Legitimacy 

organization are usually closely linked witli the reasons behind its creation. 
The initial assumptions, however, have changed. Some of the change has 
come about because of changes in assumptions about clle ways i i i  whicli nuclear 
technology developed. Other changes have come about hecause of polit-icnl 
and administrative assumptions about the responsibilities of tile local 
office. 

With passage of the Civil Defense Act in 1950, the United States 
uaaertook the development of prograins designed to carry out noli-mi litary 
defense functions which would minimize, repair and recover from damage 
resulting froK attack. Within t-his overall mission, there tiave I)ecn several 
different emphases. Lrntil 1955, civil defense was engaged primarily in the 
process of creating civil defense organization at all levels of government 
and developing a program for it, Public Law 81-920 Liriiitccl the Federal 
role in civil defense to that of an advisory and coordi.nating service and 
gave operational responsibility to the States and local governnients. (In 
1958, however, amendments to the ?:ederal civil Defeiise Act nmde civil 
defer.se a joint responsibility of Federal and StaLe/local governnreiits. ) 
13y 1955, increasing stockpiles of nuclear weapons and improved delivery 
systems prompted a reappraisal of civi 1 defense concepts. The decreased 
warning time available with new delivery systems caused a greater reliance 
on the development of fallout shelters. The fallout shelter program 
received a boost in the 1960s, subsequent to ttie Cuban missile crises. 

of the Federal government in the natural disaster areas wollld be trans- 
ferred to the civil defense agency, alid Llley were fc)r a period of tirlle. 

1. Changes in Organizational Purpose. The iilitial goals of an 

In the discussions prior to 1950, i t  was ussullied that the activities 
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On the basis of those assumptions, many states and municipalities passed 
laws which located State and local natural disaster preparation in the 
civil defense. Federal responsibility for this function was transferred, 
however, in 1961, to the Office of Emergency Preparedness, and more 
recently to the Federal Disaster Assistance Administration. 
sequence of these actions has meant that local and State civil defense 
programs have often emphasfzed an approach which included community pre- 
paredness for all types of hazards, including natural disasters, while 
at the Federal level, nuclear concerns and a heavy emphasis on the 
development of a fallout shelter system were the major preoccupations. 

,7To a certain degree then, changes in perception of nuclear risks 
undermined the initial legitimacy of the local office while political and 
administrative factors have inhibited it in its ability to redirect itself 
toward broader and clearer goals dealing with emergency planning. Such a 
shift would allow the local office to relegitimate its existence. As it 
stands, the initial basis of legitimation has been considerably undercut 
while the mandate for new direction is ambiguous. 

2. Perceived Need for Services. There is no doubt that if threats 
are not actualized, it becomes increasingly difficult to maintain legit- 
imacy. 
imacy deal with more "regular" emergencies. Fire departments may not 
respond to fires on a daily basis but fires are predictable enough to 
provide a solid basis for their legitimation within the community. If 
an organization is highly specialized around a specific threat, it finds 
its legitimacy reduced if the event does not happen or if the probability 
of the event is seen as decreasing. 
disaster prone, it is much easier to develop legitimacy for a local 
civil defense office. 

had experienced an overall decline in resources, If an organization 
has declining legitimacy, this makes it vulnerable to decreases in re- 
sources which in turn undercuts its legitimacy which increases its 
future vulnerability. This decline may have little to do with actual or 
potential performance of the office. Any municipally-based organization 
has to compete with other organizations for a delimited budget. What 
might have been seen as a justifiable expenditure at one time may later 
be seen as latent resources for other segments of community activity 
which are more viable at t.hat time. 

4. Poor Performance. In certain situations, a poor performance 
of a local civil defense office may lead to a decrease in legitimacy. 
The evaluation of poor performance may come about in several different 
situations. In particular it could occur if a local office is seen as 
failing to perform in certain areas which are subsequently assumed by 
other community organizations. Also it could occur in situations where 
the emergency organizations are seen to have performed effectively and 
visibly while the local office is seen to have played a minor tangential 
role. In both of these situations, the utility of the local office is 
dramatically undercut since the perennial justification for the existence 
of the office was its utility in emergency situations. Its ineffect- 
iveness in such emergency situations then undercuts the primary just- 
ification for its existence. 

The con- 

Most emergency organizations which attain a high degree of legit- 

In areas of the country which are 

3. Decline in Resources. In our sample cities, almost every city 
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5. Changing Salience of the Military Plodel. The initial model which 
was used for civil defense, both at the local and national levels, was the 
military model. In that initial context, Lhe use of that model seemed 
relevant and justified since civil defense was the other side of the coin 
to military defense. Therefore, strategies, "doctrine" and terminologies 
borrowed from the military realm were appropriated and introduced. Notions 
of "Command" and "control" centers arid of command and control functions 
were introduced. Notions about taking "over" from civilian governments 
and putting government on a different basis in emergency situations were 
elaborated. Not only did the initial context seem to justify this but 
also the initial staffing of various civil defense agencies encouraged 
this transfer. If the military discourse was relevant, those who had had 
experience in this discourse would be logical candidates for iniplementing 
these quasi-military plans. 

here but, over time, the declining salience of the military model to 
civilian life also affected the status of the local civil defense office. 
Its application to nuclear situations often coiiveyed a sense o €  unreality 
and inappropriateness to other types of emergencies. The wilitary might be 
seen as a potential resource for the local coniniunity in emergency situations 
but the traditional forms of municipal government, and perhaps even its 
traditional inefficiency, was seen as being appropriate to ~ h c  range of 
problems including emergencies. While the nii li tary context of local 
civil defense may have provided coinmon ground with police and fire depart- 
ments, the two municipal agencies which followed most closely the military 
model, it also erected barriers to many of tile voluntary organizations 

Whether these initial assumptions were valid will not be assessed 

- within the community and also seemed contradictory to the traditional 

offices insisted on the military model as n device to increase their 
legitimacy within the community, In doing so, they often only emphasized 
its inappropriateness. 

f7political bases of power within the comniuniLy. Soine local civil defeiise 

Characteristics of Local Offices which Have Legitimacy 

Perhaps it is important here to make certain distinctions concerning 
legitimacy of the local civil defense office. Of major coiicern here is to 
attempt to focus on the local office as having a broad base of legitimacy 
for emergency planning. It seems clear that, because of its previous 
history, the local office is seen as having or perhaps, more accurately, 
having had legitimacy in relation to riuclear planning. L u  this area, 
legitimacy is less problematic than questions of current capabilities and 
competence. On the other hand, in looking at local offices which have 
developed legitimacy which extends beyond nuclear planning, the followiiig 
characteristics seem to be important. These factors can be discussed in 
terms of foJr major areas: 1) Envl roiilliental 1:acLor-s 2) Structural 
Factors 3) Relationship Factors and 4) Orltprit Factors. 

to build in an environment which poses a persistent threat. 
locations where seasonal threats exist which present: reperi tive problenrs. 

1. Environmental Factors. A legi timete orgallizatioli is much easier 
l'here are 
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By their very nature, however, certain types of emergencies are very 
infrequent and, with low levels of probability, it becomes a "luxury" to 
maintain an organization for such specialized and infrequent usage. In 
such situations, there is a tendency to overemphasize the threat as a 
technique to maintain some degree of legitimacy. This technique may be 
effective in the short run but its impact erodes over time. 

Another alternative is to extend the concern over a wide range of 
emergencies. Within this wider range of emergencies, there may be consid 
erable differences in the scope of involvement as well as the nature of 
emergency but the emphasis is placed on the utility of the service that 
might be rendered rather than the uniformity of the agent. Some local 
civil defense offices have found that becoming involved in a wider scope 
of emergencies provided them with actual experience in the performance of 
certain tasks as well as certain visibility of their services. 

2. Structural Factors. Two major factors can properly be described 
as structural. First is the location of the civil defense office within 
local government. Second is the choice of the local governmenral unit, 
On both of these factors, there are probably as many actual arrangements 
as there are local offices. 

was seen as being a chief of staff for recognized municipal officials, 
particularly the mayor. This "location" was predicated on the idea that 
mayors were the locus of traditional political power and therefore would 
ha.ue to be utilized as symbols of continuity in emergencies. 
based on the idea that the social and political organization of a community 
tends todisintegrate during emergency situations, This location, however, 
often removed the civil defense office from the day-to-day activity of the 
rest of municipal government and, in addition, in emergencies, the role of 
the mayor was often ambiguous. The actual operations within a community 
in an emergency are handled by the traditional structure, a structure in 
which the local director is often not well integrated prior to the emer- 
gency. Thus, some communities have, over time, developed patterns which 
better integrate the local civil defense office into the on-going activi- 
ties of municipal government. This restructuring, of course, is facili- 
atated if the office has day-to-day functions and if the command-post 
orientation of some emergency operations centers has not moved the civil 
defense operations out of the sight of other municipal activities. The 
major point here is that the local office acquires greater legitimacy if 
i t  is integrated into the regular day-to-day activities and into the on- 
going structure of the local governmental unit. 

mental structure. Here a dilerma is posed. On the basis of certain 
types of logic, i t  is best to plan for a larger geographical unic since 
emergencies seldom respect political boundaries, 
rrue if the planning view which becomes normative is a natiolial one, 
If an accounting is made of existing units, the establishment of county 
units provides a more "secure" feeling of the extensiveness of coverage. 
On the other hand, from our cases, i t  seems thaL the eatabliehment of 
civil defense at the couiity level comes at Q high cost since rhis loca- 
tion will make it much more difficult to establish relationship8 with 
organizations in urban areas which, I n  effect, become the viable units 

In various normative prescriptions, the local civil defense director 

'This was 

'' The second point concerns the location of office within the govern- 

This is particularly 
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of "civil government in emergency." The dilemma is to choose bctwccn the 
larger geographical units and the viable c m u n i  ty. 
coincide but from our experience, the choice should bc with thc viable 
community if legitimacy is to be achieved. 

macy for local civil defense is the extensiveness and the quality of 
their relationships with other organizations. Local of€ices reveal 
considerable variations along these lines. A few are isolated even 
within the structure of local government. Many more have close ties 
primarily with the traditional emergency organizations such as with 
police and fire departments. Others have extensive contacts throughout 
other municipal agencies. A few have extensive contact with health and 
welfare organizations which are often outside the municipal structure. 
One can argue that the more extensive the relations inside and outside 
the local government structure, the more legitimacy is provided to tlhe 
local office. This is almost by definition since by its very nature a 
community-wide emergency is one which will involve 3 wide rangc of organi- 
zations. The involvement of these organizations would be facilitated 
if pre-disaster contact and relationships had been established. 
fact that a wide range of organizations do btsconie involvcd is an indica- 
tion of legitimacy attributed to the local office. 

for local civil defense rests on the question of the "products" of the 
office and how useful they are to other organizations. Planning and 
coordination frequently arc presented as claims to b c ~  imposed on other 
organizations rather than resources which will be of assistance to other 
organizations. Two potential products, planning and coordination, which 
might come from local civil defense are intangible-s and thcreforc difficult 

'to apprehend. In addition, it is obvious from discussions oE officials in 
other community organizations that they h a w  felt chat planning ef Eorts 
on the part of local civil defense offices often wcrc percclved as a 
potential resource. 

The same could be said about coordination as a potential rcsource. 
Efforts to coordinate the activities and resources of a variety OF cmunity 
organizations which might become involved in emergencies require a high 
degree of legitimacy for those involved in the coordination. The very 
act of entering a coordinated relationship involves some loss of organi- 
zational autonomy, SO that the locus of the coordination should have a 
high degree of legi timacy within the cormnunity. 'Thus, many organizations 
have seen attempts at coordination as a potcntial loss of autonomy by 
their organization to a structure of coordination which lacked lcgitimncy. 
While these outcomes may have been usual, in some communities local civil 
defense was seen as a potential resource in thc realm oE planning and 
coordination. 

Local civil defense offices often provide otficr outputs for the com- 
munity. Most notable has been the development of EOC's (Emergency Opera- 
tions Centers). Most useful have been the typcs of EOC's which provide a 
location for the collection oE iniormat€on about disaster impact as well as 
being a repository of knowledge about existing cormiiunity resources. AB a 
by-product of this focus of infornintion and knowledge, such EOC'e often 
become the center of coordinntion ior cmergcncy opr*riitions. On chc other 
hand, some EOC's are neither vfsiblc nor uscfril Lo carnuunity when primary 
emphasis has been given exclusive Ly to "cornmand post CuncLions" and simply 
a center for communications equipment. 

Sometimes these 

3. Relational Factors. One important factor in acquiring legiti- 

The 

4. Output Factors. Of course, a major [actor in developing legitimacy 
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Seemingly the most useful output in developing legitimacy has 
been the involvement of local civil defense offices in the on-going 
day-to-day activities of the municipal government. This may involve 
assuming a role in dealing with various aspects of daily emergency 
services such as fuel shortages, power failures, major transportation 
accidents, etc., within municipal government, beyond police and fire 
department involvement. It may involve being ready and being defined 
as able to handle some new emergency task, such as dealing with bomb 
threats or with new environmental threats. In effect, the local office 
must continue to demonstrate its usefulness to the community on a day- 
to-day basis and not rest on its potential usefulness a.t some distant 
future point. 

!? 
.7 
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THE ROLE OF THE L E A L  CIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTOR 

There are greater variations as to how the role of the local civil de- 
fense director is defined within comniunities. In a number of comniunities the 
local director is someone designared wirh this responsibility who has other 
administrative responsibilities, perhaps a fire chief, n member of the police 
department or an employee in the safety department. This may be the typical 
pattern in most small communities. Our sample, however, was composed of 
large cities where the circumstances dictated a full-time position and the 
available resources were sufficient to allow this, Even within this more 
restricted universe, there was considerable variation in how the role was 
defined and also in how various directors behave in relation to these defini- 
tions. Three sources of this variation will be discussed here. First, there 
seem to be two different major role conceptions which exist within the conimun- 
ities. This difference affects the selection pro,:ess for those who fill the 
role and also striictures, in large part, what the director will be able to do. 
Second, there is considerable variation in tile definition of ttle scope of the 
casks with which the local director is to be involved. Third, there are 
considerable differences in the styles in which the directors actually carry 
out their tasks. Each of these three dimensions will be discussed further. 

Major Role Conceptions 

Within the cities we studied, there seems LO be two distinctive patterns 
which defined the role of the local civil defense director. 't'hese patterns 
are somewhat self-perpetuating, since tliey dei ine the types of individuals 
who should fill the position and also define the types of activity and the 
types of involvement which are expected of him. 'i'he TWO patterns are to be 
described as (1) professional and (2) political. 

The professional pattern is usually charac terizcd by recruitment which 
aims at the.selection of a person who has had relevant experience in other 
organizations related to emergencies. hie source for recruitment generally 
is from within the municipal government, perhaps from the fire or police 
department or from the service wing -- pr~hlic works or engineering. A 
second source is from persons with extensive military experience. 'rhe nature 
of the military experience seemingly is considerc:d as being somewhat irrelevant, 
Tn other words, it is generally assumed that liavii\g served in the military 
in almost any capacity serves as a sufficient basis for emergency planiiing. 

The particular source of recrui tinent has ftirtlier Consequences for the 
activicies of the director. In general, those recrilited frml wi thiii the 
municipal structure continue to have their major contacts as well as major 
impact within those organizations with which they have ltad previous contact. 
In addition, those with military backgroiind seemirigly have wore extensive 
coctact with military-related orKanizations. 011 tlte other \\and, tllis basis 
of recruitment and experience seemiiigly precludes extcti~sive iiitegratioli with 
the political aspect of rniinicipol ~civet-iir~elrt, 

- 
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The second type, the.politica1, also seems to be composed of two 
variants but, in both cases, closely tied to the political structure of 
the cormnunity. The local civil defense director's position becomes one 
which is considered to be a part of political patronage within the 
community. The selection process in filling the position generally 
emphasizes political factors but this does not mean that the person who 
fills the position lacks any other qualifications. It is often the 
case that the person chosen does have some of the experience labeled 
"professional" in the other pattern. The other variant is that the 
local civil defense directorship has certain uses as a political step- 
ping stone for other political offices, particularly for mayor. Some- 
times it is seen as a location by which mayors can groom candidates 
who might succeed them. 
grooming process can be justified by the existing definition of the 
civil defense director as being, administratively, an integral part of 
the municipal government. Even without the tacit support of the mayor, 
the office is sometimes used as a location from which to build a future 
political base. The scope of contacts which are necessary, provide the 
opportunity for using the contacts for other than planning purposes and 
the public relations skills useful for the job can be used for other 
results. 

The office can provide visibility and the 

This recruitment pattern and the political definition of the role 
often results in the local office being well-integrated into the top 
political structure of the government but sometimes this integration 
does not result in more effective planning for emergencies. 
there is always the possibility that the political direction of the 
office might move in ways so that it would be excludcd, especially if 
other municipal leaders saw it being used to develop an independent 
power base. 

In addition, 

Orientation 

Even within these two major role conceptions, there is considerable 
variation a8 to the scope of the tasks which are seen to be the respon- 
sibility of the position. 
continuum between: 

The various communitfes would fall along a 

Exclusive Concern for 
Concern for All-hazards 
Nuclear Planning Planning 

No community could be accurately placed at either end of the con- 
tinuum but most clustered around the middle. There were differences. 
No community or local director was willing to place emphasis exclusively 
on nuclear attack. The closest approximation to this emphasis came from 
a few who argued that, while the concern of the office should be with a 
more extensive list of disaster agents, the primary focus of planning 
should be with nuclear agent8 which would be the most extensivc threat. 
With preparation at this level, other typcs of threats would bc "covered." 
The predominant pattern within the various conununities in defining the 
role was one which saw the role as being related to a wfde range oE 

. 
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emergency tasks. Because of the historical association with nuclear 
attack, this dimension was the unci on which tlic.rc> was Lhc greatest 
agreement. On the other hand, the associatioil with orher types 0 1  
emergency tasks was less clc<ir. I n  iliese other areas, other organ- 
izations, such as police deparcmeiits or hospital lederations, had taken 
the lead in initiating planning and had colitinued their initiative. In 
these situations, the local civil defense director was expected to be 
involved, but how and in what ways tended to be unclear. Local dir- 
ectors also expressed this ambiguity. 

In a few of our cities, the task orientation of the director moved 
very closely toward an all-hazards orientation. In such situations, 
there was a tendency for the local director to have minimal ties with 
state and national levels of civil defense, except as these levels 
might be of local assistance. In other words, there was a predominant 
concern with the local community and its needs and unless the concerns 
of extra-local agencies furthered this local orientation, they tended 
to be ignored. In these situations, there was a patterti of mutual 
reinforcement for extending the range oi concc'rns. If the local dir- 
ector had a broad task orientation, he often sought to bc of assis- 
tance in a wide variety of situations. On the other hand, knowing that 
the local director had an extensive urient:tCion, otiier comuutlity organ- 
izations would seek his help and assistanct! in a11 increasingly broad 
range of tasks. 

Behavioral Style 

In addition to the ways in which the rol<' oi iocal director is 
defined within a community, there are also variations in the ways in 
which local directors behave. There are ccrtitin characteristic ways 
in which this behavior is directed, however. In large part, the 
behavior is conditioned by the dominant role coiiceptioiis which exist 
within the community and also by the prevailing task Orientation. A 
particular local director may emphasize more than one of these styles 
at any one time or may shift over time. In effect, these styles rep- 
resent varying approaches or models of the conceptions of the tasks 
with which he is involved. 
a. Maintenance Model. The emphasis here is on maintaining resources 
which have been developed over time, such as Lacilitics, supplies and 
budget. This requires relatively low visibility within rhe community 
and therefore, developing new and innovative programs may risk what 
has already been accomplished. 
b. The Xilitary Model. 
military organization to cope with emergencies. 
is that the day-to-day civilian community is lncapablc of meeting An 
emergency SO that some types of civilian-mil itary stance is necessary 
for such potential emergencies. 
oping operational tasks for this possibility. This model is often 
preoccupied with developing "command" facilitics and strategies. 
c. The emphasis here is on a particular 
type of expert resource within the community. Sometimcs, this expertise 
centers around radiological measures, knowledge of blast effects and 
other nuclear effects. At other times, t h t ~  expertise centers around the 

In this, the emphasis is on the necessity for 
The implicit assumption 

The emphasis is often given to devel- 

The Disaster Expert Model. 
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planning process. In a world increasingly characterized by special- 
ization, it is not unusual for a community to need such skills, just 
as it would utilize legal, medical and engineering skills. 
d .  The Administrative Staff Model. The emphasis here is on organ- 
izational skills rather than expert knowledge. The local director acts 
as a staff resource to the mayor in the organization of emergency 
services. The director acts as a mediator and link between the mayor 
and traditional emergency organizations. 
e. The Derived Political Power Model. The emphasis is on the necess- 
ity for coordination in emergency planning but the motivation for 
emergency planning is derived from the "imposition" of the mayor's 
authority which is channeled through the local civil defense director. 
The local director is the agent of the mayor. 
E. The Interpersonal Broker Model. The emphasis here is on contacts 
and informal relationships among personnel in various cmergency organ- 
izations so that the friendship network which is developed can be 
utilized in emergency operations. 
g. The Abstract Planner Role. The emphasis here is on the development 
of planning based on a knowledge of various contingencies that might 
affect the cornmunlty. 'The model emphasizes a consideration of abstract 
considerations but with little actual involvement on the part of the 
organizations that might become involved in actual operations. 
h. The Community Educator Model. The emphasis here is on overcoming 
community apathy toward planning. The form of the attempt to overcome 
the apathy may take several directions -- the utilization of the mass 
media, the introduction oE materials in the public cdL1cation system, 
the seeking out of key groups to rcceive information, etc. The basic 
idea behind this model is that thc primary brlrricar to ctfcctive planning 
is the lack of Understanding on the p x t  of citizen groups. With Fn- 
creased understanding, more effective planning would be easy to implement. 
i .  The Disaster Simulation Model. The emphasfs hcarc. is on thc. re- 
hearsal of disaster plans. In part, this is a rc.,iction against thc 
abstractness of much disaster planning. The attempt is to enlfst 
various segments in the community to engage in simulated disasters so 
that plans can be tested and problems can be identified. 

are some, however, who develop one style, feel comfortable with it and 
perpetuate it. In these instances, the local civil dcCense office is 
seen as narrow and over-specialized. 

Many local directors use a variety of behavioral styless. There 

Concluding Thoughts 

In a discussion of different aspects of the local director/co- 
ordinator role, the question emerges as to which of the various dlmen- 
sions are more effective. 
criterion to measure. 
ohstarved effective local directors In our earnple wh,o I1;id a professional 
oricntntion and others who had a political orientatton. 
paths can lead to effectiveness. In one sttuution, both pnttcrns werc 
evident in the slime office. Thc director was pdlittcally orirrited but 
he was supplemented by a professional a8 a deputy dtrectcrr. 
these men were valued within the community for chctr diitc-rcnt skills. 

Effectiveness is an extremely difficult 
In terms of the major role conceptions, we 

Evtdently, both 

Both of 



It does seem clear that tht. morc cEfcctive directors had a task 
orientation which moved toward a concern for all-hazards planning. 
Many of them did not evidence this completviy in their programing but 
they were open to making the office usc.ful in a variety of situations. 
In reference to differences among the variettes of bc>liavioral styles, 
there seems to be no clear choices, except clearly the maintenance 
model is a defensive reaction. Possibly the most effective repertoire 
centers around those styles which iocus on bccoming a part of the life 
and programming of the various agencies in the community, both min- 
icipal and private, which would bccomc thc c~lcmcnts in an cffcctivt! 
emergency response. 
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CHAPTER VI1 

THE FUTURE ROLE OF LOCAL CIVIL DEFENSE IN DISASTER PLANNING 

Taking the current status of the involvement of local defense 
offices in disaster planning and projecting it into the future, 
certain patterns become apparent. There are certain to be some con- 
tinying problems but there may also be opportunities for strengthening 
its involvement. 

Throughout the preceeding chapter we have indicated certain prob- 
lematic aspects and there is little use to recapitulate them here. It 
is true that the historical association with planning for nuclear 
attack and the continued reinforcement of this primary task has created, 
in some communities, the conditions whereby the local civil defense 
office has been excluded from interest and involvement in other types 
of emergency activity. In large part, this exclusion came about when 
other organizations saw what they interpreted as disinterest and went 
on with planning tasks which they felt were necessary. In several 
instances, this lack of involvement will be difficult to reverse. 

It is perhaps more useful here not to continue to identify prob- 
lematic aspects but to concentrate on some of the condition6 which 
might lead to a more effective involvement by local civil dcfensc in a 
wider scope of emergency tasks -- while still being able to maintain 
its capabilities to respond to its original mission. 

Perhaps the best overall gencralization which can be made con- 
cerning the successful involvement of civil dcfensc organizations is 
that their degree of success is dependent upon their ability to provide 
the local community with resources which are neccssary for cmergency 
activity. These resources can be in the form of the skills and know- 
ledge of personnel, in the form of equipment and Eacilitics, or in the 
form of planning. Concentration solely on planning will not be 
sufficient. 

The conditions which are most likely to be productive of succ- 

1. that local civil defense will develop experience in handling 
essful local civil defe~~se involvement arc as follows: 

a variety of community disasters. Thcre are two aspects to 
this. First, the fact of previous involvemcnt, in most inst- 
ances, indicates the accumulation of experience in the deli- 
nition of responsibility, the identification of tasks, and the 
practice of coordination. Second, disaster experience provides 
the opportunity for other community emergency organizations 
as well as the general public to 8ee the utility and compc- 
tencc of local civil defeme. 

2. that municipal govcrmicnt provides a structure which accepts 
and legitimizes the civil dcfenscl function. As wc! have 
indicated, local civil defense directors are found in diff- 
erent governmental units and in different “levels of impor- 
tance” within these structures. This is due to the fact that 



there is considerable diversity in municipal administrative 
forms. For example, some directors are organizationally 
isolated from the major daily activitics of a municipal govern- 
ment. This rather marginal position could perhaps be justified 
from the viewpoint of efficient municipal administration. A 
position which has responsibility only for those events which 
are both problematic and in the future is not as organiz- 
ationally important for municipal administration as those 
offices concerned with continuous daily municipal responsi- 
bility -- e.g., the maintenance of public order, the collection 
of garbage, the maintenance of streets, the provision of public 
utilities, etc. By contrast, if the position of civil defense 
director is structured so that the person is involved in the 
daily on-going process of municipal administration, this teiids 
to create a situation in which his function is both appre- 
ciated and utilized when emergencies do occur. Attempts to 
integrate his function into municipal operations become very 
problematic during an emergency when operational demands are 
pressing. If this integration has already taken place through 
previous involvement, then the Operational demands can be 
more easily handled. 
that the local civil defense director has the ability to gen- 
erate significant pre-disaster relationships among those organ- 
izations which do become involved in emergency activities. In 
large part, this condition is more easily achieved as an exten- 
sion of the previous one. If local directors are structurally 
integrated into municipal administration, they arc more likely 
to develop the contacts which are necessary to develop effect- 
ive coordination. In certain instances, however, local dir- 
ectors through their long tenure, active involvement, emer- 
gency experience, previous community contacts and/or individual 
abilities are able to develop a network of personalized rela- 
tionships with persons in other community agencies which serve 
as a basis for the development of coordinaLion in future emc'r- 
gencies. 
directly related to the importance given the civil defense 
position within municipal government but, in certain instances 
the development of these personal relationships provides a 
secondary basis upon which coordination can be built. 

4. that emergency-relevant resources, such as an Emergency Oper- 
ations Center, be provided and the knowledge of the avail- 
ability of these resources is widespread through the community. 
There are certain resources which arc normally not a part of 
any emergency organization within a community. These resources 
may be considered to be luxuries in ttic sense that their infre- 
quent use does not justify their maiiitcnniice iu terms of the 
central organizational goals. Thcre ;ire other resources which 
are not necessary to any one organization but art' significant 
in any type of overall community effort. Local civil defense 
can provide such resources as a part O L  the overall community 
effort. One specific example of rclevant rcsources would bc 
the development c) f lwcrgency opcrit t ions ct.ntr>rs. KO(:'s can 
become the center €or coordinat fdn O T  tllc co~uplex brokc.rngc 
systems which usu3lly develop fn widcAsprc%:id Jisastcrs. 

3. 

The development 01 coordination is perhaps most 

I€ 



such facilities are made available and are used by communities in 
actual emergency situations, they generally demonstrate their 
usefulness. Sometimes, however, these EOZ’s are seen primarily 
as locations for technical communications facilities and the 
space necessary for becoming a logical center of activities is 
not available. Consequently, they can become the mere loca- 
tion of the technical transfer of information without being 
utilized to guide and coordinate activity. In any case, the 
provision of community-relevant resources such as a fully 
functioning EOC is one of the important ways in which civil 
defense can increase its legitimacy. 

These are some of the major elements which would insure the invol- 
vement of local civil defense offices in a range of emergency activities. 
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APPENDIX A 

CASE STUDY: CITY A7k 

W a g e  Study A and B were selected for reasons other than their 
typicality within our sample. Both are somewhat "negative" cases. 
More "positive" illustrations will be found in The Implementation 

r /  of Disaster Planning, forthcoming. 
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CASE STUDY: CITY A* 

I. Descriptive Characteristics of City A 

In providing general background features of City A, particular 
general characteristics are related to disaster-relevant features 
where appropriate. For example, since City A is a port city through 
which over one million tons of cargo moved in 1970, one would expect 
that ship disasters present a very real possibility. 

City A is one of the larger cities in the United States, with a 
1970 population of over 600,000. This is approximately one-half of 
the population of the county in which it is located. The density of 
the population is over 2,000 people per square mile. 
position is mainly white, with small Negro and Mexican-American 
minorities. 

The ethnic com- 

The first major population growth, occurred as a result of World 
War I when a military training facility came to the area. At this time 
the population was about 40,000. The most rapid growth in City A began 
during World War I1 when several large manufacturers located in the city. 
In fact, until the latter part of the 1960s, aircraft and aero-space 
production was the mainstay of the economy. Today, aero-space pro- 
duction accounts for over 6 percent of the total employment. The major 
sectors of the economy are services, governmcant, and trade, each of 
which accounts for approximately 20 percent of the total employment. 
These three areas arc expanding while manufacturing is on thc decline. 
The government provides over $400 million in resources through payrolls. 
The military population is estimatcd to exceed 100,000. The services 
and trade segments of the economy are to some extent the rcsult of the 
tourist industry which is the third largest sourcv of revenue for City A 
(over 300 million dollars). 

Looking at the political structure of City A, we can characterize 
it as having a weak mayor-council form of government with an appointed 
administrator. The county it is in has an elected board of super- 
visors who appoint the county administrator. Other elected positions 
include sheriff, all judges, district attorney, county clerk, assessor, 
tax collector, treasurer and recorder. In general, predominant pol- 
itical control for both the city and county is Republican. The political 
rel-tionship between the county and the city is unknown from the type of 
data collected. However, it appears that cooperation between the two 
is somewhat informal since they are distinct and separate political 
units. To some extent the data reported in part IV with regard to the 
relationship between the Office of Civil Defense (CD) and the city 
indicates that CD tends to look to county government for guidance. 
This, of course, is due in part to legal lines of au~hority, i.e., CD 
is organizationally located within one of the agencies of county govern- 
ment. 

*In order to insure anonymity, neither City A nor City B is named. 
Moreover, the statistics and qcalitative characteristics used to describe 
City A and City B have been Lipproximated and generalized. 
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To round out this description of City A, let us review safety and 
medical characteristics. City A has over 800 swnrn policemen and 200 
civilians contributing to police manpower. This amounts to about 1 
sworn officer for tach 650 persons. Along witli this manpower, tile police 
department is equipped with over 100 patrol c x - s  and 100 investigative 
cars. The fire department manpower is over 600 sworn officers and 10 
civilians, or about 1 fireman per 1,000 peoplc. City A has a dozen 
hospitals with over 3,500 beds. This total bcd capacity includes a 
large military hospi.ta1. There are ter, nmbul ance services. Enicrgency 
aqbulance service can be provided by emergency fire vctiicles, but also 
is provided by several 24-hour private servicchs. ?'!IC ratio of pttys- 
icians to community population is a little less than 1 physician for 
every 1,000 persons. This figure applies to tile entire city/county area. 

11. Disaster Vulnerability of City A 

This discussion is based on scientiiic and historical inCorniatioo 
about the probability of occurrence of various disaster agents, and 
data on organizational perceptions of the probability of thc occurrence 
of various agents. 
historical arid scientific data. 

Organizational percept ions wil I be compur~>d wi tli 

Historically, there have been few disaster episodes in the City A 
area. In the last 20 years, minor earthquakc disturbances have occurred 
with little damage. The most disastrous situation scems to bc Eorcst 
fires. There have been a considerable number of small brush [ires that 
have usually been handled by the United States Forest Scrvicc. 
is a large amount of forest park land surrounding City A.) 
data in our interviews, it also appears that forest fires are considered 
the most likely disaster evcnt to occur in this area. As can be seen 
in Table 1, forest fires ranked first in highest probability, both €or 
the community sample and for the civil defense sample, with the civil 
defense mean (L.66) slightly higher than thc. community mean (4.41). 
The second most probable disaster event according to the community sample 
is an airplane crash in the community (mean 3.74). As can be seen in 
Table 1, the city defense sample ranked earthquake as the number two 
threat (mean 3.83). City A is located in a major damage area oti earth- 
quake seismic risk maps; an earthquake with an intensity of VI11 or 
higher on a Modified biercall€ Intensity Scale would cause major dxnage. 
It appears then that the high ranking given to earthquakc probability 
by our rsspondents is in substantial agreement with scientific data 
concerning earthquake probabilities in this arts:]. A1 so, considering 
the large number of small forest fires that have occurred in the last 
twenty years and a major forest fire in thc last five years, wu must 
conclude again that organizational perceptions are in substantial 
agreement with the historical record of occurrencc~ of forest fires. 

(There 
From the 

Table 1 also presents a contrasr bctwccn civil defense's per- 
ception of probable disaster agents and the community perception of 
these same agents. The total community sample consisted of 31 respon- 
dents from various key organizations ir. the community, including civil 
defense respondents. The civil defense rating was based on 6 respondents. 
.. 

<' 
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Table 1 

RATING OF COMMUNITY DISASTER PROBABILITY * 

Community Civil Defense Direction of 
Difference in n=6 n=3 1 Agent 

Rank Mean Rank Mean Means *>k 

Forest fire 1 

Airplane crash 2 

Earthquake 3 

Major Automobile 
crash 4 

Major Fog episode 5 

Drought 6 

Ship disaster in 
harbor or coast 7 

Smog episode 7 

Major water main 
break 7 

Oil Spill 8 

Chemical Contam- 
ination or spill 9 

4.41 

3.74 

3.67 

3.64 

3.45 

3.29 

3.22 

3.22 

3.22 

3.12 

3.08 

-6 

7 

5 

7 

5 

7 

7 

4 

4.66 

3.66 

3.83 

3.16 

3.00 

3.33 

3.00 

3.33 

3.00 

3.00 

3.50 + 

n 
-he respondents were given 36 events to rate on a scale from 0 to 5 
(0 meaning not applicable to my community and 5 representing a nearly 
certain probability). 

**CD Mean - Community Mean indicates difference. 
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Since the means computed for the community include civil defense res- 
pondents, the difference between the civil defense means and community 
means indicates the difference in perceptions. It should be noted 
that since the sample is relatively small the direction rather than the 
actual difference in the means is more significant. With regard to the 
directions indicated, civil defense ranked five of the top eleven dis- 
aster agents higher than did the community, and ranked six lower. Both 
the civil defense respondents and the community respondents had the 
same top eleven grouping, but individual agents were ranked differently. 
From the above two observations, viz., similarity in the top eleven 
groups and a neutral pattern in mean differences, we can conclude that 
the civil defense respondects are neither more nor less sensitive to 
disaster agent probabilities than outside community organizations. 

111. History of Disaster Planning in City A 

Disaster planning trends in the 1960 to 1970 period were reviewed 
for the city and county areas. The first general observation is that 
what disaster planning as did occur in this decade was primarily gen- 
erated from the civil defense office. However, after 1970 the major 
Community disaster planning appears to be located in a ncwly fornled 
emergency medical services organization. This will be discussed more 
fully in parts IV and V. 
ning in the 1960s) the major emphasis must be placed on changes orig- 
inating from the civil defense office. 

In developing a chronology of disaster plan- 

In City A the civil defense office is located in the county govern- 
ment structure and as such its jurisdiction includes both City A and 
the surrounding county. Unlike many other areas of the country, there 
is not a distinct city civil defense officc,. Rather, the county office 
includes all the cities within the county as part of their ovcrall 
responsibility. This was not always the case. Prior to 1961, there 
was a separate city civil defense office and a councy office. In 1961 
a "unified" county-wide civil defense office was formed consisting of 
thirteen member cities and the county. The major effect of this organ- 
izational change in terms of planning has been a more coordinated set 
of disaster plans. Instead of fourteen disaster plans, one plan was 
developed which in theory at least is applic8bLc to the entire county, 

From the early 1960s to very recently, the primary focus of this 
civil defense plan was nuclear, As one informant stated, the "heyday 
of civil defense in City A occurred following the Cuban Missile Crisis 
in 1961." According to our informants this emphasis on nuclear dis- 
aster planning with all the attendant particular programs (radiological 
monitoring, shelter management, and warning) contiriried unabated until 
quite recently. In fact, it is uncertain from our data whether there 
has actually been any substantial change even i-cxcerltly. Of courae, 
recently there have been CD progrnms aimed tit dt.vt.luplng plontl for 
natural and technological disilsters In thc Lirt*d1. liowevcr, ttw tlxtrnt 
of these efforts €8 unclear f-rom otlr d ~ t  (7. A !t.!ttat L V P  irnprcs8lon is 
that these efforts in no way approach tho?(. clevotc~l L O  riuclear dlsaster 
planning in the 1960s. 
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A related subject for examination is the amount of interorgan- 
izational capabilities associated with the county-wide plan. From the 
evidence accumulated it appears that at most there existed limited 
interorganizational planning. This is suggested in an examination of 
the most recent significant disaster to occur in the area, a large 
forest fire in the last five years. Respondents from several relevant 
organizations declared that LI new disaster planning organization was 
begun after the fire as a response to the apparent lack of coordination 
in combating the fire. Specific problems were mentioned, including lack 
of a central point of decision making, i.e., various decision makers 
were located at different points and did not have the means of comm- 
unication and therefore sometimes ordered conflicting actions. From 
this one could imply that the civil defense plan either was not used 
or, if used,did not provide a method for coordinating decision making. 
Our data suggest that although the plan was never formally activated, 
parts of the plan (especially those dealing with fire fighting, public 
safety, and emergency medical care) were presumed (by CD respondents) 
to have been helpful. The point remains, however, that whether the 
plan was actually used or not, there was a lack of maximal coordination 
of decision making. 
bilities CD envisions for itself. The respondents from the fire depart- 
ment also reacted in the aftermath of the fire by urging that the fire 
departments throughout the county formalize specific mutual aid pacts. 
These basically call for cooperation among the various departments in 
the county's thirteen cities under certain coiiditions. After the foresL 
fire, attempts have also been made to furnish the means for conunun- 
ication between fire vehicles and police vehicles in the field. The 
initiative seems to have come from the police departments. After the 
fire the hospitals also modified their emergency plans including 
planning for more communication between hospitals in the area. Yet, 
this planning did not extend to outside organizations to any great 
extent. That is, in the later part of the 1960s and in 1970 planning 
appeared to be quite localized and ex post facto. There was no wide- 
spread community planning until 1971 and 1972 when the emergency medical 
services organization began this task. 

This coordination is one of the prime responsi- 

The key planning organization in the 1960s was civil defense. Its 
planning was primarily nuclear oriented with the impetus for this plan- 
ning primarily provided by the national goals of thc! Office of Civil 
Defense, viz., programs such as shelter management, training of volun- 
teers, radiological monitoring, etc. All were motivated by a perceived 
nuclear threat to the United States. Moreover, the type of planning 
that existed in the 1960s tended to not adequately emphasize overall 
community coordination. This impression is tentative, since civil 
defense fortunately never needed to activate their nuclear disaster 
plan. Perhaps it is more advisable to say that since it presently 
appears that civil defense in this area does not effectively provide 
overall community planning with regard to natural disaster, they may 
not have providcd overal I community planning for rluclezrr dIsnsLers Ln 
the 1960s. Howc!vc.r, we do not have adequate. historical data to asscss 
this possibility. 
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IV. Current Overall Disaster Planninv in City A 

We shall now turn to an exaniination of the community organizations 
involved in disaster planning, whac their responsibilities and tasks 
are, and what consensus there is about the pianning. Fourteen disaster 
tasks are presented along with which organi znt ion(s) our informants 
said were responsible for each Cask. Whcrc appropriate we shall include 
the amount of consensus or lack thereof rrtgarding organizational respon- 
sibility for certain tasks. 

Pre-disaster overall community planning. Over one-half of the 
informants reported that civil defense was rc>sponsible for prc-disaster 
community planning. However, both thc pol iccl and the emergency medical 
services organization were also mentioned. It must be noted that the 
local civil defense does indeed have a written overall com.unity plan; 
however, the question is whether this p ! m  is known, how it is thought 
of by other community organizations and so Torth. tZ key to Lhis is 
found in the manwr in which the informants wilo picked Cil as Lhc res- 
ponsible organization for pre-planning answered; that is , the extent: 
to which their answers appeared to be simply pro-forma. A tentative 
impression is that many of these informants h ~ !  simply assuned CD was 
the overall community disaster planner and had nu xtrlnl experience 
with CD. Much of our interview data SUppOl'ts this impression. For 
example, several informants stated that ,Iithout;h they knew CD was 
supposed to be an overall community disnstcr planner, they cither did 
not think that this function had bccn €ulfil tee! or thought ttint chc 
plans that did exist were not opcration:il. 

Warninq. Responsibility for warning W A S  split cvcnly among CD, the 
police department, and the county sheriff's dcpnrtment. Of course, each 
of these organi zstions saw t1icmsclvc.s as t'he pri~n~iry warni-r:g agency. 
Most of the informants saw the police or shcri;f as t!ie organization 
operationally responsfble except in the cabc 01 rluclcar warning, in 
which most infcrmants felt CD had operational responsibility. I C  is our 
view that warning would come from either policcx or sheriff because these 
two organizations t i m e -  day-to-day responsibil itics in this area and 
because these TWO organizations have more sophisticated communicat' 101116 
systems than dces CD. 

Stockpiling emerE:ency supplies and equipment. A large propcjrrion 
of our informants reported civil dcfense to bc. the primary organization 
1-esponsiblc for this task. This was usually sten as a pre-disaster 
actiTJity and several informants mentfoned CU's eincrgency hospitLil 
supylies or the resource book wliich ~ont;~ii:~, I is! s of nlntcri'il that can 
be used in a disnstcr situation (t-.g., sand ~ ; I X S ,  ca:i~ied rood, ctc.). 
Knowledge of the availabtlity of cmergcncy si.p;,lies and chquipinent is onc 
of the goals set by tl:c nat ion<)l CI) 0 1  t iccb, iinc!, :I*; : ; ~ I I ,  docas cxist tit 
the local level in City A. This is sppnrciltly W L ~ I  I known to thl other 
community organi.zat ions. 

Search and rescue. Search clnd ruscucl ;.JW bclievcd to bc tlic rc'8- 
ponsibtlity of the polfcc and sheriff':; c?. t ice. A si,ial I nurnbcr men- 
tioned civil defense. In t!iis area most rcspo:d+:Ilts did itot scparatt 



planning responsibility from operational responsibility, so we can 
per3haps assume that the informants saw the sheriff's office and police 
department performing both of these functions. 
howd%er, felt that coordination of search and rescue efforts would be 
handled by them. Informants from cornunity organizations did not share 
this view. Both the city police department and the county sheriff's 
office assumed that since they performed this task in normal times, 
they could continue to do so in disaster times. Neither were aware of 
any formal specification of this responsibility in CD's disaster plan 
(though such specification does exist and does assign the local police 
and sheriff's office this responsibility with coordination to come 
from CD) . 

Civil defense informants, 

'5, 

Evacuation. Evacuation responsibilities were split evenly among 
CD, the police, the sheriff, and the fire department, with the coast 
guard mentioned occasionally. Most informants again did not separate 
operational from coordination responsibilities. The CD disaster plan 
does provide for evacuation, and does assign itself coordination respon- 
sibilities with law enforcement agencies and military organizations 
assigned the operational responsibility. Most informants, however, 
seldom mentioned CD as a coordinator in this arca. 

MissinR persons. Most informants mentioned the pol ice or shcxif f 's 
office as being responsible for compiling lists of missing pcrsons, 
although a few thought that Red Cross would be responsible for this 
task. Most, of course, saw this as a post-disaster task and did not 
see this as necessarily a formal responsibility of the police or sheriff 
but more as an informal responsibility. 

Care of the dead. Almost all of our informants felt that the 
county coroner would be responsible for this task in a disaster sit- 
uation, although a few mentioned that CD would coordinate this rcspon- 
sibility. Few thought or knew this responsibility was specified in the 
CD disaster plan. 

Maintenance of community order. Maintaining order was seen as 
both a pre-disaster and post-disaster responsibility of the city police 
department and the county sheriff's office. Again C D  was not mentioned 
as a coordinator of this function. In fact our data tend to reveal 
chat the police and sheriff would coordinate this responsibility along 
with the local city and county elected officials. Most informants 
thought this to be law enforcement's cvcryday function and hence their 
function in disaster. 

Housing. Housing disaster victims was thought by almost all 
informants to be che responsibility of Red Cross. 
prising considering the large number of shelters CD has arranged in 
response to nuclear bombardment. Nevertheless the Red Cross was seen 
as primarily responsible for coordinating and operationally providing 
housing to disaster victims. Again few thought this to be speciticbd 
in the disaster plan; rather this simply appeared to be the business 
of the Red Cross. 

This is perhaps sur- 
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Food and clothing. As with housing, providing food and clothing 
was almost universally thought to be a responsibility ol Red Cross. 
CD respondents, however, saw themselves as coordinating this activity 
and also providing. some food and clothing. 

Pass system. With regard to establishing a pass system during a 
disaster, CD informants reported that they shared this responsibility 
along with law enforcement agencies. Law enforcement agencies and most 
other informants saw the police department and the sheriff's office as 
the responsible organizations both in terms of planning a pass system 
and in executing the system. Most informants saw this as a normal 
function of law enforcement and were not aware of any special CD plans 
in this area. 

Ambulance services. Providing ambulance service was usually not 
thought to be a special responsibility of any public organization, 
perhaps because ambulance service is provided by private concerns in 
the City A area. A few informants, however, assumed that either the 
police department of Eire department would coordinate this activity in 
a disaster situation. 

Disaster simulation and drills. Most assumed CD was responsible 
for conducting simulations and drills, althougli Iew liad any actual 
knowledge of any simulations having taken place under the coordination 
of CD. In fact, several informants reported that a newly formed organ- 
ization, the emergency medical services organization, was planning 
several disaster exercises. The emergency medical services organization 
was founded in 1968 under state law for the exprcse purpose of coor- 
dinating emergency medical services throughout the city and county. It 
appears from our data that this organization has interpreted emergency 
medical services broadly; their planning includes not only coordinating 
hospital emergency rooms, but also planning for adequate emergency 
transportation, hospital coordination and communication systems that 
link fire, police, hospitals, and their staff together as well as the 
mayor and county executive. Ln ocher words, it appears that this 
organization is the most viable disaster planning organization in the. 
area, even though it has not attended to such matters as stockpiling 
emergency non-medical supplles. The local CD director, in fact, stated 
that he thought that disaster planning was shifting to this organization. 
He thought this was perhaps due to the nuclear orientation of CD which 
(he felt) many thought precluded CD from effectively planning for non- 
nuclear disasters. He reported chat until he insisted, the emergency 
medical services group had not even included a CD member on its advisory 
committee. It appears that the few disaster simulations directed by CD 
were of an in-house nature. That is, few representatives from outside 
organizations were even included in the actual s imul dt ion. The emergency 
medical services organization, in contrast, has received considerable 
cooperation from representatives of hospitals, police, fire, Red Cross, 
sheriff's office, and elected officials in planning for elmulntions and 
they have participated in the actual simulation cxL-'rciRcs. 

Overall coordination of disiister retlpoust.. 'I'ht: task of ovciral l 
coordination of disaster response was thought to bc! thc! rcsponsfbil.ity 
of elected officials. Since 1x1 dtsnster of any mngnil;udt. has occurred 
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in%the City A area we have only the supposition of our informants. 
This is, of course, true with regard to other task areas previously 
me<y?ioned. Generally, our informants felt that the mayor and county 
executive would coordinate a disaster response. CD informants thought 
otherwise, though even they generally felt that ultimately the elected 
public officials would coordinate with advice from CD staff. 
impression that coordination with some advice from CD would probably 
occur in an actual disaster situation. Lt is interesting to note that 
City A has to some extent duplicated the CD emergency operating center 
by providing an emergency operating center in downtown City A. This 
center was built partly in response to the forest fire in which crit- 
icism was leveled at public officials for failing to coordinate fire 
departments and police departments. The center became more sophisti- 
cated (additional comrnunicat ions equipment added, a procedure for which 
public officials are to be present, etc.) in response to an impending 
national political gathering. It is interesting to note that CD 
seldom participated in the planning sessions for this emergency center 
and its operations. Rather, the primary planners appeared to have been 
government officials (primarily the mayor) and police and fire depart- 
ment officials. It was noted several times by informants from various 
organizations that should a natural disaster evcr occur, the city's 
new emergencyoperations room would be the primary area where commun- 
ications and decision making would bc coordinated (thus circumventing 
the CD emergency center). 

It is our 

Considering all of Lhe above tasks, it seems apparent that there 
is consensus on some tasks with regard to the responsible organization. 
There appears a considerable amount of consensus that law enforcement 
will coordinate and operationally execute search and rescue, evacuation, 
compilation of lists of missing persons, maintenaiicc of community ordcr, 
establishing a pass system, and provide coordination for emergency 
ambulance service. There is also consensus that Rcd Cross will provide 
housing, food, and clothing for victims and that thc coroner will care 
for the dead. There is less consensus on which organization is thc prc- 
disaster community planner. Emergency mediccil service, pol ice, and CD 
all see themselves as community emergency planners. And although CD 
was more often mentioned in terms of this function, few informants 
seemed convinced as to CD's effectiveness. Also, few informants had 
any opportunity to base their answers on past experience since no major 
disaster had occurred recently. In fact, it appeared that many infor- 
mants based their answers on what they thought was reasonable rather 
than what they knew to be the case as spccificd in some pian. It is 
our impression that community organizations arc not sure as to whether 
pre-disaster overall community planning cxlsts, lec alone whcthcar CD 
is the organization which actually performs this function. It is also 
our impression that the emergency medical services group is becoming 
the more visible planning organiznt ion thougii i t  tins not yct surpassed 
CD as the most visible disastcr planning organization. 
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V. Position of Civil Defense in thc City 

The material and non-material resources available to the local 
civil defense will be examined. 
integrated civil defense is in community disaster planning and what 
factors affect its influence within the community. We also will 
attempt to delineate the future influ.ence that the cj.vil defense office 
will have in disaster planning. 

We will also assess how important and 

The resources available to CD are varied in terms of both material 

Of these eight, four are "coordinators," i.e., non- 
and non-material assets. There is a total of eight staff members inclu- 
ding the director. 
clerical, three are clerical, and there is one director. The staff 
number was reduced in the last two years as budget cuts required that 
two coordinators resign. The budget has declined by 15 percent in the 
last three years. The explanation for this was that there had been a 
county-wide push to cut the budget as a result of increased expenditures 
in other areas, i.e., welfare. The CD budget, as is usual elsewhere 
in the country, is compDsed of shares computed on the following basis: 
50 percent from the federal government, 25 percent from the county, and 
25 percent from the cities located in the county. Sincc the budget 
cuts, the remaining two coordinators have bcacn assigned additional rcs- 
ponsibilities. The four major task areas for which these coordinators 
are responsible are: shelter management, radiological safety, fiscal 
planning, and training and personnel recruitment. There is no public 
information officer, his tasks being assumed jointly by the remaining 
coordinators. Also, since the budget cuts, less emphasis has been 
placed on training and shelter inspection. 

- 

There are a few volunteers associated with this CD office. There 
is a ham radio operators group which regularly voluntt~ers communications 
people and equipment for CD use. There have been trained volunteers, 
radiological monitors, shelter inspectors, etc.; however, this volunteer 
training has declined with the decrease in the CD budget. Moreover, 
it has been a policy of this local CD office to deemphasize volunteer 
programs since it is felt that such volunteers are really not that 
useful in a disaster situation. 

The building which houses the CD staff adequately provides office 
space. However, the building is rather old and is located 15 milecl from 
the major population center in the county and as such docs present coin- 
muting problems for CD staff who frequently visit City A organizations. 

country, was purposefully chosen to reduce tlic possibility of destruction 
should a nuclear strike occur in nearby population centers. The geo- 
graphic isolation that resulted has certainly presented communications 
problems with outside organizations in the City A area. 111 addition to 
the building housing the staff, there is an Emergency Operations Center 
(E=) building which can be used RS n communications cr'nt~r for the 
entire county. The communicatiune network can providc hookupti with a1 1 
hospitals, police department, sheriff's olficc, state highway patrol, 
and state division of forestry. However, thtbrc wus rcportcd concern cis 
to the number of communication Ifnes nvailablc. That is, illthough CD 
could communicate with all of rhtx above organizations, there did setam 

, The location of the CD office, like SO many other CD offices in the 
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to be concern as to the adequacy of the number of communication channels. 
The EOC building also provides office space for all CD staff members 
and county officials in case of disaster. The EOC has, however, never 
been used for this purpose. In the recent forest fire, CD did not 
bring decision makers together at the EOC. In fact, one of the crit- 
icisms of CD after the fire was that adequate decision-making coord- 
ination did not exist. Apparently, the CD communications equipment was 
utilized; however, communication with local government officials was 
handicapped since CD was often unable to locate these people. 

Perhaps one reason CD did not respond adequately in the forest 
fire was that most of CD's planning has been oriented to nuclear disaster. 
The CD staff intimated that natural disaster planning has just begun. The 
director voiced some ambivalence over whether CD should in fact become 
involved in natural disaster planning. 

CD does have an overall disaster plan with appendixes that specify 
particular types of plans for specific organizatio'ns, e.g., llospitals, 
uti,i:ities, police, fire, and local governments. 
this planning is nuclear oriented. 
oriented to large forest fires, earthquakes, floods, etc. Rather when 
the CD plan does discuss natural disaster planning, it does so in the 
global sense of all natural disasters. Moreover, again the emphasis 
in these plans remains on nuclcAar disasters. Most of the task areas 
that the CD staff work on reflect this nuclear emphasis. The training 
programs that have involved vol~~nteers are oriented to she1 ter manage- 
ment training and radiological monitoring training. Atso, the training 
that CD offers to local police ant1 fire dcpartments is almost solely 
associated with uriclcrsta~rdillg tht! nature of radioactive substnnccs and 
how to deal with them. 

tIowever, the bulk of 
There are not plans spccifically 

As we h a w  noted, an EOC has been set up which houses the emergency 
communications equipment. Also, procedures have been developed for 
notifying key government officials in case of a nuclear attack. Inci- 
dentally, the EOC is an underground installation i n  accordance with 
policies set when a nuclear threat was the major concerti. 
reduction of the CD budget, less emphasis has been placed on the public 
information program. Our CD informants stated that although CD's 
relationship with the local media was satisfactory, CD was not very 
successful in "getting its message across to the public." 
mation released to the media must be filtercd through the county public 
relations office. 
effective in increasing its public visibility since it must compete 
with other county departments for the services oifercd by the county 
public relations staff. It is obvious, howevc.r, that some attempt has 
been made to improvcl CD's image. 
in the early 1960s, CD was renamed the Office of Emergency Activities. 
According to local county government olEicials, this was an attempt to 
separate CD from its old nuclear image. 
and county officials envisioned that CD remains nuclear oriented Ln 
planning and retains its nuclear image rcgnrdless of this name change. 

With the 

All infor- 

This is perhaps one reason C1) has not bccn very 

When the CD rtborgnnization occurred 

This perhaps implies that city 

.? 

One of the major factors affecting CD's influence in City A is its 
Although CD is a county- structural location in the county government. 
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wide organization having jurisdiction within both thc county and city 
area, it is structurally a departirient witliiii the county govcrnmcnt. It 
must seek budgetary a1 lowancc’s from the county board oE supervisors aud 
the county executive. Thc>se elected officials must rule on CD‘s budget 
and general policy orientation. In ddition, the direct supervision of 
CD administratively originates from the deputy county exccuLive. This 
has been a recent changc. Prior to 1967, the civil detcnse dirctctor 
was organizationally under the county c‘xecutive. Tli is is but another 
indication of CD’s declining influcncc. 

Since CD is located within county government, it has Less than 
maximal access to City A’s government. CD informants said that contact 
with the City A mayor and chicLf administrator is inCrc~qticnt. MoreovtAr, 
it is perhnps indicativc of CD’s irif Lucnce with c.ity officials that 
City A has recently completed its (’IWI~ E X .  This opcracions cciiter is 
to serve as the principal coinmunications and decision making ccntctr in 
emergency times (according to thc policc, t ire, and ~;ovc~rnnlent;il ialior- 
manKs), regardless of whether the emergency is ii itiitural disaster or 

police and Eire departments. This is usually in  lie Form of some ki.nd 
of training exercises, c.g., training in the rehandling of radioactive 
materials or educational exercises, c:.g., simply acquainting police and 
fire departments with CD’s disaster plan. LlorJcvcr, pol ice and lire 
department informants did not considcr CD ;1 coordinator oE police and 
f-ire activities during or prior to ;I disostcr situation. In f x t ,  the 
pol ice departmcnt csprci nl ly and the fire dcp;irtmen~. tu ci 1 esser degree 
usually thought of tliemse!vcs as coordinators of ;ict i v i ~  it's i I i  disaster 
or rmergency situations. The othvr kcsy p1;inning org;iriiz;i~ion, ~ 1 1 1 .  i’rnt’r- 
gency medical group, is riot inCliwticc~J by CI)’s tIisi1sic.r plans. L n  fitc-t, 
as we stated eirlier in this discussion, t h e  CI) riirr?ctor was ~iot even 
asked to jvin its advisory comiittt~c. Only aft c a r  rcpe;itcd requLSsta 
by the CD direccor to scvernl different mcrnbci-s ot illl’ coiilmit-tc*c. ovcr 
several months was he askcd to join thc comnitt:ec 3s a i  advisur. More- 
over, the ernergcncy medical sr’rviccs group has or~ar~izcbd disiistL.1: 
simulations and devcloped emergency plaals with 1 i ctlc. :itIvicc from CD 
staff members. Sevcral informants reported that CD WLIS Iiot brought into 
the emergency medical services planning for two reiisor~s: the nuc! ear 
orientation of CD arid n Lack of confidence in thc’ dircctor’s and t!ie 
staff’s cnmpetcince. Several iiiforrnnnts rcpc.L%tl.d ii spcciiic disctichant- 
ment with the CD director, particularly regarding liis pc’rsorlal Cty cliar- 
acteristics. At any rate, it appears that rhe CD director and staff 
are not highly regarded as natural disaster planncbrs. 

(7 civil disturbance. The CD does make frequenr contact with City A’s 

It seems apparent from thca above discussion that C1) is gradually 
becoming isolated in terms of community influelice in natural disaster 
or emergency planning. To somc t-xtciit, CL) recognizes this. Several 
CD informants speculated that the emtirgeilcy med icol sterviceti was grnd- 
ually assumiiig more responsibility in cmcri;ci\cy pianning and il;itural 
disaster planning. Thc direct.or of I:!) thought tliut CD’s salvaciolr ctluld 
only occur if ;1 nuclear thrcdt bcciunt. important ngi\ii\. 

CD’s insistence on maintniniiig nucILAnr-ol ici1tc.d goals has rc$sulic-d 
in its isolation within the, community. ’i’here seems to have bc.en some 
choice involved in maintaining the nuclear iJmotiasis. Althougl\ we do 
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not have satisfactory data on the early 1960 to 1965 history of CD in 
City A, it superficially appears that there was local governmental 
motivation to change CD's emphasis to include non-nuclear emergencies 
(note the name change of the organization). 
the shift was not made. 

Yet, for whatever reason, 

However, CD does not have adequate resources to launch a major 
revision of its program. 
not allow CD to continue a nuclear planning program (at least in its 
present form) while at the same time launching a new program in research, 
training, and education oriented to natural disaster planning. Even if 
these resources were available, the identification of CD as a county 
(not a city) organization snakes its integration with city-oriented 
organizations (such as the emergency medical services group) difficult. 
It was suggested by several CD informants that its own survival could 
perhaps occur if it became more closely associated with emergency medical 
services since this organization had viable organizational connections 
with the most significant organizations in the city. (The board of the 
group consists of top level representatives from the hospitals, police 
and fire departments, mayor's office, county executive's office, and 
others.) It seems likely, however, that CD will simply be in charge of 
one area of disaster planning, viz., nuclear, and as such its planning 
will be fed into the more viably organized emergency medical group. At 
least this appears to be the present tendency. 

The limited number of personnel probably does 

The new EOC located in the city also threatens CD's future. This 
more sophisticated center with specified procedure for gathering all 
the key decision makers in the city within one large room certainly may 
result in the studied non-use of CD's EOC. Moreover, the planning for 
this operations center was done by police, fire, and city government 
representatives with little advice from CD. 

In conclusion, we can perhaps speculate on the chief factors 
associated with CD's isolation in disaster planning. The list of factors 
should certainly include: 

.? 
1. Its separation from City A policy makers due to its location 

in county government; 
2. Its nuclear emphasis; 
3. The emergence of a state supported organization which has 

4. The emphasis within the city to coordinate all emergency 
coopted much of its efficacy as a disaster planning agency; 

planning, perhaps as a result of the lack of coordination 
in the forest fire disaster and the impetus provided by 
the "threat" comectcd with the possible arrival of a lnrgc 
political gathering. 

There are certainly other factors, one probably bcing the lack of any 
large-scale natural disasters in thca area for the lost twenty to thirty 
years and the lack of any disaster threats. The exception to this last 
statement is,of course, the forcst fire. Howcvt*r, this threat of large- 
scale disaster primarily provided ti n  Lmpetus for inorl. mutllill -aid f l  re 
department agreements and morc pol irc cilrcl f i rl$ cross-conununfcations cquip- 
iiicnt, os well as providing thta tinptstils for u city EOC. 'l'hc Fircl d i d  not 
seem to provide tiny impetus for ii I;irgc-scalc reordering oi CD's priorities. 
I f  anything, tl!< tire has rt%sul ted ~ I I  CD 1)ccoruing Iuorc und mort' isolated. 
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CASE STUDY: CITY B 

I. Descriptive Characteristics of City B 

City B, with a population of nearly 500,000, is in a metropolitan 
area covering two counties with a population of over one million. The 
populace is about 90 percent white and.10 percent Black. The ethnic 
population mix includes a large number of Polish and smaller numbers of 
Italians, Germans, and Canadian citizens. (City B has been considered 
one of the more "ethnic" cities in the United States.) 
ulation surge occurred after World War I with the completion of a large 
power complex and again after World War LL when shipping facilities 
werq completed. City B covers 40 square miles of scmi-hilly land, near 
a large body of water. 

A great pop- 

Politically the city is Democratic: while the county government is 

The county has elected "legislators" 
traditionally Republican. 
with a nine member city council. 
(oi? commissioners) and an elected county executure. 
governments are strictly separate. 

City B has a strong mayor form of government 

The city and county 

Economically, City B is a heavily industrialized town with manu- 
facturing accounting for over 30 percent of the total empioyinent. 
large employment sectors are wholcsalc. (nearly 20 percent), services 
(over 10 percent), and government (about 15 percent). The largest 
single employer is the auto industry followed by steel compnnies and 
state universities. Manufacturing 113s declined in employment oppor- 
tunities primarily due to the rise of othcr power sources in the country, 
making the power source near City B less valuable. 
port facility and a large chemical manufacturing comp1r.x. Both of these 
have obvious disaster potential. There arc National Guard units of a1 1 
three services and Coast Guard stationed in the area. 

Other 

City B has a large 

There are nearly 3,000 public safety personnel in City B or about 
one sworn officer for every 350 people. There are over 1,000 sworn 
firemen or one fireman per 375 persons. There are nearly 20 hospitals 
in City B with about 7,000 beds. This includes two veterans mental 
hospitals with nearly 3,000 beds. There are about 1,400 doctors in 
City B or one for every 1,000 people. Emergency ambulance service is 
provided by the city fire department anld about a dozen private ambulance 
services dispatched by the police department. 

11. Disaster Vulnerability of City B 

In this section we will review scientific and historical information 
about the probability of thc occurrence of various disaster tigents and 
data on organizational perceptions of the probobf 1 ity of various agents 
striking City B. Scientific and historical probability reL'er to scicn- 
tific measures of the chance of occurrence or an actual numbcr of agents 
that have struck in the past 20 years. 



Historically there have been few disister cpisodcs in City B's 
history and these that have occurred have been minor in scope of 
damage, loss of life and property. 
snow storms and bl izzards; however, thtJse have not occasioned major 
damage. City 13 is prepared for frequenz heavy snow falls. Adeqiiate 
snow removal equipmtLrit is availablt7. l'liu po~)ul ,it ion dor~s iiot dcfine 
frequent snow storms as disasters. Perhaps this is duc to rhe prepar- 
ation that has minimized damage or the threat ui daniagc.. 

Most frequent agents have been 

There have been several small flooding episodes, ice jams near 
the port facilities, and ice storms. None tiavc caused niajor damage. 
According to seismic risk maps, City I1 is in all area that cculd have 
major damage in an earthquake with ail intensicy of .light or above on 8 
Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale. No e:irthqu,ikchs of this inttansiLy 
have occurred in recent times tior is the fact of n possible dnmoging 
earthquake well known in the area. Our rcspondmts riiilkcd thfs agcnt 
among the least probable. As can be seen fn Table 2, buth cormnunity 
and civil defense respondents ranked blizzard or niassivc snow storm 
first among possible agents. (A total clf 36 disaster ngcnts were prc- 
sented to them and each was ranked on 3 scalcn Cram t1ot ,\pplicable to my 
community (0) to nearly certafn (5) .) 

Table 2 presents the ranking and m e m s  I or the top thirteen agents 
shown for conimunity plus cfvil defense rcspondcnts, ;ind only civil 
deEense respondents. This divisioii was 11ia.1(1 Lo show which rraspondents 
(community or CD) were more sensitive to part tculdr disaster 3gL:nts and 
to disaster in general. The comniiinity figiircbs iricludc both cosnliiunity 
and CD respondents. Nevertheless, i~ conq';rrisoli ol thca rltrection of 
mean difference is valid since if we siinply coniparc~tl coriununity and CD 
respondents we would get different cornmuniLy nic*ans, h u t  thc direction 
of mean diEferencc is more adequate for tht. data we ILIVC gathtlrcci. 

As can be seen in Table 2, the top thirt-ctan :igc*nts wcrc the 6am' 
,?or both CD and the canunfty and, ip Fenyral, thcre is not substantia1 
difference in the rankings. However rab e 2 shows that CD ranked tcn 
of the top thirteen agents at a hfghc.r proba!>ility OE occurrciicc than 
did the community. (If we had removed CD's ratings from the cmmunity 
ratings, the community means for each oE the Len would hcivc! been 
lowered.) This suggests that CD is :I bit more sensitive to thesc agents, 
as one might expect. However, it is pur impression from othclr data that 
the above generalization has its exciep ti ais. For example, Cc) informants 
did not seem 3s aware of varfnus industrial dis;isters (e.g., chemical 
fires, chemfcal spills, etc.) as dfd disaster i,hairmcn lor each chcmical 
planr . CD was unaware of ratiwr extt:nsivcL iriutilal L i f d  disitstcAI- planni11g 
among several major indristrfes i:i the nrccl. Nt'verthelcss, fruln 'rable 2 
we get the impression that CD is soowwhat mclrc sensittvc to t1is:isttbr 
probabilities than the communfty ciii.ci.lls surveyixtl. 

111. History of DlsLieter P'liinning in City 11 

The history of disaster planntng in City R ror th(? years 1960-1970 
will be reviewed, emphasizing planning oricnrcd tow;ir~I natural dfsaslrcr 
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Table 2 

RATING OF COMMUNITY DISASlER PROBABILITY 4 

- - 
Communi t y Civi 1 De Eense Direction of 

n=7 Difference in Agent n=20 
Means ;k>'r 

Rank Mean Rank Mean 

Blizzard or mas- 
sive snow storm 

Freezing Ice Storm 

Major Frost or 
Freeze 

Ma j or Indu s t r ia 1 
Exp 10s i on 

Flash Flood 

Major Hail Storm 

Massive Auto Wreck 

Water Pollution 

P b n e  Crash in 
Community 

Oil Spill 

Major Water Main 
Break 

Chemical Contam- 
ination or Spill 

Electrical Power 
Blackout 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

6 

7 

8 

8 

9 

9 

10 

4.00 

3.95 

3.84 

3.28 

3.11 

3.10 

3.10 

2.95 

2.89 

2.89 

2.85 

2.85 

2.74 

1 

2 

2 

4 

3 

5 

7 

4 

6 

10 

6 

8 

9 

4.30 

4 .OO 

4 .OO 

3.57 

3.71 

3.43 

3 .oo 

3.57 

3.14 

2.29 

3.14 

2.86 

2.71 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

- 
f 

+ 

+ 

f 

- 

*$he respondents were given 36 events to rate on :I scnle from 0 to 5 
ib meaning not applicable to my community and 5 representing a ncsarly 
certain probability). 

**CD Mean - Community Mean tndfcates dFf€crencc. 
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rather than civil disturbances. Perhaps the most general feature that 
characterizes disaster planning in City B is that there has been very 
little such planning. 
disaster plan existed for the city. Most of these informants knew of 
CD's efforts in this direction but did not consider them worth discussing. 
City B is a large city and it is surprising that there doesn't appear to 
be any large-scale natural disaster plan. The following discussion 
focuses on the limited planning that did occur in the 1960s and suggests 
possible reasons for the lack of planning. 

Several informants stated that no overall natural 

Since there has been little or no community-wide disaster planning, 
the discussion must focus on the major segments of the community which 
did have disaster planning. In the 1960s, our data suggests that dis- 
aster and emergency planning occurred at CD, the fire and police depart- 
ments, and among a group of industrfal firms. Naturally, this list is 
not definitive; rather, it appears that these were the major agencies 
involved in some kind of disaster planning. 

The emphasis at CD was on nuclear planning. Only recently (within 
the last six to twelve months) has there been any natural disaster 
planning. 
declhing budget reflects the diminishing conununity eupport for CD. Our 
informants also indicated a decline in CD visibility since the Cuban 
Missile Crisis. CD had difficulty getting orgmfzatione to actively 
cooperate in mock disaster exercises. Hospitals and doctors do cooperate 
since hospital licensing regulations demand annual disaster drills. In 
gs-neral, the community organizatfonal support of CD and its nuclear 

57 

However, this planning was primarily oriented to control of fires and 
search and rescue. 
in seelng that fire victims who had lost housing were provided with tem- 
porary food and shelter. The department also cooperated with a group of 
industrial plants in its planning with regard to large-scale techno- 
logical disasters, e.g., fires, gas leaks, etc. 

CD has monopolized the nuclear planning in the area. CD's 

- planning seems limited. 

The fire department was another major plannfng agency in the city. 

The fire department also cooperated with Red Cross 

Many of the major industrial firms of the city had joined together 
over twenty years ago in developing a mutual-aid disaster plan that 
involved the local fire department. The initfative came from within 
one of the large oil refineries. 
mutual-aid plan. The plan involves a list of who is to Le notified 
in case an individual plant cannot handle the emergency, internal warn- 
ing systems, provision for ambulance service, provision for rescue 
services and,in additfon, provision for the use of one firm's volunteer 
fire department. The plan also carries speciffc instructions on what the 
city fire department should do in the event they 3re called. These last 
instructions were felt to be necessary since the city fire department 
does not have the expertise in handling largc chemical fires. The 
specific directions arc aimed at preventing the poe~lbiltty of the 
fire department rushins Ln without kiiowledge of what klnd of chcmicnl 
is burning and thereby creating c'vcn more dieustrous consequeiiccs . 

The result was a fairly comprehensive 
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These plans are updated yearly by each firm's safety director. 
These safety directors also meet informally on occasion when more 
adequate provisions are added to their mutual safety plan. Also, 
informants from these firms report that parts of the plan involving 
group cooperation have been utilized in recent years, though there 
has been no major disaster with large-scale consequences. 

The last agency or organization involved in disaster planning has 
been the police department. 
disturbance and are not unlike many large city police department plans 
for this event. 

The focus of their plans has been on civil 

In general, it was found that priorities in terms of the particular 
disaster agent depended on which organization was the focus of analysis. 
There did not appear to be any community priority on agent. Nor did 
there seem to be much community-wide disaster planning coordination. 
Rather, it seemed that individual organizations or small groups of 
organizations have specific and separate plans. 

The Legal responsibility for City B's disaster planning rests with 
civil defense. CD is located within county governmenr and derives its 
budgetary support from the county board of supervisors and the county 
executive. Each city within the county, however, has the lcgal respon- 
sibility of appointing (with the CD Director's advice and consent) a 
city CD director. These city civil defense directors are normally men 
whom the county CD director has suggested and are normally volunteers 
who serve without pay but with a small budget dcrived from the county 
CD. In effect, they are basically volunteers who serve to extend CD's 
influence to the smaller cities. They have little authority and arc 
completely dependent on the county CD for fiscal support and material 
support. 

The county CD has recently experienced a cutback in both fiscal 
resources and personnel. This was an apparent attempt by county govern- 
ment to shift some of CD's operating monies to the welfare department. 
Such a shift occurred in other county departments with the wclfarc. de- 
partment being the beneficiary. CD has lost $120,000 in the reduction 
of the staff from 28 to 17 people. This has resulted, of course, in 
the reduction of many services CD performs. 

City B has never experienced any large-scale disaster affecting 
large segments of the community. This may be the key to the lack of 
overall community planning in City B. Heavy snowfall has been the most 
frequent inconvenience. Snow storms are not defined as disasters in 
City B, but merely as inconveniences. Apparently adequate snow removal 
operations exist. 

Planning in City B has been segmentalizcd in part bccausc no organ- 
izat$;lon defines itself as responsible for large-scale community disaster 
planning. CD with its focus on nuclear disaster planning provided no 
impetus for overall community planning. Also, sincc CD's viiibility as 
a functioning orgnnizat ion has rectbnt ly bctln threatencad by poLi tical 
consJdderations, onc docs not expect CD to be octivc in community-wide 
disaster planning involving extra cxpenditures and staff time. CD has 
emphasized nuclear planning. The CD director has no authority in deciding 
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which communities in the county receive CD aid following disaster. This 
authority rests with the county sheriff who receives requests for aid from 
the executive head of a city and instructs the CD director whether to aid 
that city. We can suggest that this arrangement handicaps CD's ability 
to deal with cities since it is too tightly fittcd into the county 
line of auzhority. This may contribute to the explanation for the lack 
of overall disaster planning by CD. Its structural location within county 
government limits its visibility as a planning agency for city disasters. 

In sum, there was little if any community-wide disaster planning 
during the 1960s in City B. The planning that did exist was organiza- 
tionally specific where the prime disaster agent envisioncd varied 
depending on the particular organization. CD did not emphasize comunity- 
wide planning except for nuclear disasters and,even in this area, the 
existence of commuriity-wide support and cooperation for such planning 
appears to be on the wane. The reasons proposed for the lack of community- 
wide planning are the Lack of any largc-scale disaster that might hnvc 
unified disaster planning, and CD's nuclear emphasis which prevented 
planning for natural or other types of disasters. Also of importance is 
CD's declining budget due to political considerations. This severely 
handicaps any CD attempt to broaden its planning areas. 

IV. Current Overall Disaster Planning in C€ty B a - 
We will now review the community organizations which are involved 

in disaster planning and the nature of their involvement. This discus- 
sion will be structured in terms of dfsaster planning tasks, 
is some overlap regarding organizatlonal responsibility for planning tasks, 
the emphasis will be on the malor planning tasks assumed by individual 
organizations. Thosc tasks on which there was R 1 ack of orgnnizntionol 
consensus on who is responsible €or them will be presented first. 

While there 

Pre-disaster overall community planning WDS divided bctwecn civil 
defense and the mayor's office. There was a large minority of informants 
w[x either did not know who was responsible for this planning or thought 
there was no responsible organization. A majority of our informants 
reported a lack of any effective overall community planning, often with 
some apparentr embarassment. Civil defense does have a written overall 
disaster plan which emphasizes nuclear disaster planning. 

There was a lack of consensus as to which organization is responsible 
for establishing a pass system. Most informants stated there was no pass 
system planned; some said this was done by civil defense, sheriff's de- 
partment, and/or local National Guard. Few informants had specific know- 
ledge of the pass system. Operational rather thau coordinative rcspon- 
sibility was emphasized. Apparently there is no organization which 
coordinated this planning. 
tem consisted rnsinly of CI) armbands. 

CD iiiform;inrs indicntcd that their pass sys- 

There was 3lS0 little consensus on chc orgnnization responsible Cor 
overall coordination of disaster rcspc~nsc. Ahout onc-third of the infor- 
mants simply stated that they did not know who would coordinate response. 
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The remainder assigned the responsibility to the mayor of City B, the 
county executive, or civil defense. When asked about political respon- 
sibility for the response, our informants either mentioned City B's mayor 
or the county executive. (Normally those organizations within the city 
named the mayor; those organizations in the county -- either geograph- 
ically or governmentally -- named the county executive.) Again, plan- 
ning for overall coordination was usually reported as not existing in 
City B or the county. It is our impression that few informants consid- 
ered nuclear disaster planning as an example of overall comunity disas- 
ter planning. 

There was a lack of consensus concerning the responsibility for 
disaster simulations or drills. About one-third of the informants were 
not aware that any disaster drills had occurred in recent years. Most 
informants, however, reported disaster drills conducted by CD, sheriff's 
department, and the Red Cross. Many informants questioned the effective- 
ness of these drills. For example, many reported CD drills to be "un- 
realistic" since the disaster contingencies they provided were too 
1 1  vague .'I Also, many informants questioned the usefulness of such drills 
since they were often internal, that is, concerned primarily with the 
effectiveness of the sponsoring organization and not the disaster prepnr- 
edness of many external comunity organizations. Thc drills organized 
by the sheriff's department (with CD help) were usually considcrcd thc 
most extensive in organizational scope since thcy oftcn involved CD, 
police and fire departments, and local hospitals. Howcvcr, tl~c gcncral 
impression is one of sporadic and unrcalistic drills with little coor- 
dination and few participants. 

There is con5 idc>rablt. cousen'iils abolit tlic~ rcwxining disnsrcr tnslcs : 
warning, stockpi Ling emergency supplics, search .ind rcscuc, cvacuation, 
compiling lists of missiug persons, care of the dead, maintenance of 
commuriity order, providing food and shelter, and ambulance service. 
The consensus usually ccmcerns consensus about opcsrational responsi- 
bility not coordinative responsibility, though, infrcquenrly informants 
tied an organization to a particrilar task both in terms of coordinative 
and operational responsibility. However, the dat<i compiled did not 
adequately distinguish those two typcs of responsibility and hence our 
assumption that informants were usually rcfcrrinp; to operational rwpon- 
sibjlity is somewhat speculative. 

There was considerable consensus that rhe police tleportmcnt and the 
sheriff's department were responsiblcl in thcir jurisdictions for warning 
(though occasionally CD was mentioned), search and rcsciie, evacuation, 
compiling lists of missing persons, and maintaining conuniinity order. 
Most of our informants did not staLe that these rchsponsibilities were 
speciiied in some disaster plan; rattler they ttridcd to imply that it 
was official orgsnizarional knowlcdgc. There was alsu considcroble 
consensus that the Red Cross and Salvation Army would be responsible for 
providing housing, food, and clcrtliing to tlisoscer victims. This docs 
not seem to be the result ul B disaster plan, rather it appears that 
most informants simply assumc.d this would be the rcsponsihi lity of th(.se 
two organizations. In this case, many infdrmants tended to mention both 
anpoperational and a coordinative function. That is, most informants 
stated that these organizations coordinate responses in thcsc task areas, 
as well as operationally providing fnvd, housing, and clothing. In the 



Qase of Red Cross, there appears to be close ties to CD. For example, 
the county CD director is on the district Red Cross board which, in 
the same manner as a corporation board, sets general district-wide Red 
Cross policies. The CD director also stated that in his opinion the 
major coordinating organizations for overall community planning and 
response were the Red Cross and CD. Our data tcknds to contradict this. 
However, it does appear that Red Cross is fairly active in terms of 
disaster planning in the area, though it certainly does not function 
as a super planning and coordinating organization. 

Stockpiling emergency supplies and equipment was usually reported 
as a responsibility of civil defense. And although many informants 
questioned the usefulness of some of Khcse supplies (especially "out 
of date" medical supplies and equipment), most informants seemed to 
consider the planning for this task adequnte. Most informants implied 
that this was a function of CD specified in the disaster plan, and a 
normally assigned task for any CD office. 

The coroner was generally assigncd the responsibility €OK the care 
of the dead. This task responsibility was usually sccn as natural. sincc 
the coroner usually takes care of this function. Moreover, this task 
seems to be organizationally official knowledge sincc it is not specified 
in the CD disaster plan. 

The final task, provision of emergency ambulance service, ia carried 
out by private carriers which are dispatched by City B's police dcpnrt- 
ment. This is specified in the disaster plan and it: is gcnerally well 
known that the police handle this function. HOweVer, there is sonic iiiove- 
ment to shift this responsibilicy to the fire departnicnt, apparently 
because the police departnent feels it can no Longer handle this dis- 
patching t as k. 

It appears that, in general, there is considerable consensus OT. 
operational responsibility for most of the disaster tasks. However, 
there is little, if any, consensus on the key problem, viz., who is to 
be the major pre-planning organization, and who is the overall coordi- 
nating organization. In effect, we see remarkable agreement on opera- 
tional responsibilities probably based primarily on common sense assump- 
tions. Most informants appeared to base their answers on past expcriencc 
(i.e., experience of what these Organizations do normally) and then simply 
assumed they would continue to carry out these same functions in a disas- 
ter situation. 
swering the questions, possibly because the CD plan for natural disasters 
is very general and does not specify precisc responstbilities for partic- 
ular organizations nor how diversc responsibilities of organizations ere 
to ._ be coordinated. 

There seemed to be little reliance in the CD plan in an- 

V. Position of the Civil Defense Office in Citv R 

Wc will now examine the civil defcnsc clfficc in terms of how well 
integrated in the community 1 t i.s and wllat tnctors iiif luencc this position. 
Vertical factors, those originntitlg outside the conunr~nity (primarily 
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national civil defense policies), and horizontal factors, those origi- 
nating from the local community, will be discussed. 

Until recently, the CD office had a staff of twenty-eight. Due to 
Thi's budget cuts of over $120,000, this staff is reduced to seventeen. 

cut in budget reflects political considerations, viz., shifting county 
funds to the welfare department. Both clerical and non-clerical staff 
positions have been eliminated. The four non-clerical positions dropped 
are: assistant to the director, public relations officer, assistant 
radiology officer, and shelter management inspection officer. These 
task areas will be de-emphasized as a result. The public relations 
function will be shifted to the county government public relations of- 
fice, meaning that all CD public relations and public education programs 
will be filtered through non-CD personnel. This may result in an even 
less visible image of CD in the community. The CD funds are provided 
by the federal government (50 percent), and county government (25 per- 
cent), and the cities in the county (25 percent). 

There are over 50,000 volunteers associated with this CD office (the 
po?icy being to push for a strong volunteer program). 
include those given short training sessions in the managing and inspec- 
tion of CD shelters, and those trained in radiological monitoring. 
there are large contingents of volunteer auxiliary firemen and policemen 
jointly trained by CD and fire and police departments. The auxiliary 
firemen are used in a limited fashion by City B's fire department, usually 
in terms of hauling hoses around and other unskilled areas. These auxil- 
iary firemen are not allowed on ladders. It is evident from our fire 
department informants that the usefulness of this type of firemen is 
being questioned. 
ing traffic during major social events, e.g., football games, baseball 
games, etc. The CD director feels that these auxiliary firemen and 
policemen not only provide a service to the comunity but also help 
CD's public visibility since all must wear CD armbands during their 
volunteer assignments. (Although this may do just that, it is debat- 
able whether such CD volunteer strength improves CD's relation with 
other community organizations in terms of improved cooperation in 
cornunity planning. For example, both the police and fire depart- 
ments tended to define CD's relationship to them solely in terms of 
these auxiliary personnel.) There are two volunteer groups also as- 
sociated with the CD, viz., the civil air patrol and a ham radio group. 
The latter serves as a back up comunications system while the useful- 
ness of the civil air patrol is limited since it has gradually become 
almost a defunct organization. 

The volunteers 

Also, 

The auxiliary policemen are primarily used for direct- 

Civil defense is located in new facilities built five ycbars ago at 
a cost of $750,000. 
functions as the only emergency operations center for the county. There 
is communications equipment hooked into the county sheriff's comnunica- 
tions system, with all hospitals, and a fcw city govcrruiient offices. 
IIlwever, the sheriff's department has a nmrc extcllsivc cmmunicntionv 
system which has direct contact wit11 a11 police ctlrs, city and county, ns 
well as communications with the city fire dcportmenl. CD is responsible 
for coordinating the nuclear warning system arrd iis sucli serves aB thc: 
base communications center for thc northwestern part of thc stntc.. 
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The nature of civil defense programs and its planning orientation 
reflect national CD goals, at least in the past. Recently, an appendix 
to the general nuclear-oriented disaster plan was published which deals 
with natural disaster planning. However, this small supplement is very 
general. The only specific details included are lists of the manner of 
notification of city and county officials. 

We have previously mentioned most of the task areas CD is involved 
in. These include setting up emergency lines of communication (primarily 
through the county sheriff's office), establishing an EOC, and setting 
up of programs with local voluntary associations. In addition, CD has 
a small-scale program for training the fire and police in the handling of 
radioactive materials. CD also has an emergency notification program both 
for nuclear and natural disasters where key governmental officials are in- 
formed. And, as has been mentioned, there is a large volunteer program. 
It is apparent that CD'6 major goals are consistent: with the national 
CD goals and program Orientation. It is our impression that CD's ad- 
herence to these national goals historically has to some extent resulted 
in CD's reduction of community influence in disaster planning, and per- 
haps indirectly was 3 key reason for CD's budgetary difficulties. This 
was even suggested by some CD informants who argued that CD was not seen 
as a natural disaster planning organization which made it easier for 
county government officials to cut their budget. The assumption was 
that the county officials no longer saw much need for nuclear disaster 
planning. In addition, other organizational informants (fire, police, 
emergency medical services) noted CD's nuclear emphasis and felt this 
emphasis precluded CD attempts at natural disaster planning, the result 
being a lack of enthusiasm by these other organizations for cooperation 
with CD if the planning was just nuclear orl.c.nted. 

-- 

Civil defense is located within county government. A "county 
emphasis'' has become even more obvious since CD relocated in an under- 
ground building in an isolated area ten miles from town, leaving their 
city hall offices in City B. 
contacts with City B organizational officials. 
'linkages with police and fire departments primarily through the auxil- 
iary fire and police program. Contact with City B's mayor is limited, 
however. This contact is usually made by the county executive or the 
deputy executive on behalf of CD. 
frequent contact since the relocation. Before the relocation the contact 
was quite frequent and usually of an informal nature since the CD office 
was previously located in the city hall next to the mayor's office. 

This has reduced the number ofpersonal 
CD does have systematic 

The CD director himself has only in- 

The CD director and his assistant have been in their positions for 
over twenty years, e n o q h  time, one suspects, for them to become stecprd 
in the nuclear ideology. Again, perhaps this long nuclear oriented work 
record has contributed to CD's relative friability to convcrl: its resources 
so that they are more oriented to natural disnstdr planning. Both indi- 
viduals have previous work experience in thc militnry. 
them is active as an officer i n  il lucal Nnl:lon;il Guard unit. Thiv has 
contributed to the frequent contact and good rclntinns with the National 
Guard units in the area. 
relntions with the county shcri U ,  again perh:lps csi~laining the "coilnt-y 
emphasfs" of CD. Adding L I I  this "county emphasis" is n political split 
in rne area. That is, City B is traditionally Democratic (both the mayor 

In fact, one of 

Also, onc of tlie two m1:il has close personal 
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and the city council are Democratic) while the county government has 
traditionally been Republican. 

Although we have emphasized the "county orientation" of CD, this 
is not meant to imply that City B's organizations are actively hostile 
to CD. Rather, it is more a matter of CD not being thought of in terms 
of natural disaster planning for City 3. Having very little political 
accountability in City B, the CD simply cannot be easily defined as the 
city disaster planner. 
recognize this handicap. 
as a non-city organization nor the implications that follow from this 
des ignat ion. 

It is our impression that CD does not adequately 
It does not recognize the definition of itself 

City B does seem to be gradually becoming more conscious of the 
necessity for overall community coordinated planning. For example, a 
recently formed emergency medical services committee located within the 
county health department and having representatives from hospitals, 
City B government, county government, and the fire and police depart- 
ments on its advisory board, has begun studying the problem of coordinated 
emergency medical care planning. The organization hopcs to institute the 
plans after the research phase is completed. CD has little contact with 
this committee. Although this new organization is locatcd within local 
county government it is funded non-locally and perhaps this is one reason 
it has not takcn on a non-city dcsignation. At any ratc', this committee 
offers the possibility for broad based community support for community- 
wide disaster planning since its advisory board is made up of county and 
city representatives, though perhaps its present support is due to its 
relatively non-threatening study naturc. That is, one cnn always study 
something without necessarily changing environmental features. Also, 
the present support may simply bc due to its newnc'ss. 

In general, it appears that CD is not seen 3s a legitimate natural 
disaster planner. (However, it may be legitimate for organizations in 
other ways,e.g., as a repository for "retired" politicians.) Moreover, 
this lack of legitimacy may be a direct result of CD's inability to adapt 
its programs to local areas. In City B, CD's adherence to nuclear plan- 
ning has made it extremely vulnerable to shifting public attitudes re- 
garding the probabilities of nuclear threat. Moreover, it is our im- 
pression that there is internal CD inertia regarding a change to new 
planning programs. This inertia is partly due to CD's national character, 
and also to the continuation of CD staff members who have in thc past 
oriented their thinking toward nuclear disaster planning. CD also does 
not seem to recognize that they must offer a product to other orgnniza- 
tions that these other organizations think they might need. 
CD has made few attempts to help coordinate emergency fire procedures 
and other disaster procedures for various industrial plants even though 
these plants are apparently interested in this type of disaster planning 
(3s evidenced by the mutual aid pact that exists for several industrial 
plants). In general, vertical factors secm more important in influencing 
CD resources and its role in planning. CD is not defined as a natural 
disaster planning agency. CD's classification as a "county" organization 
alsa limits its planning role. Civil deCense must uffcr sumclhing that 
City B organizations think they need. Disastcr planning does cxist in 
City €3 as is demonstrated by the segmentalized disaster planning aniong 
organizations. If civil defense could develop an expertise oriented 

For example, 



t m a r d  planning for various emergencies or disasters, it might be able 
to tie into a number of organizations in the area and provide a valued 
service. 
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DISASTER PREPAKEDNESS STUDY 

1. Introduction 
2. Interview guide 
3. Ratings of community disaster probability 
4. Organizational responsibilities in disasters 
5. Tasks in disasters 

Organizations to be contacted (modifications might be suggested by 
disaster plans) 

1. City civil defense office (all personnel possible) 
2. County civil defense office (all personnel pos6ible) 
3. City police department (responsibility Eor planning, operations - 2/3) 
4. City fire department (responsibility for planning, opcrations - 2) 
5. Safety director's office (1) 

6. Mayor's office (aide with emergency responsibilities - 1) 
7. City manager (or aide - 1) 
8. Medical society (1) 
9. Hospital association (1) 
10. Hospitals (largest 3-5 in area - 2 each) 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 

Public health department (1/2) 
Utilities: both public and private - elcctrfc (emergency planner - 1) 

- gas (ctncrgency planner - 1) - wntcr (emergency planner - 1) - telephone (emergency planner - 1) 
Red Cross chapter (disaster conunLttee chairman, exec. sect. - 2) 
Salvation Army unit (disaster responsFbLlity - 1) 
Sherfff's department (1) 
Pollution or environmental agencies (?) 
Coroner's office (1) 

21. Public works department (engineering, streets, sewers, sanitation - 1/4) 
22. Ambulance services (night overlap other groups - ?) 
23. Local National Guard units (1-3) 
24. Harbor or port department (1) 
25. State police local poet (1) 

26. Local industrial plants (security officchrs 1-4) 
27. Airport department (1) 
28. Buildingfhousing department (1) 
29. RACES clubs (2) 
30. Mass media groups (radio, tclcvision, newspapers, wire services - ?) 
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National Survey 
Code # 

Disaster Research Center 
Ohio State University 
Columbus. Ohio 43201 

RATINGS OF COMMUNITY DISASTER PROBABILITY 

1 . How would you rate thc probability of the Eollowing events in your 
community within this coming decade? 

Please rate them in terms O E  the following six point scale by 
circling rhe appropriate number . 

0 . Not applicable to my community 
1 . Not probable 
2 . Low probability 
3 . Moderate probability 
4 . High probability 
5 . Nearly certai.n 

AVALANCHE ................................ 0 1 2 3 4 5 
BLIZZARD OR MASSIVE SNOWSTORM ............ 0 1 2 3 4 5 
CHEMICAL CONTAMINATION OR SPILL .......... 0 1 2 3 4 5 

EARTHQUAKE ............................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 
ELECTRIC POWER BLACKOUT .................. O 1 2 3 4 5 

FOREST OR BRUSH FIRE ..................... O 1 2 3 4 5 

DAM BREAK ................................ 0 1 2 3 4 5 
DROUG ................................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 

EPIDEMIC ................................. 0 1 2 3 4 5 
FLASH FLOOD .............................. 0 1 2 3 4 5 

FREEZING ICE STORM ....................... 0 1 2 3 ft 5 
HURRICANE ................................ 0 1 2 3 4 5 
MAJOR FROST AND FREEZE ................... O 1 2 3 4 5 
MAJOR GAS MAIN BREAK ..................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 

MAJOR INDUSTRIAL EXPLOSION ............... 0 1 2 3 4 5 
MAJOR WATER MAIN BREAK ................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 
MASSIVE AUTOMOBILE WRECK ................. 0 1 2 3 4 5 
METEORITE FALL ........................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 
MINE DISASTER ............................ 0 1 2 3 4 5 
MUD OR JANDSLI ......................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 

PIPELINE EXPLOSION ....................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 
PLANE CRASH IN COMMUNITY ................. 0 1 2 3 4 5 
RALdATION FALLOUT ........................ 0 1 2 3 4 5 
RIVER FLOOD .............................. 0 1 2 3 4 5 
SAND/DUST STORM .......................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 
SEVERE FOG EPISODE ....................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 
SHIP DISASTER IN HARBOR OR NEARBY COAST .. 0 1 2 3 4 5 
SMOG EPISODE ............................. 0 1 2 1 4 5 

TORNADO .................................. 0 1 2 3 4 5 

VOLCANIC ERUPTION OR FALLOUT ............. 0 1 2 3 4 5 
WATER POLLUTION .......................... 0 1 2 i 4 5 
WATER SHORTAGE ........................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 

MAJOR M I L  STORM ......................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 

OIL SPILL ................................ 0 1 2 3 4 5 

SUDDEN WASTE DISPOSAI. PROBLEM ............ 0 1 2 3 4 5 

TSUNAMI OR TIDAL WAVE .................... 0 1 2 3 4 5 
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2. Let's go on now to finding out what you think of the following. 
On this card (give respondent card) there is a List of tasks 
that might have to be carried out in connection with a disaster. 
Would you tell me for each one what organizations or groups in 
(X city) would have the major responsibility for the task. Let's 
take the first one. What organization or group in (X city) would 
have major responsibility for pre-disaster overall community 
emergency planning? (Indicate to respondent that it is possiblc 
that no one would have the responsibility, on the other hand, he 
can name as many groups as he wants to if he feels that they have 
major responsibility.) 

- < ,' 

(Start with number 1 and work down through number 12) 

DRC List # 2 

Which organizations or groups in your cormnunity, if any, have 
major responsibility for the following tasks In connection with 
a large-scale disaster? 

1. 
2. Warning 
3. 

GJ 
Pre-disaster overall conununity etncrgcncy planning 

Stockpiling emergency supplies and equipmrxnt 

4. Search and rescue 
5. Evacuation 
6. Compiling lists of missing persons 

7. Care of the dead 
8. Maintenance of community order 
9. Housing victims 

10. 
11. Establishing a pass system 
12. 

Providing food and clothing to victims 

Overall coordination of disaster response 

GET BACK CARD FROM RESPONDENT WHEN FINISHED 
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3 . Let's go on now to the next question. 
respondent card). It lists a numher of federal, state and Local 
organizations. I would like to know what major tasks or respon- 
sibilities each organization has in preparing for and responding 
to a large scale disaster in (X city). 
or responsibility, would you please indicate that. 

We have another card (give 

If they have no major task 

(NOTE: You must take into account what the respondent has already 
However, even though respon- 

If respondent is €rom org- 

, said about any of the organizations. 
- dent may have already mentioned them, get a full answer here again, 
,&en though there is just repetition. 
anization listed, indicate that the matter will be discussed later 
in a different question.) 

The first one is the city police department. What major task or 
responsibilities do they h a w  in preparing for and respmding to 
a large-scale disaster? 

(Start with number 1 and work down through numbor 10) 

DRC List 93 

What major tasks or responsibilities do the following organiza- 
tions or groups have in preparing Tor and responding to :I large- 
scale disnstclr i n  your cominrinity? IT they I M V P  llone, so htlicatc. 

1. The city police departmcnt 
2. 
3. Thc Mayor's office 
4. The public health department 
5. The local National Guard units 

The local civil defcnsc office (city, or clty/cot*nty i T  joint) 

6. The city/county mcdicnl society 
7. The shcrifl's departmcnt 
8. The stotc civil dcftbnse agency 
9. Thr State Adjutant Gclneral's Oflicc 
10. OEP (the Ecderal Office of Emergency Preparedness) 

GET CARD BACK FROM KESPONDENT WIEN FINISHED 
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4. Finally, before turning to questions about your organization, there 
is one last general question I would like to ask: What can you 
tell me about overall disaster planning and preparations in this 
city? ' For example, what organizations have t;iken ttic lead in 
overall disaster planning in this comunity? 

PROBE: Key organizations perceived as involvcd? 
How they have taken the lead? 
Uhat they actually did? 
Why they have been successful? 
Whether the planning seems to be cfEcctivc or not? 

INTRA-ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS 

5. Let's turn now to your own organization. Does (X organization) Ltsclf 
have any kind of disaster plan? 
If NO, 

PROBE: (a) 
(b) what would likely guide actions and I)c.hnviors in case of 

(c) would any partfcular organization(s) be turned to for 

what would seem to be reasons for lack of disaster plans? 

a disaster? 

help and griidancc F E  a dis;lstcr occttrred? 

If YES, 
get copy of plan now or Later and go to quc>stion 6. 

- If can not get copy at any time, PROBE: 
('1) 

(1)) how differcnt lincs oi .iuLtiority .uld coordination 

(c) in what way is plan activated'! 

task or responsibilities organizilLFor? wouli! have at 
times of disaster? 

would differ from normal times? 

6. IIas any other organization hc1pc.d your group in developing its disaster 
plan? 

PROBE: (a) which organlzation(s)? 
(b) in what ways did they help? 
(c) who took the initiativc in obtaining the assistance? 

7. (if not mentioned) 
with such a group as the Local civil dcfcnst. organization in developing 
its own disaster plan? 

Has your organization had contact, for exaniple, 

If NO, 
PROBE: (a) 

(b) 
why were they not contacted? 
would they have anything to offcr in term of 
disaster planning? 
would they have anything to do in a disaster response? 

nature of contact? 
frequency and recency of contact? 
evaluation of value of contact 
gencral evaluation of pmctBpeior1 uf cfvfl derlnnee, & 
its prreonncl 
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INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS 

8. Apart from the plan for your own organization, does (X organization) 
have a part in any written or formalized disaster plan involving 
cooperation with other organizations in the area? 

(If NO, see if any informal agreements or understanding.) 

9. (If YES, what organizations are involved in the plan?) 

10. Which organizations will your own organization work most closely with 
under the plan? 

11. Doing what? 

12. IJnder the plan,will sonic organization or group: 
(a) assumc authority anti niakc overall decisions? 
(b) attempt to coordinate activities? 
(c) try to provide general information? 

13. (ONLY IF CIVIL IIEENSE HAS BEEN MEN'L'IONED IN ANSWER TO QuESTIONS 8-12, 
ask) To niakc tlic oprration of tlic plan clearer in my mintl, what, €or 
examplc, would go on be twcc\n your organizat i o i i  and civi 1 defcnsc? 

d BACKGROUND OF DISASTER PISINNING 

14. As f;ir as you know, di)cbs soiiil. organization or group have Lcgal rc~spun- 
sibility Tor overall disaster planning in (X city)? 

15. Who? 

17. Which organization Look rtic itiiti.itivo in iuaki.ng ctic> revision? 

19. Who took thc. initiative (or the. rcIiL~ars;11'! 

21 . What orgnniz:ition was responsible (or calling thcb nicetings? 

22. As far as you know, when was thc plan actwllly Lnst ~rucd? 

23. How d€d the plan work? 
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Finally, in conclusion, justfour more questions. 

24. Can you tell me anything at all about the history of overall disaster 
planning in (X city)? 

If YES, 
PROBE : (a) sources of support and resistance? (local and otherwise) 

(b) nature of arguments Cor and against? 
(c) general public attitudes on disastcr planning? 

25. What experiences with disasters or other large-scale conimunity emergen- 
: cies have you personally had? 

< ~' 
26. What experiences with disasters or other large-ecale community ernergen- 

cies has your organization had? 

27. What experiences with disasters or other large-scale community emergen- 
cies has (X city) had? 

That's about it. 
might be helpful to us in learning about disaster anticipation, disaster 
problems, disaster planning, or disaster preparations in (X city)? 

Is there anything we have not covcrcd that you think 

What about any particular person(s) we should talk to who might be help- 
ful along these lines? 

THANK YOU 

HAVE YOU CORRECTLY HANDLED RATINGS OF COMMUNITY DISASTER PRORARILITY 
SHEET? (including identification on sheet) 

GOTTEN BACK EACH CARD? 

HAVE YOU OBTAINED COPY OF DISASTER PLANS? 

TAU= OF ORGANIZATION? 



National Survey 
Code # 

Disaster Research Ccntcr 
Ohio State University 
Coltmibus. Oh€o 43201 

RATINGS OF COMklUNITY DISAS'EK PROBABILITY 

1 . How would you rate the probability of tlic following events in your 
community within this cominp decade? 

Please rate them in terms of the following six point scale by circling 
the appropriate number . 

0 . Not applicable to my community 
1 . Not probable 

3 . Moderate probability 
4 . High probability 
5 . Nearly certain 

(,, 2 . Low probability 

AVALANCHE ............................... 0 
BLIZZARD OR MASSIVE SNOWS'TORM ........... 0 
CHEMICAL CONTAMINATION OR SPILL ......... 0 
DAM BREAK ............................... 0 
DROUGHT ................................. 0 
EARTHQUAKE .............................. 0 
ELECTRIC POWER BLACK0 UT ................. 0 
EPIDEMIC ................................ 0 
FLASH FLOOD ............................. 0 
FOREST OR BRUSH FIRE .................... 0 
FREEZING ICE STORM ...................... 0 
HURRICANE ............................... 0 
MAJOR FROST AND FREEZE .................. 0 
MAJOR GAS MAIN BREAK .................... 0 
MAJOR HAIL STORM ........................ 0 
MAJOR INDUSTRIAL EXPLOSION .............. 0 
MAJOR WATER MAIN BREAK .................. 0 
MASSIVE AUTOMOBILE WRECK ................ 0 
METEORITE FALL .......................... 0 
MINE DISASTER ........................... 0 
MUD OR LANDSLIDE ........................ 0 
OIL SPILL ............................... 0 
PIPELINE EXPLOSION ...................... 0 
PLANE CRASH IN COMMUNITY ................ 0 
RADIATION FALL0 UT ....................... 0 
RIVER FLOOD ............................. 0 
SAND/DUST STORM ......................... 0 
SEVEX FOG EPISODE ...................... 0 
SHIP DISASTER IN HARBOR OR NEARBY C0AST.O 
SMOG EPISODE ............................ 0 
SUDDEN WASTE DISPOSAL PROBLEM ........... 0 
TORNADO ................................. 0 
'I'SLJNAML OR 'L'IUAL WAVE ................... 0 
VOLCANIC ERUPTION OR FALLOW ............ 0 
WA'L'ER POLLUTION ......................... 0 
WATER SHORTAGE .......................... 0 
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OK, let us now talk about the civil defense organization and its 
So I can have a clear picture in my mind, perhaps disaster planning. 

we ought to clarify a few points about your own job and exactly what 
your duties and responsibilities are. 

(..:' ROLE AND PERSONAL DATA 

2. What is your official title? 

3. What are the duties and responsibilities of this job? 

PROBE : (a) specific duties-particularly contact with other 
people? 

(b) specific responaibilities-particularly thosc 
involving contacts outside the organization? 

4. Have these duties and responsibllities changed in any way sincc you 
have been in your position? (Keep duties and respoiisibilitiea separate) 

If YES: In what way? 

5. How Long have you held this posLtion? 

PROBE : (a) did person come from previous position within or outside 
the civil defense organization? 
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INTERNAL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9.. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

It,. 

Would you happen to know if this civil defense organization has a 
written charter? 
PROBE : (a) Legal basis of organization? 

What is the legal jurisdiction oE the civil defense organization -- 
that is, what area does it cover or encompass? 

What is the table of organization of this group? 

Get or obtain table, chart or make diapram of agency. 
PROBE : (a) duties and tasks of different positions so overall 

(b) establish which are full and part time 
(c) salaried or non-salaried? 
(d) civil service or not? (for all positions) 

picture is clear 

- 
To whom is the civil defense organization responsible? 
qROBE : (a) lines of authority including possible multiple ones? 

(b) nature of authority, i.e., finiincial, setting of 

(c) 
policies, appointincnts, ctc.? 
budgetary position and how annual budgct requests 
art> handled? 

Does this organization have any control or supervision ovl’r any or.her 
group? 

PROBE : (a) what groups? 
If YES, 

(b) nature oE controls? 

What about volunteers? Do you have volunteers in this group? 

Is there an advisory group or conunittee of any kind for tiit. civil 
defense organization? 

PROBE : (a) what is nature of such committee? 
If YES, 

(b) kind of advice they give, c.g., policy, goals or whar? 

As you see it, whit are the major goals or objectives of this civil 
defense organization? 

What is being given the highest priority a t  this time? 

What sort of resources do you have? 

PROBE : (a) personnel if not already established 
(b) facilities 
(c) equipment 
(d) budget 

Which, if any, of thcsc resuiirct*s hnvc. changed in rtaccnt t inlc*s? 
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r, 

17. 

18. 

17 

We want to look now at some of the contacts civil defense has with 
other groups in the community. 

INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS 

Would you please look at this card (give card). 
number of organizations all the way from the federal level, through 
state ones to local ones. It is, of course, possible you may not 
have much or any contact with some of these groups. 

It simply lists a 

Would you tell me what kind of contact, if any, you have with each 
of these organizations? The first one is the city police department. 
How much contact does civil defense have wtth the local pollce? 

(Start with number 1 and work down through number 12) 

DRC List # 4 

How much daily contact, if any, docs your group have with any of 
the following organizations? If there is none, so indicate. 

1. The city police department 
2. The city fire department 
3. The Mayor's office (or city manager) 
4. The local National Cuard units 
5. The local utilities 
6. The local hospitals 

7. The sheriff's department 
8. The state civil defense agency 
9. The State Adjutant General's Office 

10. Region DCPA 
11. 
12. 

DCPA (the natlonal Defense Civil Preparedness Agency) 
OEP (the federal Office of Emergency Preparedness) 

PROBE : (a) not only frequency of contact, but also content 
of contact? 

if general meetings, who calls and what groups 
attend meetings? 

(b) who seems to be initiator of contact? 
(c) 

(d) particularly probe informal contacts 

Finally, just one more time. 
these groups would you characterize as being more favorable or mcwe 
positive towards your organization? Which would seem to be less 
positive or favorable? 

Looking at this list again, which of 

PROBE : (a) what ie basis of favorable or unfavorable view? 

GET CARD BACK FROM RESPONDENT MEEN FINISHED 
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19. Before discussing the civil defense role in natural disaster planning 
and preparations, let me find out what you can tell me of the following, 

DISASTER PLANNING AND PREPARATIONS 

On this card (give card) there is a list of tasks that might have to 
be carried out in connection with a disaster. Would you tell me for 
each one what organizations or groups in (X city) would have the major 
responsibility for the task. Let's take the first one. What organ- 
ization or group in (X city) would have major rcsponsibility for prc- 
disaster overall community emergency planning? (Indicate to respondent 
that it is possible that no one would have the responsibility, on the 
other hand, he can name as many groups as he wants to i f  he feels 
that they have major responsibility.) 

(Start with nuniber 1 and work down through number 12) 

DRC List # 2 

Which organizations or groups in your community, i E  any, have 
major responsibilfty for the following tasks in connection 
with a large-scale disaster? 

1. 
2. Warning 
3. 

Pre-disaster overall community emergency planning 

Stockpiling emergency supplies and equipment 

4. Search and rescue 
5 . Evacuation 
6. Compiling lists of missing persons 

7. Care of the dead 
8. Maintenance of comunity order 
9. Housing victims 

10. Providing food and clothing to victims 
11. Establishing a pass system 
12. Overall coordination of disaster responsc 

GET CARD BACK FROM RESPONDENT WHEN FINISHED 
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20. 

21. 

22. 

523. 

24. 

25. 

Now, more specifically about your own organization. 
disaster plan do you have? 

What kind of 

(GET COPY OF PLAN NaJ OR LATER) 

Since we can get details about the plan from the copy later, I'll 
just ask about some things that might not be detailed in the written 
plan. 

When was this plan last revised -- that is, what is the date of the 
plan? 

Did you get help from any organization or group in developing the 
last revision of the plan? 

PROBE : (a) which organization(s)? 
(b) in what ways did they help? 
(c) who took the initiative? 

Have you had a chance to help any other group or organization Ln 
developing their own disaster plans for their own organization? 

If YES, 
PROBE : (a) which group(s)? 

(b) in what ways did they help? 
(c) who took the initiative? 

If NO, 
PROBE : (a) reasons involved? 

To what extent is your disaster plan rehearsed and exercised? 

PROBE : (a) nature of exercise? 
(b) other organizations? 
(c) problems fnvolved? 

Has the disaster plan ever been used in an actual disaster or emergency? 

If YES, 
PROBE : (a) when? 

(b) 
(c) how did it work? 
(d) revisions made as a result of use? 

for what kind of emergency? 

If NO, 
PROBE : (a) what would be probably the weakest part oE the 

plan? 
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COMMUNITY CONTEXT 

26. In general, how does the community at large, the man-in-the-street, 
here in (X city) view the civil defense organization? 

27. Do they understand its activities? 

PROBE : (a) public knowledge of civil defense involvement 
in natural disasters? 

28. What about the different mass media groups -- radio, TV, newspapers -- 
what seems to be their attitudes towards the civil defense organization? 

29. Do any of the mass media groups ever run stories on local civil defense 
act ivi t ies? 

If YES, 
PROBE : (a) what were the stories about? 

(b) favorable or unfavorable emphasis? 

30. Is civil defense viewed by people in general in il dirferent way than 
other emergency organizations, such as the police and the €ire 
departments? 

31. If so, how? 

32. Why? 

33. What seems to be the general public attitude about 

(a) the probability of disasters in (X city)? 
(b) disaster planning in general? 

34. Do elected public officials reflect the public view? 

PROBE : (a) possible political influencc on civil defense 
activities? 
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Just a couple of more questions to finish up. 

HI STORY 

35. Would you happen to know anything about the history of the civil 
defense organization in this community? 

If YES, 
36. What changes have occurred as far back as you can remember? 

PROBE : (a) attitudinal change of public in general? 
emergency organizations'? 
other public officials? 

(b) organizational changes in personnel? 
budget ? 
Legal responsibilities? 
functions? 

it nd 

otherwise ) ? 
(c) sources of support and resfstance (local or 

If NO, 

tell me about the past history of civil deEense in (X city) -- for 
example, perhaps Lhe previous civil defense director? 

37. Is there some knowledgeable individual in the c m u n i t y  who could 

38. One question about the future. What would you guess might be the 
position of civil. defense in (X city) ten years Erom now'! 

PROBE : (a) factors affecting changes in direction? 

That's about i t  unless you can think of something we hclvcn't covered 
that might be helpful to US in understanding tile civil defcnsc 
organization and disaster pliinning in (X city). 

THANK YOU 

HAVE YOlJ CORRECTLY HANDLED RATINGS OF COMMUNITY DISASTER PROBABlLITY 
SHEET? (including identiiication on sheer) 

GOTTEN BACK EACH CARD? 

HAVE YOU OBTAINED COPY OF DISASTER PLANS? 

TABLE OF ORGANIZATION? 
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